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Abstract

Web extraction is an important research topic that has been studied extensively, receiving a lot of attention and focus. Large amounts of data are produced and consumed online in a continuous and growing rate. The ability to collect and analyze these data has become essential for enabling a wide range of applications and improving the effectiveness of modern businesses. Web extraction methods facilitate the collection and analysis of these data by transforming the human friendly data available online into structured information that can be automatically manipulated and analyzed.

In this work we address the data extraction problem from a software synthesis perspective. Our goal is not only to extract data from web-sites, but also to synthesize programs that extract the data from these sites. The growing popularity of data extraction query languages and their increasing use in a wide variety of applications make them a natural target for automatic synthesis methods. Another motivation for using synthesis for web extraction related applications is the fact that web applications are often generated dynamically using template code. Reverse engineering web pages at the page and site level may facilitate - among other applications - unsupervised web extraction.

First, we focus on the problem of automatic synthesis of web-crawlers for a family of web-sites that contain the same kind of information but differ on layout and formatting. We propose a method that uses the data shared among sites from the same category in order to decrease or eliminate the manual tagging needed for generating extraction schemes for these sites. We use the data on one site to identify data on another site. The identified data is then used to learn the website structure and synthesize an appropriate extraction scheme. This process iterates, as synthesized extraction schemes result in additional data to be used for re-learning the website structure.

In our second work, we address the problem of synthesizing robust data extractors from a family of web-sites that contain the same kind of information. Robust data extractors are more likely to withstand structural changes in the data-source, and can therefore reduce the data extractor’s maintenance cost. We introduce and implement the idea of forgiving extractors that dynamically adjust their precision to handle structural changes, without the need to sacrifice precision upfront.

Finally, to address the unsupervised data extraction problem, we propose a solution to the more general problem of separation of web-pages into template-code and data. Web pages are often served by running layout code on data, producing an HTML document that formats the data into a human readable and elegant presentation. We considered the opposite task:
separating a given web page into a data component and a layout program. This separation has various important applications including unsupervised data extraction, traffic compression, data migration and template-code simplification. In our last work, we generalized our separation approach to address the problem of site-level separation.
Chapter 1

Introduction

In this thesis, we address the problem of scalable data extraction via program synthesis. The work is composed of four chapters:

1. Cross-Supervised Synthesis of Web-Crawlers (Chapter 2) addresses the problem of automatically synthesizing web-crawlers for a family of websites that contain the same kind of information but may significantly differ on layout and formatting.

2. Synthesis of Forgiving Data Extractors (Chapter 3) addresses the problem of synthesizing a robust data-extractor from a family of websites that contain the same kind of information.

3. Lossless Separation of Web Pages into Layout Code and Data (Chapter 4) addresses the issue of separating a given web page into a data component and a layout program.

4. Separation of Web Sites into Layout Code and Data (Chapter 5) addresses the separation of a website into a small number of layout programs and structured data sources.

Program synthesis for data-extraction: In this work we explore different ways in which program synthesis can facilitate data-extraction. One direction is to use program-synthesis techniques to automatically synthesize web-extraction programs. We explore this direction in Chapter 2 where we propose a method for automatic synthesis of data-extraction oriented web crawlers for a group of sites, and in Chapter 3 we propose a method for automatic synthesis of robust web-extraction queries. Another direction that we explore in Chapters 4 and 5 is to separate web-pages into template code and data. Our separation approach outperforms state of the art methods for unsupervised record-level data extraction.

Many different techniques has been developed to deal with the data-extraction problem, leveraging methods coming from various disciplines including Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing. Ferrera et. al. [FDMFB14] review some of these data-extraction approaches, and classify them into categories. All of the method proposed in this thesis can be classified (According to [FDMFB14]) as tree-based techniques. We represent web-pages as labeled ordered rooted trees, where labels represent the HTML tags, and the tree hierarchy represents the nesting structure of the web-page elements. Our extractor synthesis methods (detailed in Chapters 2 and 3) use XPath to address the document elements, while our separation based methods (detailed in Chapters 4 and 5) use a variance of tree-alignment algorithm to
perform the separation. We compare the input, output and type of our different methods in Table 1.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Supervised Synthesis of Web-Crawlers (Chapter 2)</td>
<td>Extractor synthesis</td>
<td>A set of websites containing the same type of data, and a web-crawler for one of these sites.</td>
<td>Set of web-crawlers, one for each site in the input set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis of Forgiving Data Extractors (Chapter 3)</td>
<td>Extractor synthesis</td>
<td>A set of tagged documents from different sites</td>
<td>A single data extractor that works on all the different input sites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lossless Separation of Web Pages into Layout Code and Data (Chapter 4)</td>
<td>Separation</td>
<td>an HTML page</td>
<td>A layout-code file and a data file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation of Web Sites into Layout Code and Data (Chapter 5)</td>
<td>Separation</td>
<td>A sample set of web pages from a single web site</td>
<td>A set of layout code pages and their respective data files.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: A summary of the techniques presented in this dissertation.

In the rest of this section, we introduce each of our works separately.

1.1 Cross-Supervised Synthesis of Web-Crawlers

1.1.1 Motivation

The world wide web is a rich source with growing amounts of unstructured and semi-structured of valuable data. Lately, a lot of efforts were put in order to enable web crawlers to identify and extract these unstructured data. Due to the different formats of websites, the crawling scheme for different sites can differ dramatically. Manually customizing a crawler for each specific site is time consuming and error-prone. Furthermore, because sites periodically change their format and presentation, crawling schemes have to be manually updated and adjusted.

While the structure of documents is significantly different between different sites, we found that sites from the same category often have shared data instances. For example, Fig. 1.1 shows two different bookseller web sites. Documents of these web sites have significantly different structure and style. However, these bookseller web sites have many shared book titles and authors names. In this work, we use this fact to enable automatic synthesis of web crawlers for a group of web sites based on a web crawler for a single site from the same category.

1.1.2 Problem Definition

Chapter 2 considers websites whose data-containing webpages share the following logical structure: each webpage describes one main relation, denoted data. As such, data items are tuples of the data relation. Further, the set $Att$ of attributes consists of the columns of the data relation.

We define the problem of crawler synthesis w.r.t. a set $Att$ of attributes as follows: Given a
set $S$ of websites, where each website $s \in S$ is associated with a set of webpages, denoted $P(s)$, and with a data extractor, denoted $E(s)$, which might be partial or even empty. The goal is to synthesize a complete data extractor for every $s \in S$. A data extractor is a mapping between the logical structure of a webpage - defined by the set $Att$ of attributes each data item contains - and its concrete layout.

1.1.3 Existing Techniques

One of the related problems to crawler synthesis is the problem of wrapper induction [KWD]. The goal of wrapper induction is to automatically generate extraction rules for a website based on the regularity of pages inside the site. In contrast to supervised wrapper-induction techniques [KWD, LG14, LPH00, CH04], which require labeled examples, and unsupervised wrapper-induction techniques [AGM03, CL, CMM01, MK07, MTH+09, RGSL04, ZL05] that frequently require manual annotation of the extracted data, our approach uses cross supervision, where the learned extraction rules of one site are used to produce labeled examples for learning
the extraction rules in another site.

Our crawler synthesis technique is also related to corpus-based schema matching techniques [MBDH05, HCH04] and distant-supervision relation extraction techniques [HZL+11, MBSJ09]. In contrast to corpus-based schema matching methods that match two structured (or annotated) data sources, our technique matches an unstructured data-source with a target data-schema and synthesizes extraction queries to extract the data into a target structured data-source. Distant-supervision relation extraction techniques use weak-supervision to solve the different problem of automatically learning entity-relation extractors (e.g., learn a regular expression to extract company-founder information from text).

Our main idea is to try and leverage a similar regularity across multiple sites. However, because different sites may significantly differ on their layout, we have to capture this regularity at a more semantic level. Towards that end, we use the shared data instances among these different websites, which allows us to identify commonality even in the face of different formatting details.

The technique described in chapter 2 generates XPath [CD+99] expressions, a widely used web documents query language along with regular expressions. This makes our resulting extraction schemes human readable and easy to modify when needed. XPath robustness to site changes [DBS09a, LSRT14, LWLY12] is another related problem to our work. While robustness is a desirable property, our ability to efficiently synthesize a crawler circumvents this challenge as a crawler can be regenerated whenever a site changes.

1.1.4 Key Aspects of the Approach

Despite the significant differences in the concrete layout of websites, the pages of websites that present the same product category often share the same logical structure; they present similar attributes for each product. The main idea is to exploit this data overlap across sites in order to learn the concrete structure of a new website $s$ based on other websites.

Iterative synthesis of crawling schemes Our approach (illustrated in Fig. 1.2) considers a set of websites, and a set of attributes to extract. To bootstrap the synthesis process, the user is required to provide the set of websites for which crawler synthesis is desired, as well as a crawling scheme for at least one of these sites. Our iterative algorithm consists of three main steps:

**Extraction:** For each site (denoted $s_{\text{done}}$) that have a new web-crawler (that we have as input or from the previous iteration) run the web-crawler on $s_{\text{done}}$ to extract data instances for each data-attribute and add them to our attribute instances-database.

**Identification of data-attribute instances:** For each site $s$ that is still without a web-crawler. We use the concrete data extracted from other sites (instances database) to identify attribute occurrences in $s$ and as such learn the structure in which this data is represented in $s$. We do not require a precise match of data across sites, as our technique also handles noisy data. (For example, prices do not have to be identical; any number can be a match.)

**Crawler synthesis using the identified occurrences as examples:** We then use multiple examples of the structure in which the data appears in $s$ in order to generalize and get an extraction
query for \( s \). This enables our algorithm to extrapolate a crawler for \( s \).

**Crawling schemes** Given a set of attributes, a crawling scheme consists of the following two components: (i) A data extraction query that defines how to obtain values of the attributes for each item listed on the site. (ii) A starting point URL and a URL filtering pattern which let the crawler locate “relevant” pages and filter out irrelevant pages without downloading and processing them.

**Two-level data extraction schemes** We assume that the data extraction query has two levels: The first level query describes the item container. Intuitively, a container is a sub-tree that contains all the attribute values we would like to extract. The second level queries contain an extraction XPath for values of each individual attribute. These XPaths are relative to the root of the container.

### 1.1.5 Main Contributions

The contributions in Chapter 2 are:

- A framework for automatic synthesis of web-crawlers. The main idea is to use hand-crafted crawlers for a number of websites as the basis for crawling other sites that contain the same kind of information.
- A new cross-supervised crawler synthesis algorithm that extrapolates crawling schemes from one web-site to another. The algorithm handles pages with multiple items and synthesizes crawlers using only positive examples.
- An implementation and evaluation of our approach, automatically synthesizing 30 crawlers for websites from nine different categories: books, TVs, conferences, universities, cameras, phones, movies, songs and hotels. The crawlers that we synthesize are real crawlers that were used to crawl more than 12,000 webpages over all categories.
1.2 Synthesis of Forgiving Data Extractors

1.2.1 Motivation

Web sites often change their formatting and structure, even when their semantic content remains the same. This change in structure causes extractors to break repeatedly, which results in high maintenance costs for these extractors. A robust extractor [DBS09b, LSRT14, LWLY12] can withstand modifications to the target site. A non-robust extractor would have to be adjusted (typically manually) every time the formatting of a site changes.

When constructing a data extractor, there is a natural tradeoff between accuracy and robustness. Constructing a precise extractor may prevent it from being robust to future changes. Constructing a loose extractor makes it more robust, but would yield results of poor accuracy. Forgiving extractors can dynamically adjust their precision to handle structural changes, without sacrificing precision when it is unnecessary.

1.2.2 Problem Definition

Given a set of example annotated web pages from multiple sites in a family, our goal is to synthesize a robust data extractor that performs well on all sites in the family (not only on the provided example pages).

1.2.3 Existing Techniques

Manually writing a data extractor is extremely challenging. This motivated techniques for automatic generation of extraction queries from examples [KWD]. Automated techniques reduce the burden of writing extractors, but still require manual effort (e.g., providing tagged samples for each site).

There has been a lot of work on pattern based techniques, using alignment of XPaths (e.g., [RGSL04, NDMBDT14, NBdT16]). These techniques learn paths to the annotated data items and generalize them to generate an extraction query. When provided with items that have significantly different paths (e.g., originate from different sites) these techniques may result in an overly relaxed query expression, and significant loss of precision. As a result, pattern based techniques are often limited to a single web site, and are sensitive to formatting changes.

Model based techniques [HCPZ11, FK04, SWL+12, Kus00], use features of DOM elements to learn a model that classifies DOM items to data and noise. These methods have several drawbacks. First, they lack a standard execution mechanism for extraction (in contrast to XPath queries that are available for pattern based techniques). Second, the classifiers trained by these techniques are often hard to understand and modify. Last, but not least, the generalization in these models is performed at training time and thus presents the standard dilemma between precision and generality.

1.2.4 Key Aspects of the Approach

Our approach is based on the assumption that, despite the structural differences between sites from the same semantic family, the data locations in these sites still share some local structural features (e.g., a book title may appear under some heading class, or its parent may be of some
Training on few sites from the family will cover most of these shared local structural patterns. Our forgiving XPath generation process (illustrated in Fig. 1.3) consists of three steps:

**XPath features extraction:** Given a set of tagged HTML documents, our method extracts a large set of XPath features from these documents. The extracted features are expressible by valid XPath queries. These features are used as the building blocks for generating the XPaths. Each feature is defined by an XPath predicate, such that the value of the feature in a document node is 1 if and only if the value of the XPath predicate on the same node is true.

**Precise extractor learning using decision-trees** given a set of annotated pages from different sites, we use decision tree learning to synthesize a common XPath query that precisely extracts the data items from these pages. Intuitively, the decision tree is used as a generalization mechanism that picks the important features for precise extraction. The overall set of features consists of XPath predicates that capture local syntactic structural properties. The decision tree is used to synthesize a query with high robustness, while maintaining its precision on the training set.

**Forgiving XPath synthesis** The XPath query constructed in the previous step is precise for pages in the training set, but may be overly restrictive for extraction from other pages. To generalize to other pages, we introduce the novel notion of forgiving XPaths—a query that dynamically relaxes its requirements, trading off precision to make sure that target items are extracted. Given the decision tree we learnt earlier, we create a sequence of decision trees with a monotonically decreasing precision and a monotonically increasing recall by pruning the resulting decision tree in steps with decreasing minimal precision threshold. This sequence of monotonically pruned decision trees is used to generate a sequence of XPaths with decreasing precision and increasing recall. The forgiving XPath is then generated by concatenating these XPath into a single XPath in a way that guarantees that highest precision XPath is invoked first, and only if it returns no results the following XPath with next lower precision is invoked.

The query generated by our approach has the benefits of both pattern based techniques and model based techniques. On the one hand, it is a standard XPath query, which has a wide support from web-browsers, programming languages and DOM parsers. This also makes it...
human readable, easy to review and modify by a programmer. On the other hand, the query has the flexibility and generalization ability of the techniques based on learning models. Table 1.2 compares our method to other popular extraction methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>XPath alignment</th>
<th>Classifier based</th>
<th>Forgiving XPath</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Readable/Editable</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard XPath</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgiveness/ Dynamic precision</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Comparison between our forgiving XPaths and the different popular data-extraction approaches

1.2.5 Main Contributions

Main Contributions The contributions in Chapter 3 are:

- A novel framework for synthesis of robust data extractors for a family of sites from examples (annotated web pages).
- A new technique for generalization of XPath queries using decision trees and “forgiving XPaths”, which adjust precision dynamically.
- An implementation of our technique in a tool called TRACY and an experimental evaluation of the robustness and generality of the forgiving extractors. We evaluate precision and recall on: (i) different pages from sites in the training set (ii) pages from different versions of sites in the training set (iii) pages from different (unseen) sites. Our evaluation shows that TRACY is able to synthesize robust extractors with high precision and recall based on a small number of examples. Further, comparison to existing pattern based and model based techniques shows that TRACY provides a significant improvement.

1.3 Lossless Separation of Web Pages into Layout Code and Data

1.3.1 Motivation

A modern web page is often served by running layout code on data, producing an HTML document that enhances the data with front/back matters and layout/style operations. While templates are useful for the human user, improving readability and providing uniformity among the different pages of a web site, they are considered a problem for web crawlers and data extractors. Templates often contain irrelevant information that makes crawling less efficient and can affect the indexing accuracy. Fig. 1.4 shows a bookseller web page snippet (from barnesandnoble.com). The snippet contains three book items, each contains the book title, the author name and the book price among other info. These items share the same template, that is used to format the book information into a human readable listing.

In this work we consider the web-page separation task: separating a given web page into a data component and a layout program. We use the shared template among different page items as a guide for separating these items back into template and data items. This separation has various important applications: template removal, unsupervised data extraction, and page
encoding may be significantly more compact (reducing traffic). Many of these applications are not limited to static web pages but can also be applied to dynamically generated pages (e.g., by using a headless browser to obtain a static HTML page).

1.3.2 Problem Definition

We define the problem of lossless separation of web-pages as follows: Given an HTML page, our goal is to separate it into a layout code component and a data component such that: (i) the separation is lossless, running the extracted layout code on the extracted data reproduces the original page, and (ii) the separation is efficient such that common elements become part of the layout code, and varying values are represented as data.

A separation of a web page $w$ is a pair $(\pi, E)$, where $\pi$ is a layout tree and $E$ is a data-component (which is a mapping from the variables in $\pi$ to values), such that $\pi(E) = w$. Separating $w$ is the process of constructing a separation $(\pi, E)$ of $w$. Note that a web page may have infinitely many separations.

1.3.3 Existing Techniques

The separation problem is related to the problems of page-level data extraction [AGM03, KC10, SC13, SC+14, WLF15, CKGS06, FWB+11b] and record-level extraction [TW13, WL03, CL01, ZL05, LMM06, SL05, LMM10, CYWM03, LGZ03a, FWB+11a]. A lot of related work has dealt with these two problems. However, the focus has been on the unsupervised data-extraction aspect only. More importantly, the resulting separation into templates and records is lossy; that is, we cannot recover the original HTML document from the output records.
and template.

Template identification and removal is another related problem. Templates are considered harmful for many automated tasks like semantic-clustering, classification and indexing by search engines. A lot of past work tackled the challenges of template identification [RGSL04, LGZ03a, ZL05, BYR02, KFN10] and template-extraction [KS11, VdSP+06, CKP07, GPT05, GF14, DC, GM13]. Typically, the goal of these works is to identify or extract the template so it can be ignored/discard, and the data could be passed to further processing.

![Figure 1.5: Lossless separation of an HTML page to code and data.](image)

### 1.3.4 Key Aspects of the Approach

**Lossless separation:** Instead of focusing solely on the data-extraction problem, we solve the web-page lossless separation problem (illustrated in Fig. 1.5). Separation combines, and generalizes, two aspects of the extraction problem that are typically considered separately-record extraction, and template extraction-and seeks to balance them. Rather than treating the template as noise when extracting data, or eliminating data when extracting a template, separation seeks to extract both at the same time.

**Minimum description length:** There are many possible ways to separate a web-page into layout code and data. We guide our choice of separation by attempting to minimize the joint representation size of the page, according to the minimum description length (MDL) [Ris78] principle. Therefore, the separation computed by our solution is tailored to minimizing the description cost of the result.

**Bottom-up separation process:** An HTML page can also be viewed as a Tree (called DOM tree). Our separation approach works by folding adjacent subtrees of this DOM tree in a bottom-up manner producing a layout tree, which represents the resulting template code. Initially, the layout tree is simply the DOM tree representing the web page. As subtrees are being folded (starting from leaf nodes up to the root), we synthesize unified code that represents their common structure, and create separate data elements to represent their different content values.

The synthesized layout tree may include loops to generalize repetition of layout across items and conditionals to allow these loops to format elements that exhibited a loosely similar
structure.

**Data-aware tree alignment algorithm:** We present a novel tree-alignment algorithm that is tailored to handling layout trees, enabling it to handle loops, conditions and variables in the template. This tree-alignment algorithm enables us to represent (and calculate the cost of representing) two layout-subtrees as a single one. The tree alignment algorithm performs data extraction and modifies the data representation, to match the changes in the layout trees, so that invoking the layout trees on the data will result in the original HTML.

**Extraction of hierarchical data:** Our solution supports nested repetitions (e.g., a list of categories, each containing a list of products) by allowing nesting of loops in data trees alongside hierarchical structures of environments.

### 1.3.5 Main Contributions

The contributions in Chapter 4 are:

- We present a framework for defining the web-page separation task, and explain its importance for various application.
- We devise an algorithm for synthesizing layout code from a web page while distilling its data in a lossless manner.
- We have implemented our approach and conducted a thorough experimental study of its effectiveness. Our experiments show that our approach features state of the art (and higher) performance in both representation compression and record extraction.

### 1.4 Separation of Web Sites into Layout Code and Data

#### 1.4.1 Motivation

Many of the popular data-extraction methods are applicable on a small set of user selected pages, or a single page. While these methods may be useful for record-level (from a single page) data extraction, they are often unapplicable for large scale modern websites. Modern websites often have millions of template generated pages. These pages are generated by applying a small set of template files to a structured data source, producing the set of HTML pages that are then presented to the user.

In this work we address the problem of scalable data-extraction by introducing the concept of site-level separation. Given a website, our technique separates it to a small number of layout programs and structured data sources.

Separation of website pages has many important applications such as data extraction, webpage clustering, template removal, and web traffic optimization. For example, the data files generated by our approach can be used for unsupervised data extraction (facilitating wrapping and retrieval). The resulting separation can also be used for traffic reduction and automatic conversion of web applications to Ajax applications. These applications are not limited to server-side generated sites but can also be applied to client-side (Angular or Ajax in general) generated sites (e.g., by using a headless browser to obtain a static HTML page).
1.4.2 Problem Definition

Given a set of HTML pages, our goal is to separate them into a small set of layout programs and a set of structured data sources such that: (i) each layout program represents a subset of HTML pages sharing the same (or a lot of) the formatting elements (ii) running the corresponding layout program of a page on its extracted data source reproduces the original page (the separation is lossless), and (iii) the separation is efficient such that the entire set of pages is represented using a small number of layout code files, where common elements among pages become part of their representative layout code file, and their varying values are represented as data.

1.4.3 Existing Techniques

There has been a lot of work on data extraction from web pages [AGM03, KC10, SC13, SC^+14, TW13, WL03, CL01, ZL05, SL05, LMM10, CYWM03, LGZ03a, LWLY12, DBS09b, HCPZ11, MTH^+09]. Record-level extraction handles the case where a single page has a list of records, where there is repetition within the same page. Our approach deals with the complementary problem where the repetition is not only within the same page, but also across different pages. Previous work [OKYS16], applied the idea of separation to separate single page and perform record-level extraction. In this paper, we address the challenging problem of separating a set of web pages.

1.4.4 Key Aspects of the Approach

Given a sample set of pages from a website, our solution generates a more efficient representation using a smaller set of template pages and structured data-sources.

To generate the website separation we need to identify pages in the sample that have similar formatting and can thus be formatted using the same layout code, and only differ on the data. We also need to select a representative set that efficiently covers the variety of different templates that are used in a website.

Unification-guided similarity between pages: We define a page similarity function that captures the effort required to unify two pages. This similarity function is an important aspect of our solution as ability to assess structural similarity of pages is essential to our approach.

To assess the effort required for unifying two given pages, our similarity function measures their similarity at the layout-code level. To that end, it applies a preprocessing step of page-level separation in which it applies a tree folding algorithm [OKYS16] on each page individually in order to fold item lists and unify their representation among the different pages. Then it measures the similarity between the two resulting layout-codes by using a tree-alignment algorithm to calculate their shared representation cost.

Representative set selection: We propose a novelty-based summarization algorithm that finds a small set of representative pages that cover the different page templates in the input set. These representatives are used by our clustering algorithm to compute clusters of pages that share a common template.

Our novelty-based algorithm uses a greedy iterative process, which measures the novelty of each unselected page, as well as the coverage it provides. At each iteration the algorithm
selects as an additional representative the page that contributes the highest total coverage of novel pages, and penalizes their novelty accordingly.

**Clustering:** After a representative set is selected, each page in the input set is associated with the representative that is most structurally similar to it, forming clusters of structurally similar webpages. We use the same unification-guided similarity function we use in the representative selection process.

**Cluster level separation:** We align together pages from each resulting cluster. The alignment process starts with the layout-code of the representative page, obtained by page-level separation, as the current layout-code. In each iteration, the layout code is updated based on a new page whose layout-code is aligned with the current layout-code. Further, a new data component is generated for the newly aligned page.

1.4.5 **Main Contributions**

**Main Contributions** The contributions in Chapter 5 are:

- We present a novel algorithm for efficient separation of a set of webpages into layout code files and structured data sources.

- We propose a representative selection algorithm that identifies a guide set of webpages that represent all the templates used in a larger set of webpages. The main idea of our algorithm is to use novelty-based summarization based on a structure-aware similarity function for picking the representative pages efficiently, to enable coverage of the different templates via a typically small number of representatives.

- We implement and evaluate our approach. Our evaluation shows that our approach is effective in capturing the different templates present in a site, and in extracting the structured data from pages with different templates.
Chapter 2

Cross-Supervised Synthesis of Web-Crawlers

Abstract

A web-crawler is a program that automatically and systematically tracks the links of a website and extracts information from its pages. Due to the different formats of websites, the crawling scheme for different sites can differ dramatically. Manually customizing a crawler for each specific site is time consuming and error-prone. Furthermore, because sites periodically change their format and presentation, crawling schemes have to be manually updated and adjusted. In this paper, we present a technique for automatic synthesis of web-crawlers from examples. The main idea is to use hand-crafted (possibly partial) crawlers for some websites as the basis for crawling other sites that contain the same kind of information. Technically, we use the data on one site to identify data on another site. We then use the identified data to learn the website structure and synthesize an appropriate extraction scheme. We iterate this process, as synthesized extraction schemes result in additional data to be used for re-learning the website structure. We implemented our approach and automatically synthesized 30 crawlers for websites from nine different categories: books, TVs, conferences, universities, cameras, phones, movies, songs, and hotels.

2.1 Introduction

A web-crawler is a program that automatically and systematically tracks the links of a website and extracts information from its pages. One of the challenges of modern crawlers is to extract complex structured information from different websites, where the information on each site may be represented and rendered in a different manner and where each data item may have multiple attributes.

For example, price comparison sites use custom crawlers for gathering information about products and their prices across the web. These crawlers have to extract the structured information describing products and their prices from sites with different formats and representations. The differences between sites often force a programmer to create a customized crawler for each site, a task that is time consuming and error-prone. Furthermore, websites may eventually change their format and presentation, therefore the crawling schemes have to be manually maintained and adjusted.

Goal The goal of this work is to automatically synthesize web-crawlers for a family of websites that contain the same kind of information but may significantly differ on layout and formatting.
We assume that the programmer provides one or more hand-crafted web-crawlers for some of the sites in the family, and would like to automatically generate crawlers for other sites in the family. For example, given a family of four websites of online book stores (each containing tens of thousands of books), and a hand-crafted crawler for one of them, we automatically generate crawlers for the other three. Note that our goal is not only to extract data from web-sites, but to synthesize the programs that extract the data.

**Existing Techniques** Our work is related to *wrapper induction* [KWD]. The goal of wrapper induction is to automatically generate extraction rules for a website based on the regularity of pages inside the site. Our main idea is to try and leverage a similar regularity across multiple sites. However, because different sites may significantly differ on their layout, we have to capture this regularity at a more abstract level. Towards that end, we define an abstract *logical representation* of a website that allows us to identify commonality even in the face of different formatting details.

In contrast to supervised techniques [KWD, LG14, LPH00, CH04], which require labeled examples, and unsupervised techniques [AGM03, CL, CMM01, MK07, MTH+09, RGSL04, ZL05] that frequently require manual annotation of the extracted data, our approach uses *cross supervision*, where the learned extraction rules of one site are used to produce labeled examples for learning the extraction rules in another site.

Our technique uses XPath [CD+99], a widely used web documents query language along with regular expressions. This makes our resulting extraction schemes human readable and easy to modify when needed. There has been some work on the problem of XPath robustness to site changes [DBS09a, LSRT14, LWLY12], trying to pick the most robust XPath query for extracting a particular piece of information. While robustness is a desirable property, our ability to efficiently synthesize a crawler circumvents this challenge as a crawler can be regenerated whenever a site changes.

**Our Approach: Cross-Supervised Learning of Crawling Schemes** We present a technique for automatically synthesizing data-extracting crawlers. Our technique is based on two observations: (i) sites with similar content have data overlaps, and (ii) in a given site, information with similar semantics is usually located in nodes with a similar location in the document tree.

Using these observations, we synthesize data-extracting crawlers for a group of sites sharing the same type of information. Starting from one or more hand-crafted crawlers which provide a relatively small initial set of crawled data, we use an iterative approach to discover data instances in new websites and extrapolate data extraction schemes which are in turn used to extract new data. We refer to this process as *cross-supervised learning*, as data from one web-site is repeatedly used to guide synthesis in other sites.

Our crawlers extract data describing different attributes of items. We introduce the notion of a *container* to maintain relationships between different attributes that refer to the same item. We use containers, which are automatically selected without any prior knowledge of the structure of the website, to handle pages with multiple items, and to filter out irrelevant data. This allows us to synthesize extraction schemes from positive examples only.
Our approach is scalable and practical: we used cross-supervision to synthesize crawlers for several product review websites, e.g., tvexp.com, weppir.com, camexp.com and phonesum.com.

Main Contributions The contributions of this paper are:

- A framework for automatic synthesis of web-crawlers. The main idea is to use hand-crafted crawlers for a number of websites as the basis for crawling other sites that contain the same kind of information.
- A new cross-supervised crawler synthesis algorithm that extrapolates crawling schemes from one web-site to another. The algorithm handles pages with multiple items and synthesizes crawlers using only positive examples.
- An implementation and evaluation of our approach, automatically synthesizing 30 crawlers for websites from nine different categories: books, TVs, conferences, universities, cameras, phones, movies, songs and hotels. The crawlers that we synthesize are real crawlers that were used to crawl more than 12,000 webpages over all categories.

2.2 Overview

2.2.1 Motivating Example

Consider a price comparison service for books, which crawls book seller websites and provides a list of sellers and corresponding prices for each book. Examples of such book seller sites include barnesandnoble.com (B&N), blackwell.co.uk (BLACKWELL) and abebooks.com (ABE). Each of these sites lists a wide collection of books, typically presented in template generated webpages feeding from a database. Since these pages are template generated, they present structured information for each book in a format that is repeated across books. By recognizing this repetitive structure for a given site, one can synthesize a data extraction query and use it to automatically extract the entire book collection.

While the format within a single site is typically stable, the formats between sites differ considerably. Fig. 3.1 shows a small and simplified fragment of the page structure on B&N and BLACKWELL in HTML. Fig. 2.3 shows part of the tree representation of the corresponding sites (as well as of ABE), where $D_1, \ldots, D_4$ denote different pages. Due to the differences in structure, the data extraction query can differ dramatically. For example, in BLACKWELL and ABE, each of the pages $(D_2, D_3, D_4)$ presents a single book, whereas in B&N the page $D_1$ shows a list of several books.

The goal of this work is to automatically synthesize crawlers for new sites based on some existing hand-crafted crawler(s). For example, given a crawler for the BLACKWELL site, our technique synthesizes a crawler for B&N website. The synthesized crawler is depicted in Fig. 2.2. We show that this can be done despite the significant differences between the sites BLACKWELL, and B&N, in terms of HTML structure. We note that the examples that we present in this section are abbreviated and simplified. For example, the real DOM tree for the B&N page we show here contains around 1,000 nodes. The structure of the full trees, and the XPaths required for processing them are more involved than what is shown here.
Figure 2.1: Fragments of webpages with the similar attribute values for a book on two different book shopping sites.

### 2.2.2 Cross-Supervised Learning of Crawling Schemes

Our main observation is that despite the significant differences in the concrete layout of websites, the pages of websites that exhibit the same product category often share the same **logical structure**; they present similar attributes for each product. For example, each of the pages of Fig. 3.1 presents the same important attributes about the book, including its **title**, **author name** and **price**. Moreover, there is a large number of shared products between these websites. The book “**Through the looking glass**” is one such example for B&N and **Blackwell**.
class MySpider(Crawler):
    name = "barnesandnoble"
    allowed_domains = ["www.barnesandnoble.com"]
    start_urls = [(
        (t=0, textb(stat("http://www.barnesandnoble.com/s/java-programming")@t)),
        (textb("store=allproducts&keyword=java+programming")@t))
    ]

    rules = (Rule(LinkExtractor(
        allow=("/s/.*"), callback="parse_item", follow=True)
        ),)

def parse_item(self, response):
    sel = Selector(response)
    rows = sel.XPath("//body/div/.
    for r in rows:
        item = BooksItem()
        item["title"] = r.XPath("//a[@class="title"]")@t)
        item["author"] = r.XPath("//a[@class="contributor"]")@t)
        item["price"] = r.XPath("//div[@class="price-format"]//a/span[@class="price"]")@t)
        yield item

Our technique exploits data overlaps across sites in order to learn the concrete structure of a new website \( s \) based on other websites. Specifically, we identify in \( s \) concrete data extracted from other sites and as such learn the structure in which this data is represented in \( s \). We then use multiple examples of the structure in which the data appears in \( s \) in order to generalize and get an extraction query for \( s \). This enables our algorithm to extrapolate a crawler for \( s \).

We do not require a precise match of data across sites, as our technique also handles noisy data. (For example, prices do not have to be identical; any number can be a match.)

Crawling schemes A crawler, such as the one of Fig. 2.2, contains some boilerplate code defining the crawler class and its operations. However, the essence of the crawler is its crawling scheme. For example, in Fig. 2.2 the crawling scheme is highlighted in boldface.

A crawling scheme is defined with respect to a set of semantic groups, called attributes, which define the types of data to be extracted. In the books example, the attributes are: book title, author and price.

Given a set of attributes, a crawling scheme consists of the following two components: (i) A data extraction query that defines how to obtain values of the attributes for each item listed on the site. (ii) A starting point URL and a URL filtering pattern which let the crawler locate “relevant” pages and filter out irrelevant pages without downloading and processing them.

Our crawlers use XPath as a query language for data extraction. XPath is a query language for selecting nodes from an XML document which is based on the tree representation of the XML document, and provides the ability to navigate around the tree, selecting nodes by describing their path from the document tree root node. For example, Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 show the crawling schemes for crawling books from BLACKWELL and B&N respectively, where the data extraction query is expressed using XPaths.

Two-level data extraction schemes We assume that the data extraction query has two levels: The
first level query is an XPath describing an item container. Intuitively, a container is a sub-tree that contains all the attribute values we would like to extract (defined more formally in Sec. 2.5.) For example, in Fig. 2.4, the XPath //body/div[@class="content_maincore--shop"]... describes a container of book attributes on B&N pages.

The second level queries contain an extraction XPath for values of each individual attribute. These XPaths are relative to the root of the container. For example, //div/h1/ in Fig. 2.4 is used to pick the node that has type h1 (heading 1), containing the book title.

Iterative synthesis of crawling schemes Our approach considers a set of websites, and a set of attributes to extract. To bootstrap the synthesis process, the user is required to provide the set of websites for which crawler synthesis is desired, as well as a crawling scheme for at least one of these sites. Alternatively, the user can provide multiple partial crawling schemes for different sites, that together cover all the different item attributes.

The synthesis process starts by invoking the provided extraction scheme(s) on the corresponding sites to obtain an initial set of values for each one of the attributes. These values are then used to locate nodes that contain attribute values in the document trees of webpages of new
sites. The nodes that contain attribute values reveal the structure of pages of the corresponding websites. In particular, smallest subtrees that exhibit all the attributes amount to containers. This allows for synthesis of data extraction schemes for new websites. The newly learned extraction schemes are used to extract more values and add them to the set of values of each attribute, possibly allowing for additional websites to be handled. This process is repeated until complete extraction schemes are obtained for all websites, or until no additional values are extracted.

In our example, the algorithm starts with the data extraction scheme for BLACKWELL (see Fig. 2.4), provided by a user. It extracts from $D_2$ author-x, title-x, and price as values of the book title, author, and price attributes, respectively (see Fig. 2.3). These values are identified in $D_1$ (B&N) within the subtree of the left most node represented by

```
//body/.../ol["result-set box"]
/li[@class="result box"]/...
/div[@class="details below-axis"]
```

which then points to the latter node as a possible container. Additional values taken from $D_3$ and other pages in BLACKWELL identify additional nodes in the B&N tree as attribute and container nodes. Note that author-x is also found in another subtree in $D_1$. However, there are no instances of the remaining attributes in that subtree; Therefore, the subtree is not considered a container and the corresponding node is treated as noise.

By identifying the commonality between the identified containers and between nodes of the same attribute, a data extraction scheme for B&N is synthesized (see below). In the next iteration, the new data scheme is used to extract from B&N the values author-z, title-z and price as additional values for book title, author, and price respectively (that did not exist in BLACKWELL). The new values are located in ABE (see $D_4$ in Fig. 2.3), allowing to learn an extraction scheme for ABE as well.

**XPath synthesis for two-level queries** Our approach synthesizes a two level extraction scheme for each website from a set of attribute nodes and candidate containers identified in its webpages. The two-level query structure is reflected also in the synthesis process of the extraction scheme. Technically, we use a two-phase approach to synthesize the extraction scheme. In each site, we first generate an XPath query for the containers. We then filter the attribute nodes keeping only those reachable from containers that agree with the container XPath, and generate XPaths for their extraction relatively to the container nodes.

To generate an XPath query for a set of nodes (e.g., for the set of containers), we consider the concrete XPath of each node—this is an XPath that extracts exactly this node. We unify these concrete XPaths by a greedy algorithm that aims to find the most concrete (most strict) XPath query that agrees with a majority of the concrete XPaths. Keeping the unified XPath as concrete as possible prevents the addition of noise to the extraction scheme.

The generated XPaths for B&N are depicted in Fig. 2.5. In this example, unification is trivial since the XPaths are identical. However, if for example each of the container nodes labeled div in $D_1$ had different id’s, the id feature would have been removed during unification. Note that even if the subtree that contains the noisy instance of author-x in $D_1$ had been identified as a candidate container (e.g., if it had contained values of the other attributes), it would have been
discarded during the unification.

**URL pattern synthesis** In order to synthesize a URL pattern for the crawling scheme of a new site, we extend the iterative technique used for synthesis of data extraction schemes; In each iteration of the algorithm, for each website we identify a set of pages of interest as pages that contain attribute data. We filter these pages in accordance with the filtering of container and attribute nodes. We then unify the URLs of remaining pages similarly to XPath unification.

Fig. 2.5 depicts the URL pattern generated by our approach for B&N. This pattern identifies webpages in B&N that present a list of books—these are the pages whose structure conforms with the synthesized extraction scheme. Note that B&N also presents the same books in a separate page each, but such pages require a different crawling scheme.

### 2.3 Preliminaries

In this section we define some terms that will later be used to describe our approach.

#### 2.3.1 Logical Structure of Webpages

Each webpage implements some *logical structure*. Following [HAF+10], we use *relations* as a logical description of data which is independent of its concrete representation. A relational specification is a set of relations, where each relation is defined by a set of column names and a set of values for the columns. A *tuple* \( t = (c_1 : d_1, c_2 : d_2, \ldots) \) maps a set of columns \( \{c_1, c_2, \ldots\} \) to values. A *relation* \( r \) is a set of tuples \( \{t_1, t_2, \ldots\} \) such that the columns of every \( t, t' \in r \) are the same.

For example, B&N, BLACKWELL and ABE described in Section 2.2 implement a relational description of a list of books, where each book has a title, an author and a price. Then “book title”, “author” and “price” are columns, and the set of books is modeled as a relation with these columns, where each tuple is a book item.

**Data items, attributes and instances** We refer to each tuple of a relation \( r \) as a *data item*. The columns of a relation \( r \) are called *attributes*, denoted \( \text{Att} \). Each attribute defines a class of data sharing semantic similarities, such as meaning and/or extraction scheme. The value of attribute \( a \in \text{Att} \) in some tuple of \( r \) is also called an *instance* of \( a \). The set of all values of all attributes is denoted \( V \). Each attribute \( a \) is associated with an *equivalence relation* \( \equiv_a \), that determines if two values are equivalent or not as instances of \( a \). (The notion of “equivalence” may differ between different attributes.) By default (if not specified by the user) we use the bag of words representation of each value \( d \), denoted \( W(d) \), and use Jaccard similarity function [Jac], \( J(d_1, d_2) \), with a threshold of 0.5 as an equivalence indicator between values \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \):

\[
d_1 \equiv_a d_2 \text{ iff } J(d_1, d_2) > 0.5 \quad \text{where } J(d_1, d_2) = \frac{|W(d_1) \cap W(d_2)|}{|W(d_1) \cup W(d_2)|}.
\]

#### 2.3.2 Concrete Layout of Webpages

Technically, webpages are documents with structured data, such as XML or HTML documents. The concrete layout of the webpage implements its logical structure, where attribute instances are presented as nodes in the DOM tree.
**XML documents as DOM trees** A well-formed XML document, describing a webpage of some website, can be represented by a DOM tree. A DOM tree is a labeled ordered tree with a set of nodes \( N \) and a labeling function that labels each node with a set of node features (not to be confused with data attributes), where some of the features might be unspecified. Common node features include \texttt{tag}, \texttt{class} and \texttt{id}.

For example, Fig. 2.3 depicts part of the tree representation of pages of B\&N, BLACKWELL and ABE. A node labeled by \texttt{a, class=title} is a node whose \texttt{tag} is \texttt{a}, \texttt{class} is \texttt{title}, and \texttt{id} is unspecified.

**Node descriptors** A node descriptor is an expression \( x \) in some language defining a set of nodes in the DOM tree. We use \( \text{Expr} \) to denote the set of node descriptors. For a node descriptor \( x \in \text{Expr} \) and a webpage \( p \), we define \([x]_p\) to be the set of nodes described by \( x \) from \( p \). When \( p \) is clear from the context, we omit it from the notation. A node descriptor is \textit{concrete} if it represents exactly one node. We sometimes also refer to node descriptors as \textit{extraction schemes}.

In this work, we use XPath as a specification language for node descriptors.

### 2.3.3 XPath as a Data Extraction Language

XPath [CD+99] is a query language for traversing XML documents. XPath expressions (XPaths in short) are used to select nodes from the DOM tree representation of an XML document. An XPath expression is a sequence of instructions, \( x = x_1 \ldots x_k \). Each instruction \( x_i \) defines how to obtain the next set of nodes given the set of nodes selected by the prefix \( x_1 \ldots x_{i-1} \), where the empty sequence selects the root node only. Roughly speaking, each instruction \( x_i \) consists of (i) \textit{axis} defining where to look relatively to the current nodes: at children ("/"), descendants ("//"), parent, siblings, (ii) \textit{node filters} describing which \texttt{tag} to look for (these can be "all", "text", "comment", etc.), and (iii) \textit{predicates} that can restrict the selected nodes further, for example by referring to values of additional node features (e.g. \texttt{class}) that should be matched.

For example, the XPath \( //\text{div}/*\text{/a[@class="link\_type1"]} \) selects all nodes that follow a sequence of nodes that can start anywhere in the DOM tree, and has to consist of a node with \texttt{tag=div} followed by some node whose features are unspecified and is followed by a node with \texttt{tag=a} and \texttt{class=link\_type1}.

### 2.4 The Crawler Synthesis Problem

In this section we formulate the crawler synthesis problem. A crawler for a website can be divided into two parts: a \textit{page crawler}, and a \textit{data extractor}. The page crawler is responsible for grabbing the pages of the site that contain relevant information. The data extractor is responsible for extracting data of interest from each page.

**Logical structure of interest** Our work considers websites whose data-containing webpages share the following logical structure: each webpage describes one main relation, denoted \textit{data}. As such, data items are tuples of the \textit{data} relation. Further, the set \( \text{Att} \) of attributes consists of the columns of the \textit{data} relation.

Note that different concrete layouts can implement this simple logical structure. For example, if we consider a webpage that exhibits a list of books, then the concrete layout can first group
books by author, and for each author list the books, or it can avoid the partition based on authors. Further, some websites will present each book in a separate webpage, whereas others will list several books in the same page. Even for websites that are structured similarly by the former parameters, the mapping of attribute instances to nodes in the DOM tree can vary significantly.

**Page crawlers** A page crawler for a website $s$ is given by a URL pattern, denoted $U(s)$, which identifies the set of webpages of interest. These are the webpages of the website that contain data of the relevant kind. We denote by $P(s)$ the set of webpages whose URL matches $U(s)$.

**Data Extractors** Recall that we consider webpages where instances of different attributes are grouped into tuples of some relation, denoted $\text{data}$. We are guided by the observation that data in such webpages is typically stored in subtrees, where each subtree contains instances of all attributes for some data item (i.e., tuple of the $\text{data}$ relation). We refer to the roots of such subtrees as **containers**:

**Containers:** A node in the DOM tree whose subtree contains all the entries of a single data item (i.e., a single tuple of $\text{data}$) is called a **container**. Note that any ancestor of a container is also a container. We therefore also define the notion of a **best** container to be a container such that none of its predecessors is a container. Depending on the concrete layout of the webpage, a best container might correspond to an element in a list or in another data structure. It might also be the root of a webpage, if each webpage presents only one data item.

For example, in the tree $D_1$ depicted in Fig. 2.3, both of the nodes selected by $//\text{body}/.../\text{div[@class="details below-axis"]}$ are containers, and as such are their ancestors, including the root. However, the latter are not best containers since they include strict subtrees that are also containers.

**Attribute nodes:** A node in the DOM tree that holds an instance of an attribute $a \in \text{Att}$ is called an **a-attribute node**, or simply an **attribute node** when $a$ is clear from the context or does not matter.

**Data extractors:** A data extractor for the relation $\text{data}$ over columns $\text{Att}$ in some website $s$ can be described by a pair $(\text{container}, f)$ where $\text{container} \in \text{Expr}$ is a node descriptor representing containers, and $f : \text{Att} \rightarrow \text{Expr}$ is a possibly partial function that maps each attribute name to a node descriptor, with the meaning that this descriptor represents the attribute nodes relatively to the container node, i.e., the attribute descriptor considers the container node as the root. The data extractor is **partial** if $f$ is partial. If $\text{container}$ is empty, it is interpreted as a node descriptor that extracts the root of the page. If $\text{container}$ is empty and $f$ is undefined for every attribute, we say that the data extractor is **empty**.

Examples of data extractors appear in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.4.

**Crawler synthesis** The **crawler synthesis problem** w.r.t. a set $\text{Att}$ of attributes is defined as follows. Its input is a set $S$ of websites, where each website $s \in S$ is associated with a data extractor, denoted $E(s)$, over $\text{Att}$. $E(s)$ might be partial or even empty. The desired output is a page crawler, along with a complete data extractor for every $s \in S$. 26
2.5 Data Extractor Synthesis

In this section we focus on synthesizing data extractors, as a first step towards synthesizing crawlers. We temporarily assume that the page crawler is given, i.e., for each website we have the set of webpages of interest, and present our approach for synthesizing data extractors. We will remove this assumption later, and also address synthesis of the page crawler, using similar techniques.

The input to the data extractor synthesis is therefore a set $S$ of websites, where each website $s \in S$ is associated with a set of webpages, denoted $P(s)$, and with a data extractor, denoted $E(s)$, which might be partial or even empty. The goal is to synthesize a complete data extractor for every $s \in S$. The main challenge in synthesizing a data extractor is identifying the mapping between the logical structure of a webpage, and its concrete layout as a DOM tree. The key to understanding this mapping amounts to identifying the container nodes in the DOM tree that contain all the attributes of a single data item (tuple). Once this mapping is learnt, the next step is to capture it by synthesizing extraction schemes in the form of XPaths.

The data extractor synthesis algorithm is first described using the generic notion of node descriptors. In Section 2.5.2 we then instantiate it for the case where node descriptors are provided by XPaths.

Before we describe our algorithm, we review its main ingredients. In the following, we use $N(p)$ to denote the set of nodes in the DOM tree of a webpage $p \in P(s)$.

**Knowledge base of data across websites** Our synthesizer maintains a knowledge base $O : Att \rightarrow 2^V$ which consists of a set of observed instances for each attribute $a \in Att$. These are instances collected across different websites from $S$. They enable the synthesizer to locate potential $a$-attribute nodes in webpages for which the data extractor of $a$ is unspecified.

**Data to node mapping per website** In addition to the global knowledge base, for each website $s \in S$ our synthesizer maintains: (i) a set $N^{cont}(p) \subseteq N(p)$ of (candidate) container nodes for each webpage $p \in P(s)$, and (ii) a set $N^{a}(p) \subseteq N(p)$ of (candidate) attribute nodes for each webpage $p \in P(s)$ and attribute $a \in Att$.

**Deriving extraction schemes per website** The synthesis algorithm iteratively updates the container and attribute node sets for each webpage in $P(s)$, and attempts to generate a data extractor $E(s) : Expr \times (Att \leftrightarrow Expr)$ for $s$ by generating node descriptors for the set of containers, and for each of the attributes. The extraction scheme is shared by all webpages of the website. The updates of the sets and the attempts to generate node descriptors from the sets are interleaved, as one can affect the other; on the one hand node descriptors are generated in an attempt to represent the sets; on the other hand, once descriptors are generated, elements of the sets that do not conform to them are removed.

While attribute instances are used to identify attribute nodes across different websites, the synthesis of node descriptors is performed for each website separately and independently of others (while considering all of the webpages associated with the website).
2.5.1 Algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents our data extractor synthesis algorithm. The algorithm is iterative, where each iteration consists of two phases:

**Phase 1: Data extraction for knowledge base extension.** Initially, the sets $O(a)$ of instances of all attributes $a \in Att$ are empty. In each iteration, we use yet un-crawled extraction schemes to extract attribute nodes in all webpages of all websites and extend the sets $O(a)$ for every attribute $a$ based on the content of the extracted nodes. At the first iteration, input extraction schemes are used. In later iterations, we use newly learnt extraction schemes, generated in phase 2 of the previous iteration.

**Phase 2: Synthesis of data extractors.** For every website $s \in S$ for which the extraction scheme is not yet satisfactory, we attempt to generate an extraction scheme by performing the following steps:

1. **Locating attribute nodes per page:** We traverse all webpages $p \in P(s)$ and for each attribute $a$ we use the instances $O(a)$ collected in phase 1 (from this iteration and previous ones) to identify potential $a$-attribute nodes in $p$. Technically, for every $p \in P(s)$ we iterate on all $n \in N(p)$ and use the (default or user-specified) equivalence relation $\equiv_a$ to decide whether $n$ contains data that matches the attribute instances in $O(a)$. If so, $n$ is added to $N^a(p)$.

2. **Locating container nodes per page:** In every webpage $p \in P(s)$ we locate potential container nodes, and collect them in $N^{cont}(p)$. A container is expected to contain instances of all attributes $Att$. However, since our knowledge of the attribute instances is incomplete, we need to also consider subsets of $Att$. In each webpage, we define the “best” set of attributes to be the set of all attributes whose instances appear in it. Potential containers are nodes whose subtree contains attribute nodes of the “best” set of attributes, and no strict subtree contains nodes of the same set of attributes. The latter ensures that the container is best. Technically, for every node $n \in N(p)$ we compute the set of reachable attributes $a \in Att$ such that an $a$-attribute node in $N^a(p)$ is reachable from $n$. Nodes $n$ whose set is best and no other node reachable from $n$ has the same set of reachable attributes are collected in $N^{cont}(p)$. For each container node $n_c \in N^{cont}(p)$ we also maintain its support - the number of attribute nodes reachable from it.

3. **Generating container descriptor:** We consider the concrete node descriptor of every container node $n_c \in N^{cont}(p)$ in every webpage $p \in P(s)$. We unify the concrete node descriptors across all webpages into a single node descriptor, and use it to update $E(s)$, relying on the observation that containers are typically elements of some data structure and are therefore accessed similarly.

4. **Filtering attribute nodes based on container descriptor:** We filter the sets $N^{cont}(p)$ of containers in all webpages to keep only containers that match the unified node descriptor, and accordingly filter the sets $N^a(p)$ of attribute nodes in all webpages to contain only nodes that are reachable from the filtered sets of containers. This step enables us to automatically distinguish the nodes we are interested in from others that accidentally contain attribute instances, without any a-priori knowledge.

5. **Generating attribute descriptors:** For each attribute $a \in Att$, we consider the concrete
Algorithm 1: Data Extractor Synthesizer

Input: set of attributes \( \text{Att} \)
Input: set of websites \( S \)
Input: a map \( E : S \rightarrow (\text{Expr} \times (\text{Att} \leftrightarrow \text{Expr})) \) mapping a website \( s \) to a data extractor \( E(s) \) which consists of a (possibly empty) container descriptor as well as a (possibly partial) mapping of attributes to node descriptors

\( O = [] \);
while there is change in \( O \) or \( E \) do

/* Data extraction phase */
foreach \( s \in S \) s.t. \( E(s) \) is uncrawled do
    \( O = O \cup \text{ExtractInstances} (\text{Att}, P(s), E(s), O) \);
/* Synthesis phase */
foreach \( s \in S \) s.t. \( E(s) \) is incomplete do

/* Locate attribute nodes */
foreach \( p \in P(s) \) do
    foreach \( a \in \text{Att} \) do
        \( N_a(p) = \text{FindAttNodes} (N(p), a, O(a)) \);
/* Locate container nodes */
foreach \( p \in P(s) \) do

\( \text{Exprs} = \{ (\text{relativeExpr}(p, \text{emptyExpr}, n), \text{support}[p][n]) | p \in P(s), n \in \text{Ncont}(p) \} \);
\( \text{containerExpr} = \text{UnifyExpr} (\text{Exprs}) \);
\( \text{FilterAttributeNodes}() \);
/* Generate attribute descriptors */
foreach \( a \in \text{Att} \) do
    \( \text{Exprs} = \{ (\text{relativeExpr}(p, \text{containerExpr}, n), 1) | p \in P(s), n \in \text{Ncont}(p) \} \);
    \( \text{attExpr}[a] = \text{UnifyExpr} (\text{Exprs}) \);
    \( E(s) = (\text{containerExpr}, \text{attExpr}) \);
return \( E \);

node descriptors of all the nodes in the filtered sets \( \text{N}(p) \) of all webpages \( p \in P(s) \), where the concrete node descriptor of \( n \) is computed relatively to the container node whose subtree contains \( n \). For each attribute \( a \), we find a unified node descriptor for these concrete node descriptors, and use it to update \( E(s) \). Again, we use the observation that containers are structured similarly and therefore attribute data within them is accessed similarly.

Remark. For a successful application of our algorithm, at least one extraction scheme should be provided for every attribute. Our approach is also applicable if a user provides a set of annotated webpages instead of a set of initial extraction expressions. □

Section 2.2 describes a running example of our algorithm.
**Node descriptor unification** Node descriptors for the container and attributes are generated by unifying concrete node descriptors of the nodes in $N_{cont}(p)$ and $N_{a}(p)$ respectively. Roughly speaking, the purpose of the unification is to derive a node descriptor that is general enough to describe as many of the concrete node descriptors as possible, but also as concrete as possible in order to introduce as little noise as possible. “Concreteness” of a node descriptor $x$ is measured by an abstraction score, denoted $\text{abs}(x)$. The node descriptor unification algorithm is parametric in the abstraction score. In Section 2.5.2, we provide a definition of this score when the node descriptors are given by XPaths.

**Definition 2.5.1.** For a set $X$ of concrete node descriptors and a weight function $\text{support}$ that associates each $x \in X$ with its support, the unification problem aims to find a node descriptor $x_g$, s.t.:

1. $\frac{\text{support}(\{x \in X | [x] \subseteq [x_g]\})}{\text{support}(X)} > \delta$, i.e., $x_g$ captures at least $\delta$ of the total support of the node descriptors in $X$.
2. $\text{abs}(x_g)$ is minimal.

In container descriptor unification (step 3), the given node descriptors represent container nodes. The support of each descriptor represents the number of attribute nodes reachable from the container. In attribute descriptors unification (step 5), the given descriptors represent attribute nodes for some attribute, all of which are reachable from a set of containers of interest. The attribute node descriptors are relative to the container nodes.

### 2.5.2 Implementation using sequential XPaths

In order to complete the description of our data extractor synthesizer, we describe how the ingredients of Algorithm 1 are implemented when node descriptors are given by XPaths. Specifically, our approach uses sequential XPaths:

**Sequential XPaths** A path $\pi$ in the DOM tree is a sequence of nodes $n_1, \ldots, n_k$, where for every $1 \leq i < k$, there is an edge from $n_i$ to $n_{i+1}$. Such a path can naturally be encoded using an XPath $\text{XS}(\pi) = x_1 \ldots x_k$ where each $x_i$ starts with “/”. $x_1$ may start with “//” rather than “/” if $\pi$ does not necessarily start at the root of the tree. Further, each $x_i$ uses node filters and predicates to describe the features of $n_i$. Therefore, $x_i$ can be described via equalities $f_1 = v_1, \ldots, f_m = v_m$, such that $f_j \in F$, where $F$ is the set of node features used. We consider $F = \{\text{tag}, \text{class}, \text{id}\}$ for simplicity, but our approach is not limited to these features. A feature might be unspecified for $n_i$, in which case no corresponding equality will be included in $x_i$.

For example, let $\pi$ be the left most path in $D_2$ (Fig. 2.3). Then $\text{XS}(\pi) = //body/.../td/div/h1$. $\text{XS}(\pi)$ can also be described as a sequence $(\text{tag=body}...)(\text{tag=td})(\text{tag=div})(\text{tag=h1})$.

We refer to XPaths of the above form as **sequential**. The XPaths that our approach generates as node descriptors are all sequential.

**Concrete XPaths** Each node $n$ in the DOM tree can be uniquely described by the unique path, denoted $\pi_n$, leading from the root to $n$. The XPath $\text{XS}(\pi_n)$ is a sequential XPath such that $[\text{XS}(\pi_n)] \supseteq \{n\}$, and $[\text{XS}(\pi_n)]$ is minimal (i.e., every other sequential XPath that also describes
For a sequential XPath instruction $x_i$, we define $\text{spec}(x_i)$ to be the subset of features whose value is specified in $x_i$, and $\text{unspec}(x_i) = F \setminus \text{spec}(x_i)$ is the set of unspecified features in $x_i$. We define the abstraction score of $x_i$ to be the number of features in $\text{unspec}(x_i)$, that is, $\text{abs}(x_i) = |\text{unspec}(x_i)|$.

For a sequential XPath $x = x_1 \ldots x_k$, we define $\text{abs}(x)$ to be the sum of $\text{abs}(x_i)$.

**Greedy algorithm for unification** Algorithm 2 presents our unification algorithm. We use the observation that for sequential XPaths, the condition $[[x]] \subseteq [[y]]$ that appears in item 1 of the unification problem (see Definition 2.5.1) can be reduced to checking if the XPath $x$ agrees with the XPath $y$, where agreement is defined as follows.

**Agreement of sequential XPaths** We observe that for sequential XPaths, checking if a node $n$ matches a node descriptor $x_g$ (i.e. $n \in [[x_g]]$) can be done by checking if the concrete XPath $\mathcal{X}_S(n)$ agrees with the XPath $x_g$, where agreement is defined as follows.

**Definition 2.5.2.** Let $x = x_1 \ldots x_k$ and $x_g = x_1^g \ldots x_m^g$ be sequential XPaths. The instruction $x_i$ agrees with instruction $x_i^g$ if whenever some feature is specified in $x_i$, it either has the same value in $x_i^g$ or it is unspecified in $x_i^g$. The XPath $x$ agrees with the XPath $x_g$ if $m \leq k$, and for every $i \leq m$, $x_i$ agrees with $x_i^g$.

For example, //body/.../td/div[id=name1]/h1 agrees with both //body/.../td/div/h1, and //body/.../td/div.

**Node descriptor unification via XPath unification** We now describe our solution to the node descriptor unification problem in the setting of sequential XPaths. We first define the abstraction score:

**Abstraction score** For a sequential XPath instruction $x_i$, we define $\text{spec}(x_i)$ to be the subset of features whose value is specified in $x_i$, and $\text{unspec}(x_i) = F \setminus \text{spec}(x_i)$ is the set of unspecified features in $x_i$. We define the abstraction score of $x_i$ to be the number of features in $\text{unspec}(x_i)$, that is, $\text{abs}(x_i) = |\text{unspec}(x_i)|$.

For a sequential XPath $x = x_1 \ldots x_k$, we define $\text{abs}(x)$ to be the sum of $\text{abs}(x_i)$.

Let $X$ be a weighted set of sequential XPaths, with a weight function $\text{support}$ that associates each XPath in $X$ with its support. Let $\text{TS} = \text{support}(X)$ denote the total support of XPaths in $X$. The unification algorithm selects $k$ to be the length of the longest XPath in $X$. It then constructs a unified XPath $x_g = x_1^g, \ldots, x_m^g$ top down, from $i = 1$ to $k$ (possibly stopping at $i = m < k$). Intuitively, in each step the algorithm tries to select the most "concrete" instruction whose support is high enough. Note that there is a tradeoff between the high-support requirement and the high-concreteness requirement. We use the threshold as a way to balance these measures.

At iteration $i$ of the algorithm, $X^{i-1}$ is the restriction of $X$ to the XPaths whose prefix agrees with the prefix $x_1^0, \ldots, x_{i-1}^0$ of $x_g$ computed so far (Initially, $X^0 = X$). We inspect the $i$'th instructions of all XPaths in $X^{i-1}$. The corresponding set of instructions is denoted by $I^i = \{ x_i \mid x \in X^{i-1} \}$. The support of an instruction $x_B$ w.r.t. $I^i$ is $\text{support}(\{ x \in X^{i-1} \mid x_i \text{ agrees with } x_B \})$.

To select the most "concrete" instruction whose support is high enough, we consider a predefined order on sets of feature-value pairs, where sets that are considered more "concrete"
(i.e., more “specified”) precede sets considered more “abstract”. Technically, we consider only feature-value sets where each feature has a unique value. The order on such sets used in the algorithm is defined such that if $|B_1| > |B_2|$ then $B_1$ precedes $B_2$. In particular, we make sure that sets where all features are specified are first in that order.

For every set $B$ of feature-value pairs, ordered by the predefined order, we consider the instruction $x_B$ that is specified exactly on the features in $B$, as defined by $B$. If its support exceeds $\delta$, we set $x_{g_i}$ to $x_B$ and $X_i$ to $\{x \in X_{i-1} \mid x_i$ agrees with $x_B\}$. Otherwise, $x_B$ is not yet satisfactory and the search continues with the next $B$. There is always a $B$ for which the support of the $x_B$ exceeds the threshold, for instance, the last set $B$ is always the empty set with $x_B = /*$, which agrees with all the concrete XPaths in $X_{i-1}$.

If at some iteration $I_i = \emptyset$, i.e. the XPaths in $X_{i-1}$ are all of length $< i$ and therefore there is no “next” instruction to discover, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, it terminates when $i = k$.

Example 1. Given the following concrete XPaths as an input:

- $cx_1 = /div[class='title']/span/a[id='t1']$
- $cx_2 = /div[class='title']/span/a[id='t2']$
- $cx_3 = /div[class='note']/span/a[id='n1']$

The unification starts with $X^0 = \{cx_1, cx_2, cx_3\}$, and $i = 1$. To select $x_1^0$, recall that the algorithm first considers the most specific feature-value sets (in order to find the most specific instruction). In our example it starts from $B_1 = \{tag=div, class=note\}$ for which $x_{B_1} = /div[class='title']$. However, $cx_3$ is the only XPath in $X^0$ which agrees with $x_{B_1}$. Therefore it has support of $1/3$. We use a threshold of $\delta = 1/2$. Thus, the support of $x_{B_1}$ is insufficient. The algorithm skips to the next option, obtaining $x_{B_2} = /div[class='title']$. This instruction is as specific as $x_{B_1}$ and has a sufficient support of $2/3$ (it agrees with $cx_1$ and $cx_2$). Therefore, for $i = 1$, the algorithm selects $x_1^0 = x_{B_2}$ and $X^1 = \{cx_1, cx_2\}$. For $i = 2$, the algorithm selects $x_2^0 = /span$ as the most specific instruction, which also has support of $2/2$ (both $cx_1$ and $cx_3$ from $X^1$ agree with it). For $i = 3$, the algorithm selects $x_3^0 = /a$ as none of the more specific instructions ($/a[id='t1']$ or $/a[id='t2']$) has a support greater than $\delta = 1/2$. The resulting unified XPath is $x = /div[class="title"]/span/a$.

2.6 Crawler Synthesis

In this section we complete the description of our crawler synthesizer. To do so, we describe the synthesis of a page crawler for each website $s$. Recall that a page crawler corresponds to a URL pattern $U(s)$ which defines the webpages of interest. The synthesis of a page crawler is intertwined with the data extractor synthesis, and uses similar unification techniques to generate the URL pattern.

Initialization We assume that each website $s \in S$ is given by a “main” webpage $p_{main}(s)$. Initially, the set $P(s)$ of webpages of $s$ is the set of all webpages obtained by following links in $p_{main}(s)$ and recursively following links in the resulting pages, where the traversed links are
Algorithm 2: Top-Down XPath Unification

Input: set $X$ of sequential XPaths
Input: support function $\text{support} : X \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$
Input: threshold $\delta$

$TS = \text{support}(X)$

$k = \max_{x \in X} |x|$

$X^0 = X$

foreach $i = 1, \ldots, k$ do
  $I^i = \{x_i \mid x \in X^{i-1}\}$
  if $I^i = \emptyset$ then
    $i = i - 1$
    break
  foreach $B \subseteq F$ in decreasing order of $|B|$ do
    $\text{support}_B = \text{FindSupport}(x_B, X^{i-1}, i, \text{support})$
    if $\text{support}_B > \delta \cdot TS$ then
      $x^0_i = x_B$
      $X^i = \{x \in X^{i-1} \mid x_i \text{ agrees with } x_B\}$
      break
  return $x^0_1, \ldots, x^0_k$

selected based on some heuristic function which determines which links are more likely to lead to relevant pages.

**Iterations** We apply the data extractor synthesis algorithm of Section 2.5 using the sets $P(s)$. At the end of phase 2 of each iteration, we update $U(s)$ using the steps described below. At the beginning of phase 1 of the subsequent iteration we then update $P(s)$ to the set of webpages whose URLs conform with $U(s)$.

(6) **Filtering webpage sets:** Based on the observation that relevant webpages of a website $s$ have a similar structure, we keep in $P(s)$ only webpages that contain container and attribute nodes that match the generated $E(s)$ and are reachable from $p_{\text{main}}(s)$ via such webpages.

(7) **Generating URL patterns:** For each webpage $p \in P(s)$ we consider its URL. We unify the URLs into $U(s)$ by a variation of Algorithm 2 which views a URL as a sequence of instructions, similarly to a sequential XPath.

2.7 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. We used it to synthesize data extracting web-crawlers for real-world websites containing structured data of different categories. Our experiments focus on two different aspects: (i) the ability to successfully synthesize web-crawlers, and (ii) the performance of the resulting web crawlers.

2.7.1 Experimental Settings

We have implemented our tool in C#. All experiments ran on a machine with a quad core CPU and 32GB memory. Our experiments were run on 30 different websites, related to nine different categories: books, TVs, conferences, universities, cameras, phones, movies, songs and hotels. For each category we selected a group of 3-4 known sites, which appear in the first page of Google search results.
The sites in each category have a different structure, but they share at least some of their instances, which makes our approach applicable. The complexity of the data extracted from different categories is also different. For instance a movie has four attributes: title, genre, director and list of actors. For a book, the set of attributes consists of title, author and price, while the attribute set of a camera consists of the name and price only. In each category we used one manually written crawler and automatically synthesized the others (for the books category we also experimented with 3 partial extraction schemes, one for each attribute). To synthesize the web crawlers, our tool processed over 12,000 webpages from the 30 different sites.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our tool we consider 4 aspects of synthesized crawlers: (i) Crawling scheme completeness, (ii) URL filtering, (iii) Container extraction, and (iv) Attribute extraction.

2.7.2 Experiments and Results

Crawling Scheme Completeness A complete crawling scheme defines extraction queries for all of the data attributes. The completeness of the synthesized crawling schemes is an indicator for the success of our approach in synthesizing crawlers. To measure completeness, we calculated...
for each category the average number of attributes covered by the schemes, divided by the number of attributes of the category. The results are reported in Fig. 2.6 (left). The results show that the resulting extraction schemes are mostly complete, with a few missing attribute extraction queries.

**URL Filtering** The ability to locate pages containing data is an important aspect of a crawler’s performance. To evaluate the URL filtering performance of the synthesized crawlers, we measure the recall and precision of the synthesized URL pattern for each site:

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{|\text{Rel} \cap \text{Sol}|}{|\text{Rel}|} \\
\text{precision} = \frac{|\text{Rel} \cap \text{Sol}|}{|\text{Sol}|}
\]  

(2.1)

To do so, we have manually generated two sets of URLs for each site: one containing URLs for pages that contain relevant data, comprising the Rel set (ground truth), and another, denoted Irr, contains a mixture of irrelevant URLs from the same site. Sol contains the URLs from Rel and Irr that match the synthesized URL pattern for the site (i.e., the URLs accepted by the synthesized URL pattern). A good performing URL filtering pattern should match all the URLs from Rel and should not match any from Irr. The average recall and precision scores of the sites of each category are calculated and reported in Fig. 2.6 (middle).

**Container Extraction** To check the correctness of the synthesized container extraction query, we have manually reviewed the resulting container XPaths against the HTML sources of the relevant webpages for each site, to verify that each extracted container contains exactly one data item. We found that the containers always contained no more than one item. However, in a few cameras and songs websites, the container query was too specific and did not extract some of the containers (this happened in tables containing class="odd" in some rows and class="even" in others), which affected the recall scores of attribute extraction.

**Attributes Extraction** We calculate the recall and precision (see equation (2.1)) of the extraction query for each attribute. Technically, for each category of sites, we have manually written extraction queries for each attribute in every one of the category related sites. For each attribute \(a\), we used these extraction queries to extract the instances of \(a\) from a set of sample pages from each site. The extracted instances are collected in Rel. We have also applied the synthesized extraction queries (as a concatenation of the container XPath and attribute XPath) to extract instances of \(a\) from the same pages into Sol. For each site, the precision and recall are calculated according to equation (2.1). The average (over sites of the same category) recall and precision scores of all attributes of each category are reported in Fig. 2.6 (right).

**Equivalence Relation** To evaluate the effect of the threshold used in the equivalence relation, \(\equiv_a\), on the synthesized crawlers, we have measured the average completeness, as well as the average recall and precision scores of attribute extraction as a function of the threshold. The results appear in Fig. 2.7.

**Remark**. The reported attribute extraction recalls in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7 are computed based on queries for which synthesis succeeded (missing queries affect only completeness, and not recall). □
2.7.3 Discussion

The completeness of the synthesized extraction schemes is highly dependent upon the ability to identify instances in pages of some site by comparison to instances gathered from other sites. For most categories, completeness is high. For the conferences category, however, completeness is low. This is due to the use of acronyms in conference names (e.g., ICSE) in some sites vs. full names (e.g., International Conference on Software Engineering) in others, which makes it hard for our syntax-based equivalence relation to identify matches. This could be improved by using semantic equivalence relations (such as ESA [GM07] or W2V [MCCD13]).

As for the quality of the resulting extraction schemes and URL filtering patterns, most of the categories have perfect recall (Fig. 2.6). However, some have a slightly lower recall due to our attempt to keep the synthesized XPaths (or regular expressions, for URL filtering) as concrete as possible while having majority agreement. This design choice makes our method tolerant to small noises in the identified data instances, and prevents such noises from causing drifting, without negative examples. Yet, in some cases, the resulting XPaths are too specific and result in a sub-optimal recall.

For precision, most categories have good scores, while a few have lower scores. Loss of precision can be attributed to the majority-based unification and the lack of negative examples. For the books category, for instance, the synthesized extraction XPath of price for some sites is too general, since they list multiple price instances (original price, discount amount, and new price). All are listed in the same “parent container” with the author and book title, and are therefore not filtered by the container, hence affecting XPath unification. This could be improved with user guidance.

The results in Fig. 2.7 reflect the tradeoff between precision and crawling scheme completeness. A more strict equivalence relation (with higher threshold) leads to a better precision but has negative effect on the scheme completeness, whereas the use of a forgiving equivalence relation (with lower threshold) severely affects the precision. We use a threshold of 0.5 as a balanced threshold value. According to our findings, the attribute queries suffer from a low recall for both low and high threshold values. In low threshold, it is due to wrong queries, that extract wrong nodes (e.g., menu nodes), without including attribute nodes. For higher threshold values, the tool identified less instances of attribute nodes (sometimes only one), leading to a lower quality generalization.

**Real-World Use Case** We used our crawler synthesis process as a basis for data extraction for several product reviews websites. For instance, tvexp.com, weppir.com, camexp.com and phonesum.com extract product names and specifications (specs) using our approach. We manually added another layer of specs scoring, and created comparison sites for product specs. These websites have a continually updated database with over 20,000 products.

2.8 Related Work

In this section, we briefly survey closely-related work. While there has been a lot of past work on various aspects of mining and data extraction, our technique has the following unique combination of features: (i) works across multiple websites, (ii) synthesizes both the extraction XPath
queries, and the URL pattern, (iii) is automatic and does not require user interaction, (iv) works with only positive examples, (v) does not require an external database, and (vi) synthesizes a working crawler.

**Data Mining and Wrapper Induction** Our work is related to data mining and wrapper induction. In contrast to supervised techniques (e.g., [KWD, LG14, LPH00, CH04, GMM+11]), our approach only requires an initial crawler (or partial crawling scheme) and requires no tagged examples. FlashExtract [LG14] allows end-users to give examples via an interaction model to extract various fields and to link them using special constructs. It then applies an inductive synthesis algorithm to synthesize the intended data extraction program from the given examples. In contrast, our starting point is a crawler for one (or more) sites, which we then extrapolate from. Further, our technique only requires positive examples (obtained by bootstrapping our knowledge base by crawling other sites).

Unsupervised extraction techniques [AGM03, CL, CMM01, MK07, MTH+09, RGSL04, ZL05, SC13] have been proposed. Several works [CL, MTH+09, AGM03, DKS11, TW14, LGZ03b, TW13] propose methods that use repeated pattern mining to discover data records, while [RGSL04, ZL05] use tree-edit distance as the basis for record recognition and extraction in a single given page. These methods require manual annotation of the extracted data or rely on knowledge bases [GZAC13, Hon11]. Roadrunner [CMM01] uses similarities and differences between webpages to discover data extraction patterns. Similarities are used to cluster similar pages together and dissimilarities between pages in the same cluster are used to identify relevant structures. Other information extraction techniques rely on textual, or use visual features of the document [ZNW+06, LMM10] for data extraction. ClustVX [Gri13] renders the webpage in a contemporary web browser, for processing all visual styling information. Visual and structural features are then used as similarity metric to cluster webpage elements. Tag paths of the clustered webpages are then used to derive extraction rules. In contrast, our approach does not use visual styling, but relies on similar content between the different sites.

HAO et al. [HCPZ11] present a method for data extraction from a group of sites. Their method is based on a classifier that is trained on a seed site using a set of predefined feature types. The classifier is then used as a base for identification and extraction of attribute instances in unseen sites. In contrast, our goal is to synthesize XPaths that are human-readable, editable, and efficient. Further, with the lack of an attribute grouping mechanism (such as our notion of container), the method cannot handle pages with multiple data items.

**Program Synthesis** Several works on automatic synthesis of programs [JGS+10, GRB+14, LG14, GJTV11] were recently proposed, aiming for automating repetitive programming tasks. Programming by example, for instance, is a technique used in [JGS+10, LG14] for synthesizing a program by asking the user to demonstrate actions on concrete examples. Inspired by these works, our approach automatically synthesizes data extracting web crawlers. However, we require no user interaction.

**Semantic Annotation** Many works in this area attempt to automatically annotate webpages with semantic meta-data.
Seeker [DEG+03] is a platform for large-scale text analysis, and an application written on the platform called SemTag that performs automated semantic tagging of large corpora. Ciravegna et al. [CCDW04] propose a methodology based on adaptive information extraction and implement it in a tool called Armadillo [CDC04]. The learning process is seeded by a user defined lexicon or an external data source. In contrast to these works, our approach does not require external knowledge base and works by bootstrapping its knowledge base.

**Other Aspects of Web Crawling** There are a lot of works dealing with different aspects of web crawlers. Jiang et al. [JWF+10] and Jung et al. [AGWC07] deal with deep-web related issues, like the problem of discovering webpages that cannot be reached by traditional web crawlers mostly because they are results of a query submitted to a dynamic form and they are not reachable via direct links from other pages. Some other works like [RM+99, VS05] address the problem of efficient navigation of website pages to reach pages of specific type by training a decision model and using it to decide which links to follow in each step. Our paper focuses on the different problem of data extraction, and is complementary to these techniques.

### 2.9 Conclusion

We presented an automatic synthesis of data extracting web crawlers by extrapolating existing crawlers for the same category of data from other websites. Our technique relies only on data overlaps between the websites and not on their concrete representation. As such we manage to handle significantly different websites. Technically, we automatically label data in one site based on others and synthesize a crawler from the labeled data. Unlike techniques that synthesize crawlers from user provided annotated data, we cannot assume that all annotations are correct (hence some of the examples might be false positives), and we cannot assume that unannotated data is noise (hence we have no negative examples). We overcome these difficulties by a notion of containers that filters the labeling.

We have implemented our approach and used it to automatically synthesize 30 crawlers for websites in nine different product categories. We used the synthesized crawlers to crawl more than 12,000 webpages over all categories. In addition, we used our method to build crawlers for real product reviews websites.
Chapter 3

Synthesis of Forgiving Data Extractors

Abstract

We address the problem of synthesizing a robust data-extractor from a family of websites that contain the same kind of information. This problem is common when trying to aggregate information from many web sites, for example, when extracting information for a price-comparison site.

Given a set of example annotated web pages from multiple sites in a family, our goal is to synthesize a robust data extractor that performs well on all sites in the family (not only on the provided example pages). The main challenge is the need to trade off precision for generality and robustness. Our key contribution is the introduction of forgiving extractors that dynamically adjust their precision to handle structural changes, without sacrificing precision on the training set. Our approach uses decision tree learning to create a generalized extractor and converts it into a forgiving extractor, in the form of an XPath query. The forgiving extractor captures a series of pruned decision trees with monotonically decreasing precision, and monotonically increasing recall, and dynamically adjusts precision to guarantee sufficient recall.

We have implemented our approach in a tool called TRACY and applied it to synthesize extractors for real-world large scale web sites. We evaluate the robustness and generality of the forgiving extractors by evaluating their precision and recall on: (i) different pages from sites in the training set (ii) pages from different versions of sites in the training set (iii) pages from different (unseen) sites. We compare the results of our synthesized extractor to those of classifier-based extractors, and pattern-based extractors, and show that TRACY significantly improves extraction accuracy.

3.1 Introduction

We address the problem of synthesizing a robust data extractor based on a set of annotated web pages. Web sites often change their formatting and structure, even when their semantic content remains the same. A robust extractor [DBS09b, LSRT14, LWLY12] can withstand modifications to the target site. A non-robust extractor would have to be adjusted (typically manually) every time the formatting of a site changes.

Our idea is to construct a robust extractor by training it on a family of sites that have content that is semantically similar. We conjecture that the ability of a single extractor to handle multiple different sites means that the extractor is likely robust, as it is able to overcome differences
between sites, and thus possibly also differences due to future changes of the same site.

The notion of a family of sites is somewhat vague, and we assume that it is user-defined. The intent is that sites of the same family contain the same kind of information, even if they differ on the way it is presented. Sites of the same family could be, for example, a family of book-selling sites, hotel reservation sites, etc. We conjecture that despite the fact that sites in a family may differ, they have a similar set of underlying semantic concepts, that a generalized extractor will be able to capture. For example, for book-selling sites, the notions of author, title, and price are likely to be presented in some way on all sites in the family.

**Goal** Given a set of training pages (HTML documents) within a family, where each page is annotated by tagging data items of interest, our goal is to synthesize a robust extractor that maximizes accuracy over the training set.

When constructing the generalized extractor for a family, there is a natural tradeoff between accuracy and generality. Constructing a precise extractor may prevent it from being robust to future changes. Constructing a loose extractor makes it more robust, but would yield results of poor accuracy. Both of these options are undesirable. Instead, our key contribution is the construction of forgiving extractors that adjust their precision dynamically and do not commit to a specific generalization tradeoff upfront.

**Existing Techniques** Manually writing a data extractor is extremely challenging. This motivated techniques for automatic “wrapper induction”, learning extraction queries from examples [KWD]. Automated techniques reduce the burden of writing extractors, but still require manual effort (e.g., providing tagged samples for each site).

There has been a lot of work on pattern based techniques, using alignment of XPaths (e.g., [RGSL04, NDMBDT14, NBdT16]). These techniques learn paths to the annotated data items and generalize them to generate an extraction query. When provided with items that have significantly different paths (e.g., originate from different sites) these techniques may result in an overly relaxed query expression, and significant loss of precision. As a result, pattern based techniques are often limited to a single web site, and are sensitive to formatting changes.

Model based techniques [HCPZ11, FK04, SWL+12, Kus00], use features of DOM elements to learn a model that classifies DOM items to data and noise. These methods have several drawbacks. First, they lack a standard execution mechanism for extraction (in contrast to XPath queries that are available for pattern based techniques). Second, the classifiers trained by these techniques are often hard to understand and modify. Last, but not least, the generalization in these models is performed at training time and thus presents the standard dilemma between precision and generality.

**Our Approach** Our approach is based on the assumption that, despite differences in presentation, some sites in the family do share some local syntactic structural similarity (e.g., a book title may appear under some heading class, or its parent may be of some particular class). Our claim (which we support empirically) is that training on a few sites from the family will cover most of the local structural patterns. Following this insight, our approach tackles the problem in two steps:
(1) Precise generalization for the training set: given a set of annotated pages from different sites, we use decision tree learning to synthesize a common XPath query that precisely extracts the data items from all sites. Intuitively, the decision tree is used as a generalization mechanism that picks the important features for precise extraction. The overall set of features consists of XPath predicates that capture local syntactic structural properties. The synthesized query increases robustness, while maintaining precision on the training set.

(2) Dynamic generalization: the XPath query constructed in the previous step is precise for pages in the training set, but may be overly restrictive for extraction from other pages. To generalize to other pages, we introduce the novel notion of forgiving XPaths—a query that dynamically relaxes its requirements, trading off precision to make sure that target items are extracted.

The query generated by our approach has the benefits of both pattern based techniques and model based techniques. On the one hand, it is a standard XPath query, which has a wide support from web-browsers, programming languages and DOM parsers. This also makes it human readable, easy to review and modify by a programmer. On the other hand, the query has the flexibility and generalization ability of the techniques based on learning models.

**Main Contributions** The contributions of this paper are:

- A novel framework for synthesis of robust data extractors for a family of sites from examples (annotated web pages).
- A new technique for generalization of XPath queries using decision trees and “forgiving XPaths”, which adjust precision dynamically.
- An implementation of our technique in a tool called TRACY and an experimental evaluation of the robustness and generality of the forgiving extractors. We evaluate precision and recall on: (i) different pages from sites in the training set (ii) pages from different versions of sites in the training set (iii) pages from different (unseen) sites. Our evaluation shows that TRACY is able to synthesize robust extractors with high precision and recall based on a small number of examples. Further, comparison to existing pattern based and model based techniques shows that TRACY provides a significant improvement.

### 3.2 Overview

In this section, we provide an informal overview of our approach. We elaborate on the formal details in later sections.

#### 3.2.1 Motivating example

Consider the problem of synthesizing an extractor of book information based on examples from three book-seller sites: abebooks.com (ABE), alibris.com (ALIBRIS) and barnesandnoble.com (B&N). To simplify presentation, we focus on an extractor for the *author* attribute.

Fig. 3.1 shows simplified fragments of HTML documents presenting book information from the three different sites. We annotated these documents by tagging the HTML nodes that contain instances of the *author* attribute with a special HTML-attribute, *userselected*.
Figure 3.1: Fragments of webpages with the author attribute values for a book on three different book seller sites.

Note that the three different sites have different structure, and that the attribute of interest (author) appears differently in each site. There are many ways to write an XPath query that extracts the author from each site. For example:

- `//div[@id="bookInfo"]//a ` for ABE
- `//section/span/a` for B&N
- `//a[@itemprop="author"]` for ALIBRIS

Alternatively, other example queries could be:

- `//a[@*[contains(.,"author")]]` for ABE and ALIBRIS
- `//*[contains(text(),"by")]/a` for B&N (also ALIBRIS).

Some of these queries are more robust than others, and some would generalize better across site versions. For example, the query `//*[contains(text(),"by")]/a` for extracting the author name in B&N is more general than the query `//section/span/a`, which relies on a specific nesting structure of section, span, and anchor. Because there are many possible queries that extract the same information, it may be possible to use the different sites to pick queries that would be more robust. However, it is not clear how to do this.

For example, using an alignment based XPath generation technique on our three training
Figure 3.2: Example decision trees over XPath predicates and their respective XPath translations.

pages would result in an XPath like //*//*/a, which is too general, and would lead to significant loss of precision (as shown in Section 5.6). This is because alignment based techniques (and pattern based techniques in general) assume that documents in the training set have a shared template. They therefore fail to handle significant structural differences between documents in the training set, as occur when the training set contains documents from multiple sites. Pattern-based generalization techniques also produce queries that are sensitive to changes, and are therefore not robust.

3.2.2 Our Approach

Our extractor synthesis process attempts to automatically pick the queries that would be more robust and general. The synthesis starts by a precise query generalization for the training set, which is obtained by learning a decision tree for identification of the tagged nodes. This is followed by a dynamic generalization, which is obtained by creating XPath queries which we call forgiving.

Precise Generalization for the Training Set Synthesis starts by using the annotated documents to learn a decision tree which correctly identifies all the tagged HTML nodes. To do so, our method first extracts features that describe the tagged HTML nodes.

Extracting features: Feature extraction is done by traversing the paths from tagged nodes to the root and collecting features from nodes on the path and from their surrounding context. The extracted features are all valid XPath predicates (explained in Section 3.3.1). These features are used as tests in the inner nodes of the decision tree, and are the building blocks of our XPath queries.

Consider the author node in the Alibris website (Fig. 3.1). Our feature extraction step starts from the a node having the userselected attribute, and traverses the path to the HTML root node through the nodes h2 and div, while collecting features both from the nodes on the path and from their surrounding context. Among the extracted features are the following:

- ancestor-or-self::h2, which matches nodes of type h2 or an ancestor of type h2 (later, e.g., in Fig. 3.2, we write aos as a shorthand for ancestor-or-self),
- itemprop="author", which matches nodes with the attribute itemprop having the value author, and
- *[contains(.,"author")], which matches nodes that contain the value author.
The feature \( @[\text{contains}(., "author") \} \) is a generalization of the feature \( @\text{itemprop}="author" \). Our feature extraction step generates such generalized features, in addition to the precise ones, in order to later enable the use of generalized structural features in the decision tree when possible (when the generalization does not result in loss of precision).

**Learning a Decision Tree:** Once the feature extraction step is complete, our method uses a recursive procedure to learn the decision tree, based on the extracted features. Our algorithm is a variant of the ID3 algorithm [Qui]. One of the differences is that our algorithm prioritizes generalized features when selecting the feature to use as a test in inner nodes. Technically, this is done by assigning costs to features, with generalized features having lower costs. Additional details and differences are described in Section 3.3.2.

Fig. 3.2 (T1) presents the decision tree generated by our algorithm to identify *author* nodes in ABE, B&N and ALIBRIS. The root node of T1 has \( @[\text{contains}(., "author") \} \) as a test. This is because this feature has the highest improvement-to-cost ratio: it results in the highest information gain, when prioritizing low-cost (generalized) features. The true-branch of the root leads to a node with test aos::h2, while the false-branch leads to \( @[\text{contains}(., "contributer") \} \) as a test.

A decision tree has a natural recursive translation into a valid XPath query that extracts the nodes identified by the decision tree. The XPath query x1 presented at the bottom of Fig. 3.2 is the extraction query generated from T1 for the *author* attribute.

**Dynamic Generalization using Forgiving XPaths** The decision tree learned from the annotated HTML documents, and the corresponding XPath query, identify the annotated nodes as precisely as possible (depending on the extracted features). However, in order to improve the ability to extract semantically similar nodes in other versions of the web pages, some generalization is desired. A natural generalization is by pruning the decision tree, turning some inner nodes to accepting nodes. Such generalization trades off precision on the training set for a potentially higher recall on other pages. However, the question remains where to prune the decision tree, and how much precision to sacrifice.

As an example, consider a modified version of one of the sites where books also contain an author attribute. Fig. 3.3 shows such an example HTML fragment. Fig. 3.2 shows three trees T1, T2 and T3 and their respective XPath translations x1,x2 and x3. As explained above, T1 is the tree learned by our algorithm when applied on ABE, B&N and ALIBRIS. T2 is a pruned version of T1, with a slightly lower precision, while T3 is a fully-pruned tree accepting every node. Running x1 on the modified site returns no results. Using x2 will have better performance on the modified site, however, it will have a lower precision on sites from the training set.

**Forgiving XPaths:** Our goal is to find the highest level of precision that obtains sufficient recall. As the books example demonstrates, this level might be different for different sites. An important aspect of our approach is the introduction of forgiving XPaths, which allow us to postpone the decision of how much precision to sacrifice to the evaluation time of the XPath, and hence adjust the generalization to the web page at hand.

Technically, a forgiving XPath query is an XPath query obtained as a union of several
queries (using the “|” XPath operator). Each query exhibits a different precision level on the training set, and is conditioned by the more precise queries not extracting any nodes. This means that at run time, when invoked on a HTML document, the forgiving XPath will evaluate to the query with the maximal precision level that extracts a non-empty set of nodes. This property allows the forgiving XPath to perform well on both seen and unseen documents, avoiding the trade-off between precision on seen data and recall on unseen data. It is important to note that our forgiving XPath query is a standard XPath query that may be used in any XPath interpreter without the need for modifications of any kind.

We construct the forgiving XPaths from a series of XPaths with monotonically decreasing precision, such as x1, x2 and x3 above. In the books example, we derive the following forgiving XPath:

\[ fx = /*/x1|/*[not(x1)]/x2. \]

\( fx \) uses the root node (which never contains data), to enable returning the result of invoking \( x2 \) only when \( x1 \) returns no results.

### 3.3 Decision Tree Learning

In this section we present the first step of our approach for synthesizing forgiving XPaths, which constructs a decision tree based on a given set of annotated web pages.

**Notation** Given a set of web documents \( D = \{d_1, \ldots, d_n\} \), where each \( d_i \) is represented as a DOM tree with a set \( states_i \) of nodes, and given a target set \( N_i \subseteq states_i \) of nodes of interest for each \( d_i \in D \), we denote by \( states = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} states_i \) the global set of DOM nodes, and by \( N = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} N_i \) the global target set of nodes of interest. We also denote the remainder of the nodes by \( \overline{N} = states \setminus N \).

Our approach starts with a feature extraction phase, where we generate a set \( F \) of features based on the DOM nodes in \( N \). We then construct a decision tree that uses the features in \( F \) to classify \( states \) into \( N \) and \( \overline{N} \). The decision tree will serve as the basis for the creation of a forgiving XPath, as described in Section 3.4.

#### 3.3.1 Feature Extraction

For every individual document \( d_i \) in the training set \( D \), there are many correct XPaths for the extraction of \( N_i \). Each such XPath might use different structural features of the document. To improve the ability to generate a concise common XPath for all of the documents in \( D \), we first generate a large set of structural features.

In the feature extraction phase, our method extracts features of \( N \) that are expressible by
valid XPath queries. Each feature \( f \) is defined by an XPath predicate, with the meaning that the value of \( f \) in a DOM node is 1 iff the value of the XPath predicate on the same node is \( true \).

The extracted features of a node in \( N \) are divided to \emph{node features}, and \emph{context features}. The extent of the surrounding context that we consider is configurable. In our implementation, context features consist of \emph{children features} and \emph{ancestor features}.

\textbf{Node features} consist of:

- **Node Name** the node name is used to create a node-test feature (for instance, \texttt{self::a}).
- **Text Content** the text content of the text children of a node is used to define text-equality features and text-containment features. For instance, the predicate \texttt{text()="Sale price:"} is a text-equality feature, which holds iff the current node has a text child node whose value equals “Sale price:”. On the other hand, the predicate \texttt{contains(text(),"price")} is a text-containment feature, that requires the current node to have a text child node containing the string “price”.
- **Node Attributes** the node attributes define attribute features. Each attribute consists of a name and value pair (for instance, \texttt{id = "product_title"}). Attribute features are of three different types:
  1. Attribute name features (e.g. \texttt{@class} requires having an attribute with name “class”)
  2. Attribute value features with or without conditions on the attribute name (e.g. \texttt{@*="title"} requires having an attribute with value “title”, while \texttt{@id="title"} requires having an attribute named “id” and value “title”)
  3. Text-containment features on attribute values, with or without conditions on the attribute name. For instance, \texttt{@*[contains(.,"title")]} requires that some attribute has a value that contains the token “title”.

\textbf{Context features} are divided to:

- **Children Features** node features as defined above are extracted also for the children of the node (e.g., \texttt{child::div} is a predicate that evaluates to \texttt{true} on nodes that have children with node name ‘div’).
- **Ancestor Features** node features and children features as defined above are extracted also for ancestors of the node (e.g., \texttt{ancestor-or-self::*[child::span]} evaluates to \texttt{true} on nodes with ancestors that have children named ‘span’).

Technically, the feature extraction process is performed on each document \( d_i \in D \) separately. For each document \( d_i \), our method starts from the nodes in \( N_i \). For each node it computes its node and children features and ascends up the path to the DOM tree root, while gathering ancestor features. To generate text-containment features we tokenize the relevant text and use the resulting tokens to define containment conditions \( \text{contains(text()),token} \).

\textbf{Features as XPath Queries} Each of the extracted features \( f \) is an XPath predicate. It induces an XPath query \( //*[f] \) that, when invoked on the root of a DOM tree, extracts the set of all nodes in the DOM tree that satisfy \( f \). With abuse of notation we sometimes refer to the feature \( f \) itself as the induced XPath query.
3.3.2 Decision Tree Learning

Given the extracted set of features $F$, we use a variant of ID3 to learn a decision tree that classifies $A$ into $N$ and $\overline{N}$.

**Decision tree** A decision tree $T$ is a complete binary labeled directed tree, in which each inner node (including the root) is labeled by a feature $f \in F$, and has exactly two children: a 0-child, and a 1-child (each child corresponds to a value of $f$). We also refer to the children as *branches*. The leaves in the tree are labeled by 0 or 1, where each value corresponds to a possible class. The elements in $A$ whose feature vectors match paths in $T$ from the root to a leaf labeled by 1 form the 1-class induced by $T$. The 0-class is dual.

**Decision Tree Learning** Given the partitioning of $A$ into $N$ and $\overline{N}$, and given a set of features $F$, ID3 constructs a decision tree $T$ whose 1-class is $N$ and whose 0-class is $\overline{N}$. (Note that a correct classifier exists only if whenever two elements $\text{elem}_1, \text{elem}_2 \in A$ share a feature vector, they also share a class.)

The construction of the decision tree is recursive, starting from the root. Each node $t$ in the tree represents the subset of the samples, denoted $S(t)$, whose feature vector matches the path from the root to $t$. If all samples in $S(t)$ have the same classification, then $t$ becomes a leaf with the corresponding label. Otherwise, ID3 may choose to partition $S(t)$ based on the value of some feature $f \in F$. The node $t$ is then labeled by the feature $f$, and the construction continues recursively with its children, where its 1-child represents the subset of $S(t)$, denoted $S(t)_f$, in which $f$ has value 1, and its 0-child represents the set $S(t)_\overline{f} = S(t) \setminus S(t)_f$ where $f$ has value 0. In our setting these sets are computed by running the feature $f \in F$ on every $d \in D$ and computing $S(t)_f = (\bigcup_{d \in D} \{f\}_d) \cap S(t)$, and $S(t)_\overline{f} = S(t) \setminus S(t)_f$.

ID3 selects the feature $f \in F$ to split on as the feature with the highest information gain for $S(t)$, where the information gain [Mit97], denoted $IG(S(t), f)$, of $S(t)$ based on $f$ measures the reduction in uncertainty after splitting $S(t)$ into $S(t)_f$ and $S(t)_\overline{f}$. Our learning algorithm modifies ID3 in two ways: (i) features have costs that are taken into account in the computation of the information gain. (ii) the choice of a feature $f$ to split on is restricted in a way that ensures a correlation between an element having value 1 for $f$ in the feature vector and the element being classified into the 1-class. We elaborate on these modifications below.

**Feature Costs** We consider features with different costs. Intuitively, the more specific the feature is, the higher its cost. We denote the cost of $f \in F$ by $\text{Cost}(f)$. In order to prioritize generalized features over more specific ones, we define the information-gain-to-cost ratio and use it instead of the information gain:

**Definition 3.3.1.** The information-gain-to-cost ratio of a feature $f$ for a set $S \subseteq A$, denoted $\text{IGR}(S, f)$, is:

\[
\text{IGR}(S, f) = \frac{IG(S, f)}{\text{Cost}(f)}
\]

**Feature-Class Correlation** Guided by the intuition that, in many cases, existence of features is important for being classified as part of the 1-class, while their nonexistence is incidental, we
create a decision tree that correlates feature values with the classification: specifically, value 1 for a feature is correlated with class 1.

The feature-class correlation is obtained by restricting the set of features to split \( S(t) \) on only to the subset \( F_t \subseteq F \) for which \( S(t)_f \) (which will form the 1-branch if the split by \( f \) takes place) has more instances from \( N \) than \( S(t)_f \) (which will form the 0-branch).

Among all the features in \( F_t \), the feature \( f \) with the highest \( IGR(S(t), f) \) is selected as the feature to split \( t \).

### 3.4 Forging XPath Synthesis

Building a decision tree is an intermediate step towards synthesizing a forgiving XPath query. In this section we define the notion of forgiving XPaths and describe their synthesis.

**Forgiving XPaths** A forgiving XPath is constructed based on a series of XPaths \( x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_k \) s.t. for every \( 0 \leq j < k \) and \( d \in D \), \( \llbracket x_j \rrbracket_d \subseteq \llbracket x_{j+1} \rrbracket_d \), where \( \llbracket x \rrbracket_d \) is the set of nodes extracted by \( x \) from \( d \). Note that if \( x_0 \) is precise for every seen document, then the precision of the XPaths in the sequence is monotonically decreasing, but the recall on unseen documents is potentially increasing.

**Definition 3.4.1.** Given a series of XPaths \( x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_k \) as defined above, a forgiving XPath is defined by

\[
f_x = / * x_0 | / * [\text{not}(x_0)] / x_1 | \ldots | / * [\text{not}(x_{k-1})] / x_k
\]

We say that \( x_0 \) is the base of \( f_x \).

\( f_x \) uses the union operator (“|”), which means that it extracts the union of the nodes extracted by the individual queries. However, the queries are constructed in such a way that for every document \( d \), seen or unseen, \( \llbracket f_x \rrbracket_d = \llbracket x_j \rrbracket_d \) for the least \( j \) such that \( \llbracket x_j \rrbracket_d \neq \emptyset \). This is ensured since the XPath \( x_j \) is applied on \( / * [\text{not}(x_{j-1})] \), which will extract an empty set of nodes if \( \llbracket x_{j-1} \rrbracket_d \neq \emptyset \), and will extract the root node of \( d \) otherwise. Therefore, at run time, for every document, \( f_x \) evaluates to the most precise query in the series that actually extracts some nodes. In particular, if \( x_0 \) has perfect precision and recall for the training set, so will \( f_x \).

In the following, we present the construction of a forgiving XPath from a sequence of XPaths that are monotonically decreasing in their precision. We obtain such a sequence by first obtaining a sequence of decision trees with monotonically decreasing precision.

### 3.4.1 Decision Trees with Varying Precision

We measure the precision and recall of a decision tree \( T \) by the precision and recall of its 1-class w.r.t. the “real” class, \( N \). We use pruning to define a sequence of decision trees with monotonically decreasing precision scores. Our motivation for doing so is to gradually trade off precision (on the training set) for a better recall on new documents. Pruning is based on the nodes precision:

**Definition 3.4.2.** The precision of a node \( t \in T \) is defined as

\[
\text{precision}(T,t) = \frac{|S(t) \cap N|}{|S(t)|}.
\]
In Fig. 3.2, the “p” labels of the inner nodes denote their precision. For instance, the node \texttt{aso::h2} in \(T_1\) has a precision of 0.75, which means that 75\% of the elements in the training set that reach it when classified by \(T_1\), are from \(N\).

**Tree Pruning: Limiting Precision** In the construction of the decision tree, a node with precision 1 becomes a 1-labeled leaf. We prune a tree by limiting the maximal precision of its nodes; Formally, given a precision threshold \(\alpha\), the method \texttt{prune}(\(T, \alpha\)) prunes every subtree of \(T\) whose root \(t\) has \(\text{precision}(T, t) \geq \alpha\), and turns \(t\) to a leaf labeled by 1. Thus, the induced 1-class is increased.

For example, \(T_2\) in Fig. 3.2 results from pruning \(T_1\) by limiting the precision of its nodes to 0.75.

Clearly, the tree \(T'\) obtained after pruning has a lower precision score than \(T\) (since the 1-class defined by \(T'\) is a superset of the 1-class defined by \(T\)). However, the recall score of \(T'\) can only increase compared to \(T\): The recall score of \(T\) on the training set is already maximal, hence it is not improved by pruning. However, when considering new documents, the recall score of the pruned tree, \(T'\), can be strictly higher than that of \(T\).

**Layered Decision Tree Sequence** Given the decision tree \(T\) learnt in Section 3.3.2, we create a sequence of decision trees with a monotonically decreasing precision and a monotonically increasing recall as follows:

**Definition 3.4.3.** Let \(\alpha_0 > \alpha_1 > \ldots > \alpha_k\) be the sequence of precision scores of nodes in \(T\), in decreasing order, i.e., \(\{\alpha_0, \ldots, \alpha_k\} = \{\text{precision}(T, t) \mid t \in T\}\). The \textit{layered decision tree sequence} based on \(T\) is the sequence \(T_0, T_1, \ldots, T_k\) of decision trees, such that \(T_0 = T\), and for every \(0 \leq i < k\), \(T_{i+1} = \text{prune}(T_i, \alpha_{i+1})\).

Note that it is possible that as a result of pruning, a node with precision score \(\alpha_{i+1}\) no longer exists in \(T_i\). In this case, the definition implies that \(T_{i+1} = T_i\). However, we will simply omit \(T_{i+1}\) from the sequence. Therefore, each layer in the layered sequence reflects a “one step” reduction in the precision of the decision tree (and hence, potentially, an increase in the recall).

For example, the decision trees \(T_1, T_2\) and \(T_3\) depicted in Fig. 3.2 form a layered decision tree sequence based on \(T_1\).

**3.4.2 Translation of Decision Trees to Forgiving XPaths**

The features used in the decision trees are all XPath predicates. This allows for a natural translation of a decision tree to an XPath query that extracts the set of nodes classified as belonging to the 1-class by the decision tree. In the following we describe this translation, which we use to generate a series of XPaths from the layered decision tree sequence generated from \(T\) (see Definition 3.4.3). We use the series to construct a forgiving XPath as defined in Definition 3.4.1

**Decision Tree to XPath** The translation of a decision tree \(\tilde{T}\) to an XPath is performed by a recursive procedure, \(\text{GetXPath}(t)\), which is invoked on the root \(t\) of \(\tilde{T}\) and returns an XPath predicate.

The procedure \(\text{GetXPath}(t)\) works as follows:
1. if \( t \) is a leaf node, return \( \text{true}() \) if it labeled \( 1 \), and \( \text{false}() \) if it is labeled \( 0 \).

2. if \( t \) is an inner node, labeled by feature \( f \), then call \( \text{GetXPath} \) on its 0-child, \( t_0 \), and on its 1-child, \( t_1 \). Let \( p_0 = \text{GetXPath}(t_0) \), and \( p_1 = \text{GetXPath}(t_1) \). Then return the XPath predicate:

\[
(f \text{ and } p_1) \text{ or } (\neg f \text{ and } p_0)
\] (3.1)

Finally, from the XPath predicate \( p \) returned by the invocation of \( \text{GetXPath} \) on the root of \( \tilde{T} \), an XPath query \( //*[p] \) is constructed. When invoked on the root of a DOM tree, \( //*[p] \) extracts the set of all nodes in the DOM tree that satisfy \( p \). We denote the XPath query \( //*[p] \) by \( \text{XPath}(\tilde{T}) \). The translation ensures that a DOM node is in the 1-class induced by \( \tilde{T} \) iff it is in \([\text{XPath}(\tilde{T})]\).

Fig. 3.2 shows the XPath queries \( x_1, x_2, x_3 \) generated from \( T_1, T_2, T_3 \), respectively.

### 3.5 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. Our experiments focus on three different aspects: (i) the accuracy of the synthesized queries on different pages from sites that have some pages in the training set (seen sites), (ii) their accuracy on different versions (newer and older versions) of the same pages, and (iii) their accuracy on pages from sites that have no pages in the training set (unseen sites).

#### 3.5.1 Implementation

We implemented our approach in a tool called \textsc{TRACY}, and used it to synthesize extraction queries for multiple websites. For comparison, we also implemented four other extractors:

- To represent model-based approaches we trained two classifiers, C4.5 [Qui14] (J48 implementation) and naive bayes (NB) [JL95] (using Weka [HFH+09]). In each experiment we train the classifiers on the same training set based on the same features used to construct our extractor.
- To represent other XPath-based approaches, we have implemented an alignment-based XPath (XA) generation technique proposed in [NDMBDT14].
- In addition to forgiving XPath (FX) queries, we used our approach to generate non-forgiving XPath queries (NFX) by directly generating an XPath from the obtained decision trees.

#### 3.5.2 Experimental Settings

**Datasets** We constructed three datasets (available at: goo.gl/a16tiG) to evaluate our approach and the baselines. The first dataset, denoted DS1, contains pages from 30 real-life largescale websites divided to four different categories: books, shopping, hotels and movies. For each category, a set of (typically 2 or 3) common attributes were selected as the target data to be extracted. DS1 contains 166 manually annotated pages. To construct the second dataset, denoted DS2, we used archive.org to obtain five different versions (current version and four older ones) of the same page from four sites (with two or three different attributes to extract). DS2 contains 55 manually tagged webpages. The third dataset, denoted DS3, contains 5025 product pages.
from five widely known websites. The pages were annotated (with two attributes, product name and price) using manually written XPaths.

In our experiments we used different subsets of the dataset as training sets and evaluation sets.

**Performance Metrics** Given a page $d$ from one of the datasets and a target attribute for extraction $attr$, we denote by $N_{attr}(d)$ the set of tagged nodes containing instances of $attr$ in $d$. For a data extractor $x$ extracting instances of $attr$, we measure the precision, recall and F-measure of $x$ on $d$ by considering $N_{attr}(d)$ as a target set. The precision, recall and F-measure of $x$ (for $attr$) are defined as the averages over all pages $d$ in the evaluation set containing instances of $attr$.

The reported precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F1) for each approach are the averages over all the data extractors $x$ that it synthesizes (for all categories and all attributes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$s$</th>
<th>FX</th>
<th>NFX</th>
<th>C4.5</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>XA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>-3.9%</td>
<td>-1.8%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>-51.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>-3.0%</td>
<td>-5.6%</td>
<td>-7.3%</td>
<td>-10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.8%</td>
<td>-4.2%</td>
<td>-6.5%</td>
<td>-17.9%</td>
<td>-77.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1.5%</td>
<td>-5.0%</td>
<td>-7.7%</td>
<td>-26.0%</td>
<td>-83.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-2.6%</td>
<td>-5.8%</td>
<td>-10.6%</td>
<td>-34.4%</td>
<td>-89.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Performance (F-measure) decrease on seen sites as a function of the size of the training set ($s$). Lower decreases (negative values with smaller absolute value) indicate higher robustness to structural differences in the training set.

### 3.5.3 Evaluating the Different Performance Aspects

**Accuracy on Seen Sites** We evaluated the effectiveness of our approach (and the baseline approaches) for data extraction by evaluating the accuracy of the queries it generates on the different sites in the dataset. This is the standard use case, where we generate a query and evaluate it on each site separately.

![Figure 3.4: The F-measure values of different approaches for seen sites, as a function of number of sites in training set.](image-url)
Figure 3.5: The F-measure values of different approaches for unseen sites, as a function of number of sites in training set.

Figure 3.6: The F-measure values when evaluated on different page versions, as a function of number of versions in training set.

Table 3.2: The average precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F1) of different approaches on seen and unseen sites, for different numbers of sites (s) in the dataset
Table 3.3: The average F-measure (F1) for forgiving XPaths (FX) on different book attributes in unseen sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s = 1</th>
<th>s = 2</th>
<th>s = 3</th>
<th>s = 4</th>
<th>s = 5</th>
<th>s = 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>author</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>title</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: The average precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F1) of different approaches trained on a set of size s of page versions and tested on the rest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FX</td>
<td></td>
<td>FX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4.5</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XA</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Performance of forgiving-XPath (FX) and Alignment based approach (XA) on the XPath generated data set (DS3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>XA</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FX</td>
<td></td>
<td>XA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currys</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricespy</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bestbuy</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricerunner</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ebuyer</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, we used our approach (and the baselines) for synthesizing a single generalized query for multiple sites. In particular, this allowed us to evaluate the robustness of our approach to structural differences in the training set. Such robustness is important to allow training the tool on a larger training set with a variety of websites without harming accuracy.

**Accuracy on Different Page Versions** To evaluate the robustness of queries generated by our method (and other baselines) to structural changes in the pages, we synthesized the queries using some versions of the page and evaluated them on different versions. Robustness to future changes on the page structure is important, as a more robust query will break less frequently.

**Accuracy on Unseen Sites** One major advantage of our technique compared to other XPath-based extraction techniques (in addition to its ability to synthesize a single query for multiple sites) is its generalization ability and the flexibility of its resulting queries. Other XPath based techniques work on pages from a single site, and generate XPath expressions that are strictly related to the structure of these pages.

To evaluate the generalization ability of our approach, we evaluated the extractors on unseen sites. Note that our goal is only to compare the generality of queries synthesized by our method to the other baselines; we do not expect the accuracy on unseen sites to be as good as for seen sites, as this is a much more challenging task.
3.5.4 Methodology

We evaluated our approach on seen and unseen sites by applying it on sets of sites from the DS1 dataset of different sizes (i.e., with different number of sites in the training set). We denote the number of sites in the training set in each experiment by $s$.

For every category among books, shopping, hotels and movies, for which the dataset contains documents from 7 to 8 sites (we denote by $n$ the number of sites in the category), we considered all the possible $\binom{n}{s}$ subsets of size $s$ of sites in the dataset, where $s \in [1, 6]$ (while $s$ can be as large as 8, we limit it to 6 to be consistent with the unseen case). For each subset of $s$ sites, we created the subset of the dataset restricted to the pages of the selected sites. We denote the corresponding subset of the dataset by $D$. For evaluating the performance on seen sites, we split $D$ to two disjoint subsets $D_t$ (for training) and $D_e$ (for evaluation). Each of the two subsets $D_t$ and $D_e$ contains document pages from each website. Hence the training set and the evaluation set refer to exactly the same sites (allowing us to evaluate the performance on seen sites), but they have no documents in common. We used our approach to synthesize an extraction query with $D_t$ as a training set, and evaluated the precision, recall and F-measure of the resulting query on $D_e$.

In addition, we used DS3 to compare the performance of our approach to that of the alignment based approach [NDMBDT14]. For each site and attribute (among product name and price) DS3 contains 1005 pages, five of which are used for training and the rest are used for testing.

For evaluating the performance on unseen sites, we used our approach to synthesize an extraction query with $D$ as a training set and evaluated the precision, recall and F-measure of the resulting query on $D$. The set $D$ contains documents in the dataset from the rest of the sites from the same category (these sites are considered unseen – as their documents are not in $D$).

We did the same for all the other baseline approaches we have implemented. For every value of $s \in [1, 6]$ and for every category, we calculated the average precision, recall and F-measure over the different subsets $D$ of the dataset obtained with $s$ sites for both seen and unseen cases. Finally, for each value of $s \in [1, 6]$, we calculated the average over all categories. The results obtained for the two variants of our approach, as well as for the baselines, are reported in Table 3.2, Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 (as a function of $s$).

To evaluate our approach (and the baselines) on different page versions, we used a similar process as before, this time on pages from the DS2 dataset. In these experiments, $s$ refers to the number of versions considered in the training set, $D$ consists of a subset of page versions and $D$ consists of the remaining versions. Results are reported in Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.6.

3.5.5 Results

Results for Seen Sites The results for performance on seen sites are reported in Fig. 3.4 and Table 3.2. The results show that the XPath queries generated by our approach (FX and NFX) have the best accuracy (F-measure) among the different approaches for all different values of $s$, well ahead of the closest competing approach C4.5. Both classifier based methods (C4.5 and NB) suffer from loss in precision, especially for higher $s$ values. The alignment-based
XPath generation (XA), which has the lowest precision and recall among all the approaches, suffers from significant decrease in precision for $s > 1$. According to Table 3.1, which reports the performance loss on seen sites as a function of the number of sites in the training set, our forgiving XPath method (FX) is the most robust approach to diversity in the training set. The results for performance of the alignment based XPath generation (XA) and our forgiving-XPath (FX) on DS3 are reported in Table 3.5. The XPath queries generated by our approach have better precision and recall than those generated by the alignment based approach. However, both approaches perform better on DS3 than on DS1 (our approach has perfect recall and close to perfect precision). This is because pages in DS3 were annotated using XPaths while pages in DS1 were manually annotated. It is therefore hard even for a human programmer to write an XPath that accurately extracts the data from them.

**Results for Different Page Versions** The results of invoking the data extractors on different (older and newer) versions of pages are reported in Fig. 3.6 and Table 3.4. The results show that when trained with a large enough set of different archived versions of a page, our forgiving-XPath (FX) has an F-measure of 0.86 on newer (different) yet unseen version of the page (0.93 recall and 0.87 precision, which is close to its performance on seen pages). This shows the usefulness of our approach for generating a robust extractor when used on a set containing a variety of previous versions of a target page. That is, it is more tolerant to structural changes in future versions of the page. Classifier-based methods show poor precision for higher $s$ values, making them unsuitable for such an application (of generating robust extractor). Alignment-based XPath generation (XA) has the lowest scores (for all values of $s$).

**Results for Unseen Sites** Fig. 3.5 shows that our forgiving XPath approach (FX) has the best accuracy (F-measure) for every number of sites in the training set. Table 3.2 shows that our forgiving XPath technique significantly outperforms the other approaches in terms of both precision and recall.

While the non-forgiving XPath (NFX) performs well (very close to the forgiving XPath), and outperforms C4.5 on seen sites, it is outperformed by C4.5 in the case of unseen sites. This is because we use a pruned C4.5 tree, while we keep our non-forgiving XPath strict. This is also the reason that C4.5 is the closest competing approach to NFX. This highlights the trade-off between accuracy on seen and unseen sites when pruning is used (or not, as in NFX).

Table 3.3 shows an interesting aspect of the evaluation. The accuracy results that we report are averaged over all categories and all attributes extracted from a site. However, it is common for some attributes to be more robust and generalizable than others. For example, in sites listing books, the accuracy of extracting the book author and the book title is very high, and improves as more sites are added to the training set. In contrast, the accuracy of extracting the price, might deteriorate with more sites, as the sites may really have very little in common in the way that a price is represented (sites may even differ on the number of prices that they present, e.g., special discounts, shipping, etc.).
3.5.6 Discussion

The evaluation results show that forgiving XPath queries, synthesized by our approach, beat the accuracy of other approaches for all the three different performance aspects.

While some approaches (like NB and C4.5) have a trade-off between precision and generality (performance on seen and unseen sites), the use of forgiving XPaths enables our approach to have good performance on unseen sites without noticeable loss of precision on seen sites. In addition, the robustness of our approach to the structural differences of documents in the training set enables using datasets with high structural variety (containing different versions of the page), which improves the robustness of the synthesized XPath to future structural changes.

3.6 Related Work

There has been a lot of work on data extraction from web pages. In the following we survey closely-related work.

**XPath Data Extractors**

The adaptation of XPath based data extractors has been studied widely. Several works on automatic generation of XPath based data extractors have been proposed \[\text{RGSL04}, \text{NDMBDT14}, \text{NBdT16}, \text{ZSWG09}, \text{Ant05}\]. Nielandt et al. \[\text{NDMBDT14}\] propose a method for generating XPath wrappers, which revolves around aligning the steps within the XPaths. Given a set of XPath samples describing the data nodes of interest in a DOM tree, the method uses an alignment algorithm based on a modification of the Levenshtein edit distance to align the sample XPaths and merge them to a single generalized XPath. The XPaths generated by this method are not robust to structural changes. Our evaluation show that our technique outperforms this method both on seen and unseen sites. Their latest work \[\text{NBdT16}\] builds on \[\text{NDMBDT14}\] and enriches the resulting generalised XPaths with predicates, based on context and structure of the data sources, to improve the precision of the resulting XPath on the training data with minimal recall decrease. While this method generates richer XPaths compared to \[\text{NDMBDT14}\], and yields more precise queries in some cases, the resulting XPaths are still too specific and suffer from the same robustness issue. This results from using an alignment based algorithm which finds the most specific generalized XPath, keeping unnecessary features as long as they do not affect its recall. Zheng et al. \[\text{ZSWG09}\] propose a record-level wrapper system. The generated wrappers include the complete tag-path from the root to record boundary nodes, making them sensitive to tag modifications. The major weakness of these techniques is related to the lack of flexibility of their generated XPath queries. These techniques work on pages from a single site, and generate XPath expressions that are strictly related to the structure of the pages from the site on top of which they are defined. Omari et al.\[\text{OSY16}\] propose a method for generating XPath extraction queries for a family of websites that contain the same type of information. They learn the logical representation of a website by utilizing the shared data instances among these sites, which allows them to identify commonality even when the structure is different.

**Robustness**

There has been some work on the problem of XPath robustness to site changes \[\text{DBS09b}, \text{LSRT14}, \text{LWLY12}\], trying to pick the most robust XPath query for extracting a particular piece
of information. The generalization applied by these techniques is based on alignment of XPaths, and picks a single query with a fixed generalization/precision tradeoff. In contrast, our approach uses decision-trees and forgiving XPaths to adjust precision dynamically.

Cohen et al. [CDB15] propose an extension of XPath called XTPath. XTPath stores additional information from the DOM tree and uses recursive tree matching to fix XPath wrappers automatically when shifts in the tree structure happen. Instead of constructing a robust XPath, the method uses the XPath whenever an XPath fails.

**Pattern based techniques** Several works [CL01, AGM03, DKS11, LGZ03b, TW13] propose methods that use repeated pattern mining to discover and extract data records. Kayed et al. [KC10] propose a technique that works on a set of pages to automatically detect their shared schema and extract the data. Their method (called FivaTech) uses techniques such as alignment and pattern mining to construct a “fixed/variant pattern tree,” which can be used to construct an extraction regular expression. DEPTA [ZL05] uses partial tree alignment to align generalized nodes and extract their data. DeLa [WL03] automatically generate regular expression wrappers based on the page HTML-tag structures to extract data objects from the result pages. IEPAD [CL01] discovers repeated patterns in a document by coding it into a binary sequence and mining maximal repeated patterns. These patterns are then used for data extraction. Omari et al. [OKYS16] propose a method for separating webpages into layout code and data. Their method uses a tree alignment based algorithm to calculate the cost of the shared representation of two given sub-trees, then it uses the calculated shared representation cost to decide whether it should fold them or not in order to minimize the representation cost of the given DOM tree. The result of the folding process is a separation of the page to a layout-code component and a data component. Chang el al. [CCCD16] propose a system for page-level schema induction, and uses wrapper verification to extract data. Given a large amount of webpages, they use a subset of these pages to learn the schema in unsupervised manner, and then use scheme verification procedure to extract data from the rest of the pages.

**Model based techniques** Several approaches relying on Machine Learning algorithms were presented for data extraction [HCPZ11, FK04, SWL⁺12, Kus00]. HAO et al. [HCPZ11] present a method for data extraction from a group of sites. Their method is based on a classifier that is trained on a seed site using a set of predefined feature types. The classifier is then used as a base for identification and extraction of attribute instances in unseen sites. [FK04] foucuses on detecting the boundaries of interesting entities in the text and treats information extraction as a classification problem. It uses an SVM classifier to identify the start and end tags of the data. Song et al. [SWL⁺12] propose a dynamic learning framework to extract structured data of various verticals from web pages without human effort. The technique is based on the observation that there is adequate information with similar layout structures among different web sites that can be learned for structured data extraction. In contrast to model based techniques, our method synthesizes a (standard) XPath query, that is human readable and easy to understand and modify, while maintaining the generalization ability and flexibility of these techniques. In addition, the use of forgiving XPath queries enables our technique to avoid the tradeoff that
classifier based techniques have, between precision on seen sites and precision on unseen sites.

### 3.7 Conclusion

We have presented, and implemented, a novel approach for synthesizing a robust cross-site data extractor for a family of sites.

The cross-site extractor that we synthesize combines the benefits of generalization based on decision tree learning, with the efficient realization of a query as a forgiving XPath that can be directly and efficiently executed by browsers (and extraction tools).

As our experiments show, the synthesized extractor manages to remain precise for the training set, despite its generality. In addition, it can extract information from unseen pages and sites with a relatively high accuracy due to its novel forgiveness property, which allows it to *dynamically adjust its precision* for the web page at hand. Interestingly, our extractors outperform not only other pattern-based extractors, but also classifier-based extractors which are typically more suited for handling unseen sites. This is achieved while keeping the many benefits of XPath queries such as readability and efficient execution.
Chapter 4

Lossless Separation of Web Pages into Layout Code and Data

Abstract A modern web page is often served by running layout code on data, producing an HTML document that enhances the data with front/back matters and layout/style operations. In this paper, we consider the opposite task: separating a given web page into a data component and a layout program. This separation has various important applications: page encoding may be significantly more compact (reducing web traffic), data representation is normalized across web designs (facilitating wrapping, retrieval and extraction), and repetitions are diminished (expediting updates and redesign).

We present a framework for defining the separation task, and devise an algorithm for synthesizing layout code from a web page while distilling its data in a lossless manner. The main idea is to synthesize layout code hierarchically for parts of the page, and use a combined program-data representation cost to decide whether to align intermediate programs. When intermediate programs are aligned, they are transformed into a single program, possibly with loops and conditionals. At the same time, differences between the aligned programs are captured by the data component such that executing the layout code on the data results in the original page.

We have implemented our approach and conducted a thorough experimental study of its effectiveness. Our experiments show that our approach features state of the art (and higher) performance in both size compression and record extraction.

4.1 Introduction

Many modern webpages are served by applying layout code to structured data, producing an HTML page that is presented to the user. The resulting HTML page contains both formatting elements inserted by the layout code, and values that are obtained from the structured data. The page is therefore a blend of formatting elements, and actual data.

Goal Our goal is to separate a given HTML page into a layout code component and a data component such that: (i) the separation is lossless, running the extracted layout code on the extracted data reproduces the original page, and (ii) the separation is efficient such that common elements become part of the layout code, and varying values are represented as data.

This separation has various important applications: page encoding may be significantly
more compact (reducing traffic), data representation is normalized across different Web designs (facilitating wrapping, retrieval and extraction), and repetitions are diminished (expediting updates and redesign). Many of these applications are not limited to static web pages but can also be applied to dynamically generated pages (e.g., by using a headless browser to obtain a static HTML page).

Existing Techniques

There has been a lot of past work on data extraction from web pages [AGM03, KC10, SC13, SC+14, TW13, WL03, CL01, ZL05, LMM06, SL05, LMM10, CYWM03, LGZ03a, LWLY12, DBS09b, HCPZ11, MTH+09]. Techniques have also been presented for wrapper induction, using the template structure of a page to produce a wrapper that extracts particular data elements [KWD, FFT05, CMM01]. While the use of templates is essential for improving uniformity, readability, and maintainability of web-pages, templates are considered harmful for many automated tasks like semantic-clustering, classification and indexing by search engines. Therefore, a lot of past work tackled the challenges of template identification [RGSL04, LGZ03a, ZL05, BYR02, KFN10] and template-extraction [KS11, VdSP+06, CKP07, GPT05, GF14, DC, GM13]. Typically, the goal of these works is to identify or extract the template so it can be ignored/discarded, and the data could be passed to further processing.

Separation combines, and generalizes, two aspects of the extraction problem that are typically considered separately—record extraction, and template extraction—and seeks to balance them. Rather than treating the template as noise when extracting data, or eliminating data when extracting a template, separation seeks to extract both at the same time. The separation algorithm we present extracts layout code and not a static template. Furthermore, it attempts to maintain a balance between the quality of extracted layout code, and the structure of the extracted data.

Our Approach

We present, implement, and evaluate a method for automatically separating a static template-generated HTML page into a template layout-code and data. The main idea of the separation algorithm is to synthesize layout code hierarchically for parts of the page, and use a combined program-data representation cost to decide whether to align intermediate programs. When intermediate programs are aligned, they are transformed into a single program, possibly with loops and conditionals. At the same time, differences between the aligned programs are captured by the data component.

In contrast to previous work on template extraction, which identifies template-chunks to remove or extract as features, we synthesize fully working template-code which when invoked on the extracted data reproduces the original static HTML page. There are many possible ways to represent a page as a layout-code and data. We guide our choice of separation by attempting to minimize the joint representation size of the page, according to the MDL [Ris78] principle. Our approach could be applied to any form of tree-structured data, and can be used for applications such as tree retrieval [LLYZ08].

We have implemented our approach in a tool called SYNTHIA, and conducted a thorough experimental study of its effectiveness. Our experiments show that SYNTHIA features state of the art (and higher) performance in both size compression and record extraction.
4.2 Related Work

There has been a considerable amount of work on page-level data extraction (e.g., [AGM03, KC10, SC13, SC⁺14, WLF15, CKGS06, FWB⁺11]) and record-level extraction (e.g., [TW13, WL03, CL01, ZL05, LMM06, SL05, LMM10, CYWM03, LGZ03a, FWB⁺11]). In the following, we focus on closely related work.

A lot of related work has dealt with the problem of template extraction or wrapper induction, for record extraction. As such, the focus has been on templates that are based on regular expressions, and more importantly, the resulting separation into templates and records is lossy; that is, we cannot recover the original HTML document from the output records and template. We focus on lossless separations into data and code, where the code involves (nested) loops and conditions. The notion of wrappers and patterns is different from our notion of code, since the former describes how to access the DOM tree to extract data, whereas the latter states how data is processed to generate the DOM tree. Moreover, we aim at finding separations of a short description; traditionally there has not been much focus on the complexity of the template, but rather mainly on its ability to perform high-quality record extraction. Another distinction between our solution and many existing ones is that those require multiple different pages (of the same template) as input, whereas our solution already works on a single page. Next, we describe some of these systems.

FiVaTech [KC10] works on a set of pages to automatically detect their shared schema and extract the data. Their solution applies several techniques such as alignment and pattern mining to construct a structure called “fixed/variant pattern tree,” which can be used to identify the template and detect the schema. TEX [SC13] extracts data, but does not extract the template or the schema of the data. Trinity [SC⁺14] builds on TEX and improves it by using the template tokens to partition the document into prefixes, separators and suffixes. They recursively analyze the results to discover patterns and build a “Trinity tree,” which is later transformed into a regular expression for data extraction. RoadRunner [CMM01] uses a matching algorithm to identify differences between the input documents and build a common regular expression. It starts by considering one page as a wrapper, and matches it with another page. It then refines it using generalization rules to compensate for mismatches. EXALG [AGM03] uses the concept of equivalence classes and “differentiating roles” to discover a template, which is a regular expression. TPC [MTH⁺09] considers a web document as a string of HTML tag paths. It detects the repeated patterns of tag paths called “visual signals” within a page, clusters them based on a similarity measure that captures how closely the visual signals appear in the document. For each one of the clusters the method uses the paths of its visual signal to extract records from the page. RSP [TW13] takes as an input a web page and a sample subject string which is used to help identify subject nodes. The method uses the repetitive pattern of subject items in a page to identify the boundary of data records. It aligns data records to find a generalized pattern, which is used to generate a wrapper. The method generates a template wrapper that describes the location of data records and can be used to extract them.

MDR [LGZ03a] and DEPTA [ZL05] use tag strings representation of DOM nodes to
compare individual nodes and combinations of adjacent nodes. Similar individual nodes or node combinations are considered as generalized nodes, and sequences of generalized nodes are considered as a data region. DEPTA [ZL05] uses partial tree alignment to align generalized nodes and extract their data. DeLa [WL03] automatically generate regular expression wrappers based on the page HTML-tag structures to extract data objects from the result pages. IEPAD [CL01] discovers repeated patterns in a document by coding it into a binary sequence and mining maximal repeated patterns. These patterns are then used for data extraction.

In contrast to alignment algorithms used in other works (e.g., [KC10, MTH+09, ZL05, TW13]), our tree-alignment algorithm operates on layout code trees with their data, and updates both the code and the data components. In addition, as opposed to classical alignment algorithms, which define a fixed cost per alignment operation, the costs in our algorithm are context dependent.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the related works are able to produce runnable layout code and provide lossless separation into layout code and data.

4.3 Overview: Problem and Solution

In this section, we give an informal overview of the problem we formulate in this paper, and of our solution SYNTHIA. We provide a formal treatment in the following sections.

4.3.1 Motivating Example

Fig. 4.1 shows part of a navigation web page taken from www.viewpoints.com/explore (we focus on a part of a page for illustrative purposes; the solution of this paper works on full pages). Given this page, our goal is to separate it to a layout-code component, and a data component. Technically, a layout tree is a tree representation of a program that formats data into a web page. We formally define layout trees in Section 4.4.
Fig. 4.2 shows the HTML document of Fig. 4.1. This HTML contains repeated formatting elements for the listed items. For example, the items Medicine, Diet Pills, Diets, Toothbrushes, and Multivitamins are formatted in a similar HTML structure.

The HTML document can be viewed as a DOM tree [W98]. Fig. 5.5(a) shows the DOM tree for the HTML document of Fig. 4.2. In this tree, the subtrees of the div elements share a similar structure, and so do the subtrees under the ul elements. SYNTHIA is able to detect these common structures, synthesize the corresponding layout trees, and extract hierarchical data that captures the different contents that are laid in the common structures.

**Synthesized layout tree** Fig. 5.2 shows the code synthesized by our technique for the page of Fig. 4.2. The code can also be viewed in tree form as the layout tree shown in Fig. 5.5(b).

This code uses two iteration (for) instructions to create a nested loop structure that is used to format the data. Our layout tree uses standard control constructs common in any layout language, and uses a syntax similar to JSP. The tree refers to variables, such as f1 and v1, that are assigned actual values in the extracted data.

**Extracted data** Fig. 5.3 shows the data extracted by our technique. Data is extracted as a hierarchical structure, where data elements are labeled by their corresponding loop or variable. For example, the data elements under the label f1 are the elements that are iterated over by the for operation in line 1 of the extracted code. The data elements under the label f2 (in lines 3 and 7 of Fig. 5.3) are the elements that are iterated over by the for operation in line 4 of the code. As our data is viewed as an assignment of values to variables that are used in the layout tree, we refer to a data instance as an environment. An important feature of our approach is the fact that the separation is lossless—executing the synthesized layout tree on the extracted environment reproduces an exact copy of the original HTML document. This should be contrasted with common lossy techniques for wrapper induction and record extraction.

### 4.3.2 Our Approach

From a high-level perspective, SYNTHIA works by folding adjacent subtrees of a layout tree. Initially, the layout tree is simply the DOM tree representing the web page. As subtrees are being folded, we synthesize unified code that represents their common structure, and create separate data elements to represent their different values. There are two trivial solutions to this...
Figure 4.3: (a) The DOM tree of the original HTML document, and (b) the layout tree produced by our approach from this DOM tree.

Figure 4.4: Code synthesized for the given static HTML.

```html
<% for(var loop1:f1) { %>
  <div><img src="/<%=loop1.v1%>.jpg"/>&lt;h2>&lt;%=loop1.v2%&gt;&lt;/h2>
  <ul class="stripped">
    <% for(var loop1:loop2:f2) { %>
      <li><a href="/<%=loop2.v3%>"&lt;a><%=loop2.v3%>(<%=loop2.v4%>)</a></li>
    <% } %>
  </ul>
</div>
<% } %>
```

Figure 4.5: The data extracted for the given static HTML.

```javascript
f1:
  {v1: "health", v2: "HEALTH",
   {v3: "Diet Pills", v4: "69"}]
  {v1: "babies", v2: "BABIES",
```

problem. The first is where all subtrees are folded, forcing a single layout tree and effectively pushing all differences into the data. The other trivial solution applies no folding at all, and then the layout tree effectively dumps the entire web page. Naturally, we are not interested in the trivial solutions, but rather in a solution that minimizes the representation cost. Intuitively, this means that we should only fold subtrees when they share a sufficiently common structure.

To find a folding that minimizes the representation cost, we have to answer two technical questions:

- **When** should we fold given layout subtrees?
• How should we fold such subtrees to produce the desired separation of code and data?

We address both of these questions using a novel alignment algorithm. We use the alignment algorithm as a building block for deciding when to fold subtrees, and also for computing the separation into layout tree and data when subtrees are folded.

**Subtree folding** In a bottom-up manner, we analyze adjacent layout subtrees by evaluating their structural similarity. This is done by calculating the representation cost for representing the subtrees using a shared single layout tree and two data components. That is, we estimate the benefit of forcing the subtrees into using the same layout tree with separate data.

To that end, we use our alignment algorithm to compute an alignment that attempts to minimize the resulting representation cost, and also returns the cost. We fold together adjacent subtrees which are found to be similar (based on the calculated shared representation cost). Folding is done by (i) applying the calculated alignment. The result may include conditional instructions and variable references in text nodes and attributes to overcome differences; (ii) introducing a for instruction whose body is the resulting shared layout tree while verifying losslessness (i.e., when invoked on the data, the result is the same as that of the sequence of folded subtrees).

**Alignment** We present a novel tree-alignment algorithm, that is tailored to handling layout trees, enabling it to handle loops, conditions and variables in the template. In addition, we enable it to perform data extraction and modifications to the data representation, in order to fit changes in the layout trees, so that invoking the layout trees on the data will result in the original HTML.

**Example 4.3.1.** Fig. 4.6 shows a few steps of our algorithm applied to the (partial) tree of Fig. 5.5. Initially, the layout tree is the original DOM tree (L1), with no folding, and no extracted data (D1). The algorithm works in a bottom-up manner, looking for folding opportunities. The algorithm detects that the subtrees rooted at list items (<li>) for Medicine, Diet Pills, Diets, Toothbrushes, and Multivitamins could be folded with common structure and extracting the varying data. The algorithm folds the subtrees corresponding to the following items:

```html
<li><a href="/Medicine">Medicine</a>(176)</li>
```
By introducing new layout trees and extracted data. The layout tree is as follows:

```html
<% for (var loop : f1) {%
  <li>
    <a href="/<%=loop.v1%>" class="example" title="Example"><%=loop.v1%></a>
    (<%=loop.v2%>)
  </li>
<% } %>
```

This synthesized layout tree uses variables v1 and v2 to refer to data elements in the extracted data. The synthesized code is shown in Fig. 4.6 (L2) as the subtree rooted at FOR:f1. The extracted data is shown at the bottom part of the figure (D2). The data is structured and is labeled by names corresponding to the variables in the layout tree. For example, the data maps the variable f1, used at FOR:f1, to a sequence of four possible values, each providing the data for one invocation of the loop body, resulting in one of the four aligned subtrees. The inner data values provide the interpretation of variables v1 and v2.

This folding reduces the original combined description length of the code and data, as the template part that repeats in all four items is described only once, in the code, and only the differentiating details are described for each item (in the data).

The subtrees rooted at list items for Bottles,...,Strollers are folded in a similar manner, resulting with the layout subtree rooted at FOR:f2 (this is also depicted in L2 in Fig. 4.6).

After creating the layout trees rooted at FOR:f1 and FOR:f2, the algorithm proceeds by identifying that these subtrees could be folded together. This folding renames variables of the two subtrees to match each other (e.g., f1 is renamed to f2, unifying it with the existing f2 variable of the subtree on the right). Folding also introduces new variables, v1 and v2, to account for differences (note that these are fresh variables, as the previously used v1 and v2 were renamed). Finally, folding introduces an additional external for loop with variable f1 (recall that the previous f1 was renamed). The produced layout tree is shown in Fig. 5.2. A graphical representation is shown in Fig. 4.6 (L3). The corresponding extracted data is shown in (D3). Note that folding also adds another layer to the data, corresponding to the nested loop structure.

In this simple example folding does not introduce conditional constructs. However, if, for example, all items in the first list had an additional attribute, the folding of the two for subtrees depicted in L2 would introduce a conditional construct guarded by a boolean variable, with “true” in the first loop and “false” in the second.

### 4.3.3 Key Aspects

The example of the previous section highlights a few key aspects of our approach:
• **Lossless separation:** In contrast to other extraction schemes, the separation to layout tree and data performed by SYNTIA is lossless. That is, applying the synthesized layout tree on the extracted environment reproduces the original web page.

• **Minimization of representation cost:** The separation computed by SYNTIA is tailored to minimizing the description cost of the result.

• **Synthesis of loops and conditionals:** SYNTIA synthesizes layout trees that may include loops to generalize repetition of layout across items. When some of the layout differs between items that could otherwise be formatted using looping code, SYNTIA is able to insert conditional formatting. With that, SYNTIA allows for a compact (and lossless) looping structure for formatting elements that exhibit a *loosely* similar structure.

• **Extraction of hierarchical data:** SYNTIA supports nested repetitions (e.g., a list of categories, each containing a list of products) by allowing nesting of loops in data trees alongside hierarchical structures of environments.

### 4.4 Preliminaries and Model

In this section we formally define the notions of a webpage, data and template code which is used to generate webpages by invoking it on a given data.

**DOM Trees** We model an HTML document as a *DOM tree*, which is a tree of elements and textual values. Formally, a *DOM tree* is a rooted and ordered tree with two types of nodes. An *element node* has a *name*, and an *attribute set*, which is a mapping from a finite set of attribute names to values (strings). The children of an element node form an (ordered) sequence of nodes. A *text node* is associated with a textual value. We require all text nodes to be leaves (i.e., childless).

**Environment** As we explain later, we model the construction of DOM trees by executing programs over data. We model data by means of an *environment*, which is a hierarchy of assignments to variables. Formally, we assume an infinite set $\text{Var}$ of variables. An *environment* is inductively defined as follows. It is a mapping from a finite set of variables to values, where a *value* is either (i) a text item, or (ii) a list of environments.

**Layout Trees** We now define our model of a program, namely the *layout tree*, that executes over an environment to produce a DOM tree. This model is very simple, and is straightforward to translate into common languages that embed code with HTML/XML (e.g., server side like ASP and JSP, or client side like Javascript, AngularJS and XSLT).

Recall that a DOM tree has two types of nodes: element and text nodes. A layout tree is similar to a DOM tree, except that it has a third type of nodes, namely *instruction nodes*. An instruction node $v$ is associated with a *type* and a variable. The type of an instruction node can be one of three: *condition*, *iteration*, and *reference*. The variable of an instruction node is a member of $\text{Var}$. We refer to an instruction node with the variable $x$ and the type condition, iteration and reference as $\text{if}(x)$, $\text{for}(x)$ and $\text{ref}(x)$, respectively. The root of a layout tree is
either an element node or a text node.¹

**Semantics of a Layout Tree** The result of executing a layout program \( \pi \) over an environment \( \mathcal{E} \) is a DOM tree that we denote by \( \pi(\mathcal{E}) \). To define \( \pi(\mathcal{E}) \) formally, we need some notation.

A *DOM hedge* is a sequence of DOM trees. Similarly, a *layout hedge* is a sequence of layout trees, except that we allow each layout tree to be rooted at an instruction node. For hedges \( h = t_1, \ldots, t_k \) and \( g = u_1, \ldots, u_m \), we denote by \( h \cdot g \) the hedge that is obtained by concatenating \( g \) to \( h \) (i.e., \( t_1, \ldots, t_k, u_1, \ldots, u_m \)). If \( v \) is a node and \( h \) is a hedge, then we denote by \( v[h] \) the tree that is obtained by adding \( v \) to \( h \) as the root (with the roots of \( h \) being the children of \( v \)). If \( t \) is a tree with the root \( v \), then we denote by \( t^v \) the hedge that is obtained from \( t \) by removing \( v \).

To define \( \pi(\mathcal{E}) \), we give a more general (inductive) definition of the semantics of executing a layout hedge \( \Pi \) over \( \mathcal{E} \), again denoted by \( \Pi(\mathcal{E}) \), and is generally a DOM hedge.

- If \( \Pi \) consists of a single tree \( \pi \) with a non-instruction root \( v \), then \( \Pi(\mathcal{E}) \) is the tree \( v[\pi^{v}(\mathcal{E})] \).
- If \( \Pi \) consists of a single tree \( \pi \) with the root \( \text{if}(x) \), then the following holds. If \( \mathcal{E}(x) \) is defined and \( \mathcal{E}(x) = 1 \), then \( \Pi(\mathcal{E}) \) is the hedge \( \pi^{v}(\mathcal{E}) \); otherwise, \( \Pi(\mathcal{E}) \) is the empty hedge.
- If \( \Pi \) consists of a single tree \( \pi \) with the root \( \text{for}(x) \), then the following holds. If \( \mathcal{E}(x) \) is defined and \( \mathcal{E}(x) \) is a list \( (\mathcal{E}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{E}_m) \), then \( \Pi(\mathcal{E}) \) is the hedge \( \pi^{v}(\mathcal{E}_1) \cdots \pi^{v}(\mathcal{E}_m) \); otherwise, \( \Pi(\mathcal{E}) \) is the empty hedge.
- If \( \Pi \) consists of a single tree \( \pi \) with the root \( \text{ref}(x) \), then the following holds. If \( \mathcal{E}(x) \) is defined and \( \mathcal{E}(x) \) is a string, then \( \Pi(\mathcal{E}) = \mathcal{E}(x) \); otherwise, \( \Pi(\mathcal{E}) \) is the empty hedge.
- If \( \Pi \) is a hedge \( \pi_1, \ldots, \pi_k \) where \( k > 1 \), then \( \Pi(\mathcal{E}) \) is the hedge \( \pi_1(\mathcal{E}) \cdots \pi_k(\mathcal{E}) \).

Finally, recall that a layout tree has a non-instruction root. Then the above definition implies that the result of executing a layout tree over an environment is always a single DOM tree.

### 4.5 Problem Definition

In this section we formally define the space of separation solutions, and the desirable separation solutions in that space.

#### 4.5.1 Separation and Solution Space

Our goal is to describe a given DOM tree by a layout tree and an environment. Formally, a *separation* of a DOM tree \( t \) is a pair \( (\pi, \mathcal{E}) \), where \( \pi \) is a layout tree and \( \mathcal{E} \) is an environment, such that \( \pi(\mathcal{E}) = t \). *Separating* \( t \) is the process of constructing a separation \( (\pi, \mathcal{E}) \) of \( t \). Note that a DOM tree may have many separations (in fact, infinitely many separations). We denote by \( \text{Sep}(t) \) the set of all separations of \( t \).

\[
\text{Sep}(t) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ (\pi, \mathcal{E}) \mid \pi(\mathcal{E}) = t \}
\]

¹Our approach creates layout trees by folding subtrees of a DOM tree. As the root is never folded, it remains a non-instruction node.
A special case of a separation in $\text{Sep}(t)$ is the trivial one $(\pi, \mathcal{E})$ where $\pi$ is identical to $t$ and $\mathcal{E}$ is empty.

### 4.5.2 Separation Quality

Since there are many possible ways to separate a given DOM tree, it is important to define what makes one separation better than another. In this work, we define a quality metric that is inspired by the principle of Minimal Description Length (MDL) [Ris78]. According to MDL, one should favor the model that gives the shortest description of the observed data [HY01]. MDL is well-suited for dealing with model selection, estimation, and prediction problems in situations where the models under consideration can be arbitrarily complex, and overfitting the data is a serious concern [Grü07]. In particular, SYNTHIA aims at synthesizing a separation that minimizes the length of the representation of the separation. To define the length of the separation, we define a size measure for a given separation $(\pi, \mathcal{E})$. The description length of $(\pi, \mathcal{E})$ is defined based on the size in characters of the string representations of $\pi$ and $\mathcal{E}$, denoted $\text{sizeof}(\pi)$ and $\text{sizeof}(\mathcal{E})$, respectively. Hence, we define the following: $\text{cost}(\pi, \mathcal{E}) \defeq \text{sizeof}(\pi) + \text{sizeof}(\mathcal{E})$.

Our algorithm (defined in the next section) does not guarantee a separation of minimal cost. Instead, it applies a heuristic approach that uses the above cost for guiding intermediate decisions along the way. We leave for future work the challenge of obtaining optimality and analyzing the associated computational complexity.

### 4.6 Our Approach

In this section we describe our algorithm for folding a DOM tree into a layout tree and an associated environment.

#### 4.6.1 The General Separation Algorithm

Given a DOM tree $t$, our algorithm constructs the separation $(\pi, \mathcal{E})$ recursively, as we describe below. We denote the input DOM tree $t$ as $v[t_1, \ldots, t_n]$ (that is, the root is $v$ and it has $n$ children, each is the root of a subtree $t_i$). The separation algorithm goes as follows.

1. Recursively separate each $t_i$ into a separation $s_i = (\pi_i, \mathcal{E}_i)$.
2. Split $s_1, \ldots, s_n$ into $m$ chunks $(s_1, \ldots, s_{j_1-1}), (s_{j_1}, \ldots, s_{j_2-1}), \ldots, (s_{m-1}, \ldots, s_n)$ where, intuitively, each chunk consists of “similar” separations.
3. Fold each chunk $(s_{j_1}, \ldots, s_{j_{l+1}-1})$ into a single separation $(\pi'_i, \mathcal{E}'_i)$. Roughly speaking, $\pi'_i$ will be rooted at a $\text{for}(x)$ node, and $\mathcal{E}'_i$ will map its variable $x$ to a list of environments (one for each of the folded trees) such that $\pi'_i(\mathcal{E}'_i) = \pi_{j_1}(\mathcal{E}_{j_1}) \cdots \pi_{j_{l+1}-1}(\mathcal{E}_{j_{l+1}-1})$. That is, executing $\pi'_i$ on $\mathcal{E}'_i$ will result in the same hedge as the concatenation of the hedges obtained by executing the layouts of each $s_i$ in the chunk on its environment.
4. Return the separation $(\pi, \mathcal{E})$ where $\pi = v[\pi'_1 \cdots \pi'_m]$, and $\mathcal{E} = \mathcal{E}'_1 \cup \cdots \cup \mathcal{E}'_m$.

Note that in step 4, the different $\mathcal{E}'_i$ use pairwise-disjoint sets of variables; hence, their union $\mathcal{E}$ is a legal environment.

We denote by $\text{fold}(s_1, \ldots, s_k)$ the procedure used in step 3 for folding a sequence $s_1, \ldots, s_k$ of separations $s_i = (\pi_i, \mathcal{E}_i)$ into a new separation $s = (\pi, \mathcal{E})$. Next, we explain how splitting
and folding are implemented (In practice, they are weaved together).

4.6.2 Splitting

To split a sequence \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \) of separations into chunks, we define a pairwise similarity function \( \sigma \) that assigns a score to each pair of separations. We define a chunk to be a maximal continuous subsequence \( s_{j_1}, \ldots, s_{j_l+q_l} \) of \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \) where \( \sigma(s_i, s_{i+1}) \) is larger than some fixed threshold for every \( i = j_1, \ldots, j_l + q_l - 1 \). That is, the chunks are broken where similarity is below the threshold. The similarity function \( \sigma \) is based on the fold procedure, as follows. For two separations \( s, s' \), let \( s_f = \text{fold}(s, s') \). Recall the definition of \( \text{cost}(s) \) in . Then \( \sigma(s, s') \) is the relative reduction of cost gained by replacing \( s \) and \( s' \) with \( s_f \); that is,

\[
\sigma(s, s') = \frac{\text{cost}(s) + \text{cost}(s') - \text{cost}(s_f)}{\text{cost}(s) + \text{cost}(s')}.
\]

4.6.3 Folding

In the rest of the section, we describe the procedure fold. Recall that the input is a sequence \( s_1, \ldots, s_k \) of separations \( s_i = (\pi_i, E_i) \), and the output is a single separation \( (\pi, E) \) with the property that \( \pi(E) \) is the hedge \( \pi_1(E_1) \cdots \pi_k(E_k) \).

fold\((s_1, \ldots, s_k)\) is performed by introducing a new \textit{for} \((x)\) node with a single child \( \pi^c \). The single child \( \pi^c \) captures the common layout of \( \pi_1, \ldots, \pi_k \). The differences between them are captured by conditional and reference nodes in \( \pi^c \), along with an environment, \( E^c \), that is generated for each \( \pi_i \). The environment \( E^c \) is based on \( E_i \) (the environment that \( \pi_i \) was accompanied with), but also includes the values of the new conditional and reference variables that are introduced in \( \pi^c \). Finally, the output environment \( E \) that accompanies \( \pi \) is constructed by

\[
E = \{x \mapsto E^c_1(x) \cdot \ldots \cdot E^c_k(x)\}.
\]

Remark. Splitting is aimed at identifying separations that will be unified by fold into a new \textit{for} root with a single child that generates all of them (with proper environments). If the number of chunks exceeds some threshold (above 30% of the number of children number), we consider folding into a \textit{for} node with \( d > 1 \) children. To do so, \textsc{Synthia} looks for chunks in which separations in distance \( d \) from each other are similar. Folding is adapted accordingly to collapse separations in distance \( d \) from each other to one child of the \textit{for} node (rather than collapsing all separations in the chunk to a single child). This enables \textsc{Synthia} to deal with data items that correspond to a sequence of adjacent nodes in the tree.

The crux of folding is the construction of \( \pi^c \) (the child of the \textit{for} node), along with the environments \( E^c_1, \ldots, E^c_k \). This construction is done by applying on the input trees \( \pi_1, \ldots, \pi_k \) and their environments \( E_1, \ldots, E_k \) an alignment algorithm, which we describe next. Alignment operations may introduce conditional and reference nodes, and may align trees (or hedges) with \textit{for} nodes, but they never introduce new \textit{for} nodes. \textit{For} nodes are introduced by folding (the procedure fold).
4.6.4 Alignment

We consider alignment of two layout trees with their environments. To handle a larger number of layout trees, we apply alignment incrementally: we first align two layout trees (and their environments), then align the result with another and so on, until all are aligned.

Intuitively, when given two separations \((\pi_1, E_1)\) and \((\pi_2, E_2)\), alignment unifies their layout trees by establishing a common layout tree and updating the environments. The result is a triple \((\pi_1', E_1', E_2')\) such that \(\pi_1'(E_1') = \pi_1(E_1)\) and \(\pi_2'(E_2') = \pi_2(E_2)\). In order to allow an incremental alignment (as needed for the alignment of more than two layout trees), where we apply alignment on the result of a previous alignment which consists of two environments, we work with environment series \(E = (E_1, \ldots, E_k)\) instead of environments \(E\). Alignment is defined inductively, and for that another generalization is required. Namely, instead of two layout trees \(\pi\) we work with two layout hedges \(\Pi\). The need for this generalization will later become apparent.

We denote by \(\Pi(E)\) the series \((\Pi(E_1), \ldots, \Pi(E_k))\) of DOM hedges.

**Definition 4.6.1.** Let \(\Pi_1\) and \(\Pi_2\) be layout hedges and \(E_1\) and \(E_2\) be two environment series. An alignment of \((\Pi_1, E_1)\) and \((\Pi_2, E_2)\) is a triple \((\Pi', E_1', E_2')\) such that \(\Pi'(E_1') = \Pi_1(E_1)\) and \(\Pi'(E_2') = \Pi_2(E_2)\).

The objective of our alignment is to minimize the combined description length of the unified layout tree and the corresponding environments. We therefore define an alignment cost, similarly to the notion of separation cost:

\[
\text{cost}(\Pi', E_1', E_2') = \sum_{\pi \in \Pi'} \text{sizeof}(\pi) + \sum_{E \in E_1'} \text{sizeof}(E) + \sum_{E \in E_2'} \text{sizeof}(E)
\]

**Scope Environments**

The most tricky part of the alignment is the update of the environments. To explain this update we need the following definitions.

**Scope.** Given a layout tree \(\pi\), each iteration node in \(\pi\) defines a scope. The scope of a node \(v\) in \(\pi\) is determined by its lowest ancestor \(v_s\) which is an iteration node \(\text{for}(x)\) (or by the root if no such ancestor exists). In the former case, we say that \(v_s\) is the scope node and \(x\) is the scope variable of \(v\). To simplify matters and prevent ambiguity, we do not allow two iteration nodes to have the same variable. We define the scope node and variable of a hedge similarly by considering the lowest common ancestor.

**Scope environments.** Given a layout tree \(\pi\) and an environment \(E\), the scope environments of a node \(v\) in \(\pi\), denoted \(S(v)\), are defined inductively based on the scope of \(v\). If the scope of \(v\) is the root, then \(S(v) = \{E\}\). Otherwise, let \(v_s\) and \(x\) be the scope node and scope variable of \(v\), respectively (i.e., \(v\) resides in the subtree of \(v_s = \text{for}(x)\)). Then \(S(v) = \bigcup_{E_s \in S(v_s)} \{E_i \mid E_s(x) = E_1 \cdots \cdot E_m\}\). That is, that scope environments of \(v\) are all the environments in the lists that \(x\) is mapped to.
**Example 4.6.1.** Consider the layout tree L3 in Fig. 4.6 and the environment depicted in D3. The node <11> resides in the subtree of the node FOR: f2. Therefore, its scope environments are the nine environments consisting of the five environments in the first list of environments associated with variable f2: \( \mathcal{E}_{11} = \{v3 : "Medicine", v4 : "176"\}, \ldots, \mathcal{E}_{15} = \{v3 : "Multivitamins", v4 : "109"\}\), along with the four additional environments in the second list, \( \mathcal{E}_{21} = \{v3 : "Bottles", v4 : "54"\}, \ldots, \mathcal{E}_{24} = \{v3 : "Strollers", v4 : "264"\}\).

**Alignment Operations**

Alignment of two hedges \( \Pi_1 \) and \( \Pi_2 \), (usually these are children hedges of two nodes that are being aligned) with environment series \( \mathcal{E}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{E}_2 \) respectively, is performed using a dynamic programming algorithm. The algorithm advances along the two given hedges simultaneously and aligns their trees.

The operations considered by our alignment algorithm are: Align, Skip and AlignFor, which we describe next. Align and Skip are conventional operations in alignment algorithms (unlike traditional alignments, in our case special care is taken to ensure that the alignment is lossless). The AlignFor operation enables for-rooted trees to be aligned with a hedge rather than a single tree.

*Align.* aligns \((\pi_1, \mathcal{E}_1)\) with \((\pi_2, \mathcal{E}_2)\) where \(\pi_1\) and \(\pi_2\) are two single trees with matching roots, which means that they have the same name and type. In this case, we introduce a new root node \(v\) which unifies the roots \(v_1\) and \(v_2\) of \(\pi_1\) and \(\pi_2\) (as demonstrated below). The children of the new root are the result of recursively aligning the children hedges \(\Pi_1\) and \(\Pi_2\) into a hedge \(\Pi\). In particular, the recursive operation might update \(\mathcal{E}_1\) and \(\mathcal{E}_2\).

For example, if \(v_1\) and \(v_2\) are both text nodes (meaning that \(\Pi_1\) and \(\Pi_2\) are empty) and \(\text{text}(v_1) = \text{text}(v_2)\), then the unified root \(v\) is identical to (both of) them and \(\mathcal{E}_1\) and \(\mathcal{E}_2\) remain unchanged. However, if \(\text{text}(v_1) \neq \text{text}(v_2)\), then \(v\) is a reference node of the form \(\text{ref}(x)\), where \(x\) is a fresh variable. For \(i = 1, 2\), we add to each scope environment of \(v_i\) in \(\mathcal{E}_i\) the mapping \(x \mapsto \text{text}(v_i)\).

If \(v_1\) and \(v_2\) are for \((x_1)\) and for \((x_2)\), then \(v\) is for \((x)\), where \(x\) is a fresh variable, and we update all the scope environments of \(v_1\) and \(v_2\) in \(\mathcal{E}_1\) and \(\mathcal{E}_2\) respectively by renaming every occurrence of \(x_1\) with \(x\).

*Skip.* aligns \((\Pi_1, \mathcal{E}_1)\) with \((\pi_2, \mathcal{E}_2)\) where \(\Pi_1\) is an empty hedge and \(\pi_2\) is a tree by introducing a conditional node \(v\) of the form if \((x)\), where \(x\) is a fresh variable. The alignment result is then the tree \(\pi' = v[\pi_2]\), with \(\mathcal{E}_1\) updated by adding the mapping \(x \mapsto 0\) to each scope environment of \(\Pi_1\), and \(\mathcal{E}_2\) updated by adding the mapping \(x \mapsto 1\) to each scope environment of \(\pi_2\). Technically, in this case, we also receive the scope node (and variable) of \(\Pi_1\) (the empty hedge) as input (in other cases this input is not needed since it is uniquely defined given the tree or hedge).

*AlignFor.* aligns \((\pi_1, \mathcal{E}_1)\) and \((\pi_2, \mathcal{E}_2)\) where \(\pi_1\) is a for-rooted tree (which is possibly the result of alignment with previous trees from \(\Pi_2\)). Intuitively, the result of the alignment will
be a for-rooted tree that in addition to the trees captured by \( \pi_1 \) also generates \( \pi_2 \). Repeated applications of AlignFor enable aligning a for tree with a hedge. This operation has some resemblance to fold, yet it utilizes an existing node (from \( \pi_1 \)), rather than introducing a new one. The tricky part in this operation is that it breaks up existing scopes in \( \pi_2 \) due to the import of the for-node from \( \pi_1 \). As a result, a new hierarchical level is also created in the environments in \( E_2 \). Due to space constraints we omit the detailed description.

Alignment Algorithm

Given \((\Pi_1, E_1)\) and \((\Pi_2, E_2)\) our algorithm computes an alignment while trying to minimize its cost. It also calculates the resulting cost. It uses dynamic programming to find the sequence of alignment operations which minimizes the alignment cost.

The algorithm gradually fills a two dimensional matrix \( B \) of size \( n \times m \), where \( n = |\Pi_1| \) and \( m = |\Pi_2| \). For each \( 1 \leq i \leq n \) and \( 1 \leq j \leq m \) \( B[i, j].cost \) contains the minimal alignment cost of the prefix hedge \( \Pi_i^1 \) of \( \Pi_1 \) of length \( i \), and the prefix hedge \( \Pi_j^2 \) of \( \Pi_2 \) of length \( j \). \( B[i, j].op \) contains the operation for \( \pi_i^1 \) and \( \pi_j^2 \) that resulted in the minimal cost.

The algorithm calculates \( B[i, j].cost \) and \( B[i, j].op \) by calculating the cost of all possible alignment operations for \( \pi_i^1 \) and \( \pi_j^2 \) and by using the costs calculated in \( B \) for \( i'<i \) and \( j'<j \). The algorithm picks the option with the minimal cost. Finally, \( B[n, m].cost \) is the alignment cost of \((\Pi_1, E_1)\) and \((\Pi_2, E_2)\).

The cost of operations

The cost of an operation reflects the change in both the layout tree and environment costs. As the following example demonstrates, the latter is not fixed per operation, but depends on \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \).

**Example 4.6.2.** Consider the alignment of two subtrees, \( \pi_l \) and \( \pi_r \), where \( \pi_l \) is a subtree residing under a loop node \( \text{for}(x) \) which has 10 scope environments and \( \pi_r \) is an element subtree with a single scope environment. A conditional subtree insertion during the alignment will introduce a new conditional value in these 11 environments (one of \( \pi_r \) and 10 of \( \pi_l \)). As such, its effect on the cost depends on the number of scope environments.

We demonstrate the cost calculation on some of the operations.

**Align (aligning single trees).** The algorithm recursively calculates the minimal alignment cost for \((\pi_1^l, E_1)\) and \((\pi_2^l, E_2)\), where \( \pi_1^l \) is rooted at \( v_1 \) and \( \pi_2^l \) is rooted at \( v_2 \).

- **Two text nodes alignment.** If \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are text nodes with different text, the cost of applying the two text nodes alignment operation is \( B[i-1, j-1].cost + \text{sizeof}(text_1) | S(v_1) | + \text{sizeof}(text_2) | S(v_2) | - \text{sizeof}(text_1) - \text{sizeof}(text_2) \), where \( S(v_i) \) is the set of scope environments of \( v_i \) in \( E_i \).

- **Two element nodes alignment.** If \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are element nodes, the cost of applying the two element nodes alignment is \( B[i-1, j-1].cost \) plus the cost of aligning their children, subtracting the cost of one of them.

**Skip (aligning an empty hedge with a tree (to left)).** We calculate the code cost of wrapping \( \pi_1 \) with a conditional node \( v_c \), and the data cost of updating every scope environment in \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \).
We denote the cost of adding the conditional subtree and updating the environments as $c_{\text{left}}$. Then the cost of applying the skip alignment operation is $c_{\text{left}} + B[i-1,j] \cdot \text{cost}$.

**Example 4.6.3.** Consider the folding of the left-most sequence of `<li>` nodes in the layout tree $L_1$ from Fig. 4.6. Each of these nodes is accompanied by an environment capturing the mapping of the variables in its subtree. In our case these environments are initially empty, as the `<li>` subtrees have no variables (yet). The fold operation first aligns these subtrees. Alignment recursively aligns the respective text nodes under the `<a>` nodes from different subtrees. These text nodes have different values (e.g., Medicine vs. Multi-vitamins). Therefore alignment introduces a reference node with variable name $v_1$ and updates the scope environments of the different subtrees to include a mapping of $v_1$ to the respective value. Similarly, $v_2$ is introduced. Therefore, each of the environments includes a mapping of both $v_1$ and $v_2$. The fold operation then wraps the resulting aligned subtree with a for node $\text{FOR:} f_1$ (introduced in layout tree $L_2$) and adds a mapping of the variable $f_1$ in the main environment to a list containing the updated environments (as reflected in the environment $D_2$).

**Remark.** As a post-processing phase, $\text{SYNTHIA}$ identifies variables that always have the same value whenever they appear together in the same environment. Such variables are renamed to the same variable to avoid duplications in the data.

### 4.7 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our approach across multiple dimensions. First, we show that our technique is good for data extraction by evaluating it on standard datasets, and comparing it to three other state of the art data extraction techniques. Then, we show that our technique is good for separation of code and data by computing the combined representation size (MDL).

#### 4.7.1 Evaluation of Data Extraction

**Methodology**

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach for data extraction, we have used the common testbeds TBDW [YCNH04] and RISE [RIS98]. We compare our approach to DEPTA [ZL05], a technique that works on single pages, as well as to techniques that handle multiple pages: MDR [LGZ03a], TPC [MTH+09], FivaTech, and Trinity (as reported by [SC+14]).

**Testbed 1: TBDW** The TBDW testbed contains 253 web pages from 51 sites. Each web page in the testbed is manually labeled with the correct number of records, and the content of the first record. We use TBDW to compare the performance of our algorithm with that of DEPTA [ZL05], MDR [LGZ03a], and TPC [MTH+09]. For DEPTA, where the code is available, we reproduce the results by running the DEPTA tool. For MDR and TPC, we compare our results to those reported in [LGZ03a, MTH+09].

**Testbed 2: RISE** The RISE testbed contains 663 pages from 5 different sites. We use it to compare the performance of $\text{SYNTHIA}$ to FivaTech and Trinity as reported by [SC+14]. RISE checks the performance of page-level record extractors. It contains pages with single records, something that $\text{SYNTHIA}$ is not meant to handle, but is able to handle if pages are merged into a
single page. To enable our tool to deal with single record pages, we put all the DOM trees of these different pages as children subtrees under a shared “root” node, and apply SYNTIA on the resulting tree. DEPTA is excluded from the comparison on RISE, because it was not designed to handle multiple pages, and applying it to our single merged page produces very poor results (which we consider unfair comparison).

**Experiment** We run SYNTIA on the 253 pages from TBDW and 663 pages from RISE, and collect the records extracted from each page. For each page, our approach extracts a hierarchical representation (json) of the data on the page. We consider the list of environments in the data corresponding to a “for” variable as a table of records. If the relevant data was separated to two or more different tables, we only consider the table containing the biggest number of relevant records as the table of records identified by SYNTIA.

**Ground Truth** As suggested in TBDW, the first record on a page, together with the page itself, defines the ground truth of the set of data records of the page. The ground truth for each site is obtained by the union of all ground truth sets of its pages.

**Comparing Results** We ran both our algorithm and DEPTA [ZL05] on the 253 webpages from the 51 websites in the testbed. We compare the set of records extracted by each approach to the ground truth. For the comparison, we consider the ground truth over all websites, as well as the set of true positives, which consists of data records correctly extracted by the algorithms, and the set of false positives, which consists of items that are wrongfully identified as data records. We report the precision and recall of each approach:

$$\text{Precision} = \frac{|\text{true-positives}|}{|\text{true-positives}| + |\text{false-positives}|}$$

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{|\text{true-positives}|}{|\text{ground-truth}|}$$

In addition, to compare our results with TPC [MTH+09] and MDR [LGZ03a], we use the same partial set of 43 websites containing 213 web pages from TBDW used in [MTH+09]. In this case, the ground truth, true positives and false positives, are computed per website. The results are the average recall and precision aggregated for all sites.

To compare to FivaTech and Trinity, we ran our tool on RISE dataset and compared its results to those reported by Trinity in [SC+14].

**Results**

The results of SYNTIA when compared to DEPTA on the whole TBDW dataset are reported in Table 4.1. As seen from the table, SYNTIA is favorable in both recall and precision. We found that in many cases DEPTA fails to find the boundaries of the data records, frequently merging several records into one.

Table 4.2 shows the results of our tool when compared to DEPTA, MDR and TPC on a partial set of 43 websites containing 213 web pages from TBDW (we denote it TBDW-P). The TBDW-P is suggested by TPC [MTH+09] and it excludes pages from TBDW containing nested
Table 4.1: Accuracy comparison with DEPTA on the TBDW dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DEPTA</th>
<th>SYNTIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground Truth</td>
<td>4620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True Positives</td>
<td>2506</td>
<td>4445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Positives</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>98.9%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>54.2%</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Score</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Accuracy comparison on TBDW-P dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEPTA</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>59.5%</td>
<td>73.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDR</td>
<td>93.2%</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
<td>74.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
<td>93.1%</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNTIA</td>
<td>99.7%</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

structures, in order to provide a fair comparison with the MDR algorithm, which is designed for flat data records. The As can be seen from the results, MDR suffers from similar recall issues as DEPTA, while having a lower recall. Generally speaking, our algorithm has the best performance, both in precision and recall compared to the three other algorithms.

The TBDW dataset contains a few pages with a single result record. Our algorithm fails to extract such records since it works on a single page and not on a group of pages generated using a similar template. This contributes to the small loss of recall (95.6% and 96.2% on the partial and full sets respectively) of our algorithm.

The results for running our tool on RISE dataset are reported in Table 4.3. Our tool outperforms both Trinity and FivaTech in most of the sites of this dataset. Trinity is the closest among the two in terms of performance. Our tool has low recall when extracting the records from IAF. We reviewed the web pages, and found that different data records are not of the same length. While our tool is capable of dealing with data records of length < 1 (not wrapped by a single html tag, which is not so common), our tool does not deal with records of varying lengths.

Table 4.3: Record extraction performance comparison between SYNTIA, Trinity and FivaTech on RISE dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SYNTIA</th>
<th>Trinity</th>
<th>FivaTech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P R F1</td>
<td>P R F1</td>
<td>P R F1</td>
<td>P R F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BigBook</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAF</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okra</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA.W</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zagat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7.2 Evaluation of Code and Data Separation

Methodology

The TBDW dataset contains the search results generated by searchable databases, also called search result records (SRRs). These pages are always of a common format of list of results. In this dataset, our approach recognizes that the format does not vary between records, and that
formatting is part of the template. To evaluate the quality of the resulting code/data on general websites, we consider benchmarks with more significant page structure. We created our own dataset (available at: https://goo.gl/PKY0VI) by collecting 200 pages from 40 popular websites in 8 categories, with 5 different pages from each site. In all of our experiments we also verify that the separation computed by SYNTIA is indeed lossless by running the extracted code on the extracted data and comparing the result to the original page.

**Quality of Separation** Inspired by the MDL principle [DC], we consider the length of the combined code/data representation as an indicator for the quality of separation. On the one hand, considering similar code subtrees as separate subtrees will prevent potential reduction in representation size due to the code representation. On the other hand, folding together different subtrees and representing them using a single code tree will introduce many conditional constructs and dynamic references, resulting in a more complicated and bigger data. A good solution will know when to fold two subtrees and when to keep them separate, in a way that keeps the representation length minimal.

For each page we compute the size in bytes of the data and code representation produced by our approach, denoted $|\text{data}(\text{page})|$ and $|\text{code}(\text{page})|$ respectively. We use these to compute

$$\text{Reduction-Ratio} = \frac{|\text{code}(\text{page})| + |\text{data}(\text{page})|}{|\text{page}|}$$

When the entire page is considered code (this is one of the trivial solutions for separation), the reduction-ratio is 1. The reduction in representation size results from deduplication of the shared template repeating in a code-generated page. The reduction is bigger in pages having more regularity. Previous work on template extraction [GPT05] reported that the template size is around 40%-50% of the page size. If this template is regular, we can expect to obtain significant savings in representation from this part of the page.

**Comparing Results** Since we are not aware of any other approach that separates a single page into data and code, we compute the reduction-ratio of our approach and compare it to 2 other simplified implementations with different features (referred to as basic and w/nesting in the table). The first implementation is inspired by RTDM [RGSL04, VdSP+06] and is based on a traditional tree edit distance metric both for the decision which subtrees to fold and for folding them. The second algorithm is based on a bottom-up tree edit distance computation. The main difference between the two is that the latter can deal with nested data regions by first running on a node’s children before trying to fold them. In contrast, our algorithm calculates the minimal shared representation size of two subtrees, and uses it as the basis for deciding which subtrees to fold. In addition, folding minimizes the shared representation of the folded subtrees.

**Results**

The results in Table 4.4 show that using a bottom-up algorithm, which enables dealing with nested data-regions, improves the reduction-ratio compared to the simpler approach based on tree edit distance. Furthermore, the results show that our algorithm significantly outperforms both of the algorithms that are based on tree edit distance in terms of representation size.
Table 4.4: Ratio of reduced size to original size (reduction ratio). Lower numbers represent better reduction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>basic</th>
<th>w/nesting</th>
<th>SYNTIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movie</td>
<td>87.8%</td>
<td>66.4%</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
<td>74.1%</td>
<td>59.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-estate</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forums</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
<td>77.4%</td>
<td>61.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>94.9%</td>
<td>80.4%</td>
<td>64.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
<td>81.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce</td>
<td>71.9%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photography</td>
<td>82.1%</td>
<td>78.3%</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>87.4%</td>
<td>75.5%</td>
<td>62.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBDW</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
<td>89.9%</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.7: Running times as a function of the nodes count for the different documents in the two datasets

4.7.3 Running Time

We recorded the running time of our algorithm on the 453 different web pages from both TBDW and our dataset. All experiments were run in a single thread on a Macbook Pro with Core i7 CPU and 16GB memory. The running time is reported in Fig. 4.7. We found that our tool has an average run-time of 53ms on pages from the two datasets. It processes 95.9% of the pages in the two datasets in less than 150ms and 99.5% of the documents in less than 1sec.

4.8 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a technique for separating a webpage into layout code and structured data. Our technique computes a separation that is lossless, which means that running the extracted code on the extracted data reproduces the original page. Because there are many ways to separate a webpage into layout code and data, we make sure that our separation is efficient by aiming to minimize the joint description length of code and data. What this means intuitively, is that our technique attempts to find a separation such that common elements become part of the layout
code, and varying values are represented as data. The ability to separate webpages has various important applications: page encoding may be significantly more compact (reducing Web traffic), data representation is normalized across different Web designs (facilitating wrapping, retrieval and extraction), and repetitions are diminished (expediting site updates and redesign). We show the effectiveness of our approach by evaluating its performance both for size compression and record extraction. Despite the fact that our approach is not specifically tailored to these applications, it outperforms state of the art data extraction tools, and achieves impressive compression ratios.

As code becomes increasingly important in producing the content of a page [WPC+15], we believe that layout code (more generally, page code) and the problem of code extraction should receive more attention. In future work, we plan to address the separation problem with primitives for data generalization.
Chapter 5

Separation of Web Sites into Layout Code and Data

Abstract We present a novel technique for separating a website into layout code and data. Given a website, our technique separates it to a small number of layout programs and structured data sources. The main idea is to define a distance measure between web pages such that the distance measures the cost of unifying the pages into a common template. We then use this distance to pick representative pages in a way that increases coverage of the different templates used in the site. Each representative forms a cluster, for which we generate a single unified layout code, accompanied with a data component for each of the pages in the cluster. The combination of separation to layout code and data with the concrete representatives for each template allows to benefit both from automatic manipulations of the extracted data and code, as well as from manual ones which require user input. For example, a user who is interested in data extraction of certain items may use the concrete representatives for tagging them. We have implemented our approach in a tool called SAPPORO and evaluated its effectiveness.

5.1 Introduction

Pages in many modern websites are template generated by applying a small set of layout code files to a structured data source, producing the set of HTML pages that are then presented to the user. These pages are therefore a blend of formatting elements inserted by the specific layout code file that is used to generate them, and actual values that are obtained from the structured data. It is common that many HTML pages in a website are produced using the same layout code (template) and therefore share a lot of the formatting elements.

Goal Given a set of HTML pages, our goal is to separate them into a small set of layout programs and a set of structured data sources such that: (i) each layout program represents a subset of HTML pages sharing the same (or a lot of) the formatting elements (ii) running the corresponding layout program of a page on its extracted data source reproduces the original page (the separation is lossless), and (iii) the separation is efficient such that the entire set of pages is represented using a small number of layout code files, where common elements among pages become part of their representative layout code file, and their varying values are represented as data.

Applications Separation of website pages has many important applications such as data extraction, webpage clustering, template removal, and web traffic optimization. For example, the data files generated by our approach can be used for unsupervised data extraction (facilitating
wrapping and retrieval). The resulting separation can also be used for traffic reduction and automatic conversion of web applications to Ajax applications. These applications are not limited to server-side generated sites but can also be applied to client-side (Angular or Ajax in general) generated sites (e.g., by using a headless browser to obtain a static HTML page).

**Challenges** Separating a website into layout code and data requires that we identify pages that have similar formatting and can thus be formatted using the same layout code, and only differ on the data. It also requires that we efficiently cover the variety of different templates that are used in a website.

**Existing Techniques** There has been a lot of work on data extraction from web pages [AGM03, KC10, SC13, SC+14, TW13, WL03, CL01, ZL05, SL05, LMM10, CYWM03, LGZ03a, LWLY12, DBS09b, HCPZ11, MTH+09]. Record-level extraction handles the case where a single page has a list of records, where there is repetition within the same page. Our approach deals with the complementary problem where the repetition is not only within the same page, but also across different pages. Previous work [OKYS16], applied the idea of separation to separate single page and perform record-level extraction. In this paper, we address the challenging problem of separating a set of web pages.

While the use of templates is essential for improving uniformity, readability, and maintainability of web-pages, templates are considered harmful for many automated tasks like semantic-clustering, classification and indexing by search engines. Therefore, a lot of past work tackled the challenges of template identification [RGSL04, LGZ03a, ZL05, BYR02, KFN10] and template-extraction [KS11, CKP07, GF14, DC, GM13]. Typically, the goal of these works is to identify or extract the template so it can be ignored/discarded, and the data could be passed to further processing.

**Our Approach** Our approach is based on the assumption that, pages produced by the same HTML layout code share more of the formatting elements than they share with pages generated by different layout code files, or in other words they have higher structural similarity.

We therefore use a unification-guided similarity between pages—a similarity function that captures the effort required to unify two pages. Further, we use novelty-based summarization algorithm that finds representatives for different templates present in the input set of pages. We use these representatives together with the same similarity function to compute clusters of pages that share a common template. We then unify the pages in each cluster to produce the separation of pages in the cluster into common layout code and data.

Our algorithm has the additional advantage that it computes not only a separated representation of code and data, but also maintains a concrete representative page for each template class.

The fact that we maintain concrete representatives provides a convenient way to involve a user. For example: (i) it allows human supervision as part of a summarization process, where the user can label certain templates as important, and dismiss others. (ii) it allows a human to label data for extraction on concrete (representative) pages instead of working with more involved internal representations.
We implement and evaluate a method for automatically separating a set of static template-generated HTML pages into a set of layout code files and a set of data sources (each associated with a single code file). The main idea, is to use a novelty based summarization algorithm to select a set of representatives which are the cores of the layout code files, then align the rest of the HTML files each with the most structurally similar representative, producing a single layout code file and list of data sources from each representative and its associated HTML files.

**Main Contributions** The contributions of this paper are:

- We present a novel algorithm for efficient *separation* of a set of webpages into layout code files and structured data sources.

- We propose a representative selection algorithm that identifies a *guide set* of webpages that represent all the templates used in a larger set of webpages. The main idea of our algorithm is to use novelty-based summarization based on a structure-aware similarity function for picking the representative pages efficiently, to enable coverage of the different templates via a typically small number of representatives.

- We implement and evaluate our approach. Our evaluation shows that our approach is effective in capturing the different templates present in a site, and in extracting the structured data from pages with different templates.

### 5.2 Related Work

In this section, we briefly survey closely-related work on web structure mining and data extraction.

**Data extraction** a lot of research has been done on page-level data extraction (e.g., [AGM03, KC10, SC13, SC⁺14, CMM01])

EXALG [AGM03] gets as an input a set of pages sharing the same unknown template and deduces the template and uses it for data extraction. Trinity [SC⁺14] is an unsupervised web data extraction technique that learns extraction rules from a set of similar web documents. It uses the template tokens to partition each document into prefixes, separators and suffixes. It then recursively analyzes the results to discover patterns and build a “Trinity tree” which is later transformed into a regular expression for data extraction. Roadrunner [CMM01] uses similarities and differences between webpages to discover data extraction pattern. Similarities are used to cluster similar pages together, it then uses a matching algorithm to identify dissimilarities between pages in the same cluster and build a common regular expression for data extraction. FiVaTech [KC10] extracts data from a set of pages by automatically detect their shared schema and using it for data extraction. Their solution uses *pattern mining* and *alignment* to construct a structure called “fixed/variant pattern tree,” which can be used to identify the template and detect the schema. These techniques focus solely on data extraction without generating a layout code component. In addition, [SC⁺14, KC10, AGM03] assume that pages in the input set are all generated using the same template and do not deal with cases when the provided documents
have multiple templates. Our tool, in comparison, does not make such assumptions and is able to extract data and generate layout code also for page sets with multiple templates.

Record-level data extraction is another related problem. Given a single page containing multiple data records as an input, the goal is to extract these records. Many techniques have been proposed dealing with this problem [ZL05, WL03, CL01, MTH+09]. DEPTA [ZL05] use tag strings representation of DOM nodes and partial tree alignment to align generalized nodes and extract their data. IEPAD [CL01] discovers repeated patterns in a document by coding it into a binary sequence and mining maximal repeated patterns. These patterns are then used for data extraction. Compared to our method which can work on multiple pages with different templates, these methods are limited to a single page only and can not align records from different pages, something essential for making the data annotation process more efficient.

A lot of supervised data extraction techniques (e.g., [KWD, LG14, OSY17, DBS09b]) has been proposed in literature. FlashExtract [LG14] for instance, allows end-users to give examples via an interaction model to extract various fields and to link them using special constructs. It then applies an inductive synthesis algorithm to synthesize the intended data extraction program from the given examples. [NDMBDT14] propose a method for generating XPath wrappers. Given a user selected set of XPath samples describing the data nodes of interest in a DOM tree, the method uses an alignment algorithm based on a modification of the Levenshtein edit distance to align the sample XPaths and merge them to a single generalized XPath. In contrast to these techniques which require user annotation and interaction, our approach can work in an unsupervised manner allowing for later annotation of the extracted data.

**Web structure mining** is a family of web mining tasks that deal with the problem of discovery and analysis of the hyper-link structure between pages and sites in the web. Such analysis has a wide range of applications including web page importance scoring and ranking as proposed by Page Rank [PBMW99] and HITS [Kle99]. These techniques can be used along with graph mining techniques for web clustering. However, these techniques assume that page links are available, and that the link structure between pages can be discovered, assumptions that are not true in cases like web-mail clustering. Our approach, on the other hand, relies solely on the document structure without making such assumptions.

**XML similarity** A lot of XML similarity metrics [SM02, CMM+02, But04, RMS06, DCWS06] has been proposed in literature. Information retrieval based techniques [SM02, CMM+02] are tolerated more towards measuring content similarity. While edit distance (ED) and tag-based techniques [But04, RMS06, DCWS06] are more tolerated towards structural similarity. Compared to these methods our approach uses a similarity function that assesses its ability to efficiently represent the two input pages as a single layout-code (template) and data. We use [But04, RMS06] for clustering and compare the quality of the resulting clustering to that of ours. Our clustering show better clustering quality compared to these baselines.

**Novelty based ranking** Novelty based ranking is an important problem in the information retrieval field [CJL+11, OCRS16, CKC+08a]. It is used by search engines for ranking of search results [CJL+11] in a way the promotes diversity, and in answer ranking as well [OCRS16].
These works are focused on semantic diversification, while we propose a novel method that promotes structural novelty of the selected representatives.

5.3 Overview: Problem and Solution

In this section, we illustrate our approach using an example.

5.3.1 Motivating example

Consider the problem of separating pages of pricespy.co.uk (PriceSpy) into layout code and data.

**Goal** Given a set of webpages from PriceSpy, our goal is to generate a set of layout programs (code files), representing the different templates that generate the provided pages. For each of the generated layout programs we also generate a list of data files (which we also call environments), such that invoking each layout program on its corresponding data files will generate the original input pages. We refer to the layout programs and the data files associated with them as a separation of a set of webpages.

When running our approach on 40 pages from PriceSpy, it generated four different layout-code files, each with 10 corresponding data files.

Fig. 5.1 shows two HTML snippets from two different product pages in PriceSpy. These two pages share a similar template (product page template) while presenting information of different products. Therefore, in the separation computed by our approach, these pages are generated by the same layout-code file. Fig. 5.2 shows the synthesized layout-code for these pages. As can be seen in Fig. 5.2, the generated layout code contains the shared formatting elements (template) while the differing data is replaced with variable references.

In order to generate the original pages in Fig. 5.1 using the code-template in Fig. 5.2, the layout-code needs to be invoked on a data source with value-assignments to every variable referenced in the layout code file. Fig. 5.3 shows snippets from the two data files generated by our method for the two HTML pages in Fig. 5.1. These data files contain assignments to the variables referenced in the generated layout-code in Fig. 5.2, and contain the data it needs in order to generate the two original HTML snippets.

**Tree representation** for convenience we often use tree representation of the HTML pages (DOM tree) and the layout code files (layout code tree). Fig. 5.5(a) shows the DOM tree representation of the HTML snippets from Fig. 5.1, and Fig. 5.5(b) shows the layout code tree representation of their synthesized layout code.

5.3.2 Our Approach

Our separation process attempts to represent a given set of pages of a website in an efficient and minimal way as layout programs and data files, exploiting the property that typically the pages are generated by a small number of layout programs, invoked on different data elements.

Fig. 5.4 illustrates our separation process for a set of pages. The separation process starts by selecting a set of representative pages to cover the different page structures present in the provided sample set. This is obtained using a novelty-based summarization algorithm, which aims to achieve coverage of the different templates present in the sample set with a small number
of representatives. Towards that end, we define a similarity function that measures structural similarity between two pages, and propose a novelty-based representative-selection algorithm.

A user can inspect the representatives and determine which of them are of interest, allowing the algorithm to focus on the pages for which separation is desired.

The representative selection step is followed by a classification step which is applied on all the pages in the sample set. The classification forms clusters of similar pages by associating each page in the provided sample with a single, most similar, representative among the selected representatives.

Finally, separation is performed within each cluster of interest (determined by the representatives), by iteratively aligning each page in the cluster with the representative. The alignment process results in a set of layout-code files, each associated with a list of data files.

Next, we provide additional details on the different steps.

Webpage similarity The ability to assess structural similarity of pages is essential to our approach. Therefore we define a page similarity function that captures structural similarity of the pages.

Figure 5.1: Snippets of static HTML pages.

Figure 5.2: Code synthesized for the given static HTML pages.

Figure 5.3: Data synthesized for the given static HTML pages.
An important aspect of our similarity function is that it strives to measure the similarity at the layout-code level. To do so, we apply a preprocessing step of page-level separation in which we apply a tree folding algorithm [OKYS16] on each page individually in order to fold item lists and unify their representation among the different pages. The tree folding algorithm works in a bottom-up manner: it analyzes adjacent layout subtrees and folds similar ones by aligning them and representing them using a single template subtree while introducing their differences as variable assignments in the data.

**Guide set selection** We present a novelty-based structural summarization algorithm and use it to generate a representative set, also called a guide set, for a given set of pages. The goal of the algorithm is to find a small set of representative pages that cover the different page templates in the input set.

The novelty-based algorithm uses a greedy iterative process, which measures the novelty of each unselected page, as well as the coverage it provides. Initially, all pages have the same novelty measure. At each iteration the algorithm selects as an additional representative the page that contributes the highest total coverage of novel pages, and updates the novelty accordingly. Technically, the selection happens in two steps:

1. **Representative selection**: the algorithm calculates a novelty aware coverage score (which
we call support) for each yet-unselected page in the provided set. The coverage that a page \(d_1\) contributes to another page \(d_2\) is their similarity-value multiplied by the novelty of page \(d_2\). The new representative is selected as the one with the maximal support.

2. **Penalization**: the algorithm penalizes the novelty of the pages that are similar to the newly selected representative.

The representative selection process stops when a specific threshold of coverage is reached, or when we reach the number of representatives (budget) specified by the user.

**Classification** After a guide set is selected, each page in the input set is associated with the representative in the guide set that is most structurally similar to it, forming clusters of structurally similar webpages. We use the same structural similarity function we use in the representative selection process.

**Template-code synthesis and data extraction** Pages in each resulting cluster are sequentially aligned with their corresponding representative, where alignment identifies a common layout code and introduces variables and assignments to account for the differences. The alignment process starts with the layout-code of the representative page, obtained by page-level separation, as the current layout-code. In each iteration, the layout code (as well as the data of the previously aligned pages) is updated based on a new page whose layout-code is aligned with the current layout-code. Further, a new data component is generated for the newly aligned page.

## 5.4 Problem Definition

In this section we formally define the problem of separating a website into layout code and data.

### 5.4.1 Separation and Solution Space

Our goal is to describe a website by a set of layout code trees, each associated with a set of environments that generate the original pages of the website.

**Definition 5.4.1** (Separation). Given a set of webpages \(D = \{d_1, \ldots, d_k\}\) of some website of interest, a separation of \(D\) is a set of pairs \(\{(\pi_1, E_1) \ldots (\pi_N, E_N)\}\), where

1. \(\pi_i\) is a layout tree,
2. \(E_i = \{E_{i1} \ldots E_{im_i}\}\) is a set of environments,
3. for every \(d \in D\) there exist (a unique) \(1 \leq i \leq N\) and (a unique) \(1 \leq j \leq m_i\) such that \(\pi_i(E_{ij}) = d\), and
4. \(\bigcup_{i=1}^{N} \bigcup_{j=1}^{m_i} \pi_i(E_{ij}) = D\).

Namely, invoking each layout tree on the set of environments associated with it results in the input set of pages, \(D\). If \(\pi_i(E_{ij}) = d\), we say that \(d\) is represented by \(\pi_i\). Separating \(D\) is the process of constructing a separation \(\{(\pi_1, E_1) \ldots (\pi_N, E_N)\}\) of \(D\).

Note that a set of pages may have many possible separations. For example, \(\{(d_1, \emptyset), \ldots, (d_k, \emptyset)\}\) is a trivial separation of \(D\) where each page forms its own layout tree with an empty set of environments. We denote by \(\text{Sep}(D)\) the set of all separations of \(D\).
5.4.2 Separation Quality

Since there are many possible ways to separate a given web site, it is important to define what makes one separation better than another. In this work, we focus on two quality aspects: (i) simplicity of the resulting layout code: in terms of the number and the structure of the resulting layout code files, and (ii) description length: the size of the resulting separation.

Inspired by the principle of Minimal Description Length (MDL) [Ris78], we define the cost of the separation based on its description length and aim to minimize it in our separation process. To do so, we consider the size in characters of the string representations of a layout tree $\pi$ and an environment $E$, denoted $\text{sizeof}(\pi)$ and $\text{sizeof}(E)$, respectively. We define

$$\text{cost}(\{(\pi_1, E_1), \ldots, (\pi_N, E_N)\}) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\text{sizeof}(\pi_i) + \sum_{E \in E_i} \text{sizeof}(E)).$$

We use the cost function to assess the similarity of two pages by calculating the reduction in cost that can be gained by their alignment. In addition, it is used by our alignment algorithm to decide whether or not to align two sub-trees and to calculate the most efficient alignment.

5.5 Our Approach

Our approach for separating a set $D$ of webpages consists of three main steps: (i) building a guide set which consists of a small number of representative pages from $D$, (ii) partitioning $D$ into clusters based on the representatives in the guide set, and (iii) synthesising a layout code template and a set of environments for each cluster.

These steps use the page separation algorithm and the tree alignment algorithm developed in [OKYS16]. We therefore start with a short explanation of these algorithms.

**Tree alignment** A tree alignment algorithm aligns two (or more) DOM trees, or layout trees, into a single layout tree while storing the differences between them as variable assignments in corresponding environments. Formally, an alignment of trees, accompanied by environments, is defined as follows:

**Definition 5.5.1.** Let $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$ be layout trees and let $E_1 = (E_{11}, \ldots, E_{1m_1})$ and $E_2 = (E_{21}, \ldots, E_{2m_2})$ be two series of environments. An alignment of $(\pi_1, E_1)$ and $(\pi_2, E_2)$ is a pair $(\pi', E')$ where $\pi'$ is the unified layout tree of $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$ and $E' = (E'_{11}, \ldots, E'_{1m_1}, E'_{21}, \ldots, E'_{2m_2})$ is the joint series of updated environments such that for every $j = 1, \ldots, m_1$, $\pi'(E'_{1j}) = \pi_1(E'_{1j})$ and for every $j = 1, \ldots, m_2$, $\pi'(E'_{2j}) = \pi_2(E'_{2j})$.

The objective of the tree alignment algorithm of [OKYS16] is to minimize the combined description length of the unified layout tree and the corresponding environments. To do so, it unifies the trees by establishing a common layout tree and updating the environments. In the following we consider alignments computed by the algorithm of [OKYS16].

**Page-level separation** The page separation algorithm of [OKYS16] separates a single page $d$ into a layout tree $\pi$ and data $E$ such that $\pi(E) = d$, while trying to minimize combined description length of $\pi$ and $E$. This is done in a bottom-up manner, where it analyzes adjacent
subtrees (starting from the leaves) and folds together similar ones by aligning them. In the following we refer to \((\pi, \mathcal{E})\) obtained by the separation algorithm of [OKYS16] as the separation of \(d\). We compute these separations for the given set of pages as a preprocessing step of our algorithm.

We are now ready to explain our website separation algorithm in detail. In the sequel, we fix a set \(D\) of webpages from a website of interest.

### 5.5.1 Building the Guide Set

A guide set \(G\) is a subset of the pages from the set \(D\), each representing the set of pages created by the same layout code template. The pages in the guide set have to efficiently summarize the different templates of all the pages in \(D\) without representing the same template twice.

To construct a guide set, we develop a novelty based summarization algorithm that constructs the guide set while ensuring coverage and avoiding redundancy. The algorithm computes a novelty score for each page, as well as a coverage (support) score, which is based on a similarity measure between pages. Before we describe the algorithm, we first define the similarity function as well as the novelty and support score.

#### Page Similarity

The similarity of two pages attempts to estimate how efficiently they can be represented using a single layout code template. To calculate how similar two pages \(d_1\) and \(d_2\) are, we first separate them into \((\pi_1, \mathcal{E}_1)\) and \((\pi_2, \mathcal{E}_2)\) respectively, and then use the tree alignment algorithm to calculate their most efficient shared representation. Formally, let \((\pi_1, \mathcal{E}_1)\) be the separation of \(d_1\), \((\pi_2, \mathcal{E}_2)\) the separation of \(d_2\) and let \((\pi', (\mathcal{E}'_1, \mathcal{E}'_2))\) be the alignment of \((\pi_1, \mathcal{E}_1)\) and \((\pi_2, \mathcal{E}_2)\).

We define

\[
\text{Sim}(d_1, d_2) = \frac{\text{cost}((\pi_1, \mathcal{E}_1), (\pi_2, \mathcal{E}_2))) - \text{cost}((\pi', (\mathcal{E}'_1, \mathcal{E}'_2)))}{\frac{1}{2} \times \text{cost}((\pi_1, \mathcal{E}_1), (\pi_2, \mathcal{E}_2)))}
\]

Where \(\text{cost}((\pi_1, \mathcal{E}_1), (\pi_2, \mathcal{E}_2)))\) denotes the accumulative representation cost of \(d_1\) and \(d_2\) when each of them is kept separately, while \(\text{cost}((\pi', (\mathcal{E}'_1, \mathcal{E}'_2)))\) denotes their shared representation cost.

Intuitively, the similarity of \(d_1\) and \(d_2\) is the reduction in representation cost when they are represented as a single layout code compared to the cost when they are represented as separate layout codes, normalized by their average initial cost.

Note that the similarity is calculated based on the separations of the pages, where similar subtrees within a single page are already folded together. This is important in order to account for, e.g., pages that contain list items with different numbers of items.

#### Support and Novelty of a Page

In the following we define the support score and the novelty score of a page used to select the pages in the guide set.

The novelty of a page \(d\) with respect to a given set \(G\) of already selected representatives measures how unique \(d\) is compared to the pages in \(G\). Formally:
**Definition 5.5.2.** Given a set of already selected representatives \( G \), the novelty of a page \( d \) with respect to \( G \) is calculated as follows:

\[
Nov(d, G) = \prod_{d_i \in G} (1 - Sim(d, d_i))
\]

Note that for \( d \in G \), \( Nov(d, G) = 0 \). Namely, the novelty of a page that already belongs to the guide set is 0.

The support of a page \( d \) in a sample \( D \) given a set of already selected representatives \( G \) is the average amount of additional coverage it contributes to other novel pages in \( D \) relative to \( G \). Formally:

**Definition 5.5.3.** Given a set of pages \( D \) and a set of already selected representatives \( G \), we calculate the support of a page \( d \) as follows

\[
Supp(d, D, G) = \frac{\sum_{d_i \in D \setminus G} Sim(d, d_i)^{1+c} \cdot Nov(d_i, G)}{\sum_{d_i \in D \setminus G} Sim(d, d_i)^c}
\]

The support score is used by our greedy algorithm for representatives (guide set) selection to decide which additional representative to select at each iteration, given the set of \( D \) pages and the set of already selected representatives \( G \). The higher the support the page has, the greater its contribution to the coverage of \( D \) is. Therefore, the more likely it is to be selected and added to the guide set.

**The c parameter** A page can cover a large number of pages that are moderately similar to it, adding a small coverage to each one of them. Alternatively, it can also cover a small set of pages that are highly similar to it (completely covering this small set of pages). The question “what is considered a better coverage” may have different answers depending on the application. The \( c \) parameter gives a user control over what to choose. A lower \( c \)-value gives priority to the former possibility (where a large number of supporters can compensate for lower similarity), while a higher \( c \)-value gives higher priority to the latter (where the similarity of the supporters is more important than their number).

**Algorithm 3:** Guide Set Selection

\[ G = \emptyset; \]

\[ \text{foreach } d_i \in D \text{ do} \]
\[ \quad Nov(d_i, G) = 1 \]

\[ \text{repeat } \]
\[ \quad d = \arg\max_{d \in D \setminus G} Supp(d, D, G); \]
\[ \quad G = G \cup \{d\}; \]
\[ \text{foreach } d_i \in D \setminus G \text{ do} \]
\[ \quad Nov(d_i, G) = Nov(d_i, G \setminus \{d\}) \cdot (1 - Sim(d, d_i)) \]
\[ \text{until } Supp(d, D, G) < \text{threshold}; \]

\[ \text{return } G; \]
Guide Set Selection Algorithm

Given a set of pages \( D \), we use (the greedy) Algorithm 3 to build a guide set. The algorithm starts with an empty guide set \( G = \emptyset \) and with the novelty of each page \( d_i \in D \) set to 1. It then gradually adds pages that have the highest support score, while continually updating the novelty score of the remaining pages in \( D \setminus G \). Namely, in each iteration the algorithm selects the page \( d \in D \setminus G \) with the highest support score, adds it to the guide set \( G \), and penalizes all pages similar to \( d \) by reducing their novelty score by the amount of their similarity to the newly added page. Note that the algorithm does not update the novelty of the existing representatives in \( G \), nor does it update the novelty of the new representative \( d \in G \) to 0, since in any case pages in \( G \) do not affect the support of other pages.

5.5.2 Website Separation based on Guide Set

Given the guide set \( G \), we synthesize layout code templates, and data, for the pages in \( D \) by grouping them according to their similarity to the pages from \( G \).

To that end, we first partition the pages of \( D \) to clusters by classifying each page in \( D \) to the cluster of the most similar page from \( G \). Similarity is measured by the same function as before. The result is a set of clusters, where each cluster contains exactly one page from \( G \).

Within each cluster \( C \), we use the unique page from \( G \) as a starting point, and align it with the other pages in \( C \). The result of these alignments is a layout code template \( \pi_C \) and a set of environments \( \{E^C_1, \ldots, E^C_{|C|}\} \), one for each of the aligned pages. Technically, we apply the alignment on the page level separations of the pages in the cluster. Algorithm 4 summarizes the cluster-level separation algorithm. In the algorithm, the initial layout-code \( \pi^* \) is the layout-code of the representative \( d_1 \in G \) of \( C \), and the single data component is its environment. In each alignment step, the separation \((\pi_i, E_i)\) of another page \( d_i \in C \) is aligned with \( \pi_C \), while updating all the existing environments \( \{E^C_1, \ldots, E^C_{i-1}\} \) and appending a new one \( E^C_i \) for the newly aligned page.

Algorithm 4: Cluster-level Separation of \( C \)

| Let \( C = \{d_1, \ldots, d_{|C|}\} \) s.t. \( \{d_1\} = C \cap G \); |
| for \( i = 1 \ldots |C| \) do |
| | Let \((\pi_i, E_i)\) be the page-level separation of \( d_i \) |
| | \( \pi_C = \pi_1, E_C = E_1; \) |
| | for \( i = 2 \ldots |C| \) do |
| | | \( (\pi_C, E_C) = align((\pi_C, E_C), (\pi_i, E_i)) \) |
| | return \((\pi_C, E_C)\): |

Finally, the separation of the given set \( D \) of pages consists of the cluster-level separations \((\pi_C, E_C)\) of all clusters.

5.6 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. Our experiments in this work focus on three main aspects: (i) evaluating our representative set selection algorithm, and (ii) evaluating our page classification and the resulting clustering, and (iii) evaluating the separation quality.
5.6.1 Implementation

We implemented our approach in a tool called SAPPORO in java, and used it to separate multiple sets of web pages from different real-life websites. For comparing the performance of our tool in each one of the aspects, we use the following baselines: For representative selection comparison, we have implemented a perfect ranker baseline. The perfect ranker is aware of the real templates of the provided HTML files and aware of the scoring metric unlike our solution which has no such prior knowledge, it ranks the representatives in a way the guarantees maximal (perfect) score in the ranking metrics. We have implemented page-level alignment algorithm presented in [OKYS16], and used it as a baseline to evaluate the effectiveness of our site-level alignment algorithm. In addition, we have implemented two custom web page clustering algorithms to compare our resulting clustering to. They are based on Expectation-Maximization (EM) clustering with two different representations: tag based representation [But04] and XPath based representation [RMS06].

Dataset

To evaluate our approach and the different baselines, we have constructed a data set that contains 318 pages from ten real-life websites, these pages are manually grouped in folders according to their template. For each site, the dataset contains pages from 2-4 different templates. This dataset is used in the evaluation of all the different aspects of the site. It is available for download at: goo.gl/hII1n4.

5.6.2 Representative set selection evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance of our representative selection algorithm by evaluating the order in which it selects representatives. Given an ordered sequence of representatives as selected by out algorithm, we calculate the amount of additional coverage each representative in the sequence adds, and compare it to the optimal possible order under the same metric.

Evaluation metrics

Normalized discounted cumulative gain ($\alpha N D C G$) [CKC+08b, CCSA11] is a ranking quality metric designed specifically for evaluation of novelty based ranking. Given a sequence of representatives, the metric calculates for each representative its additional coverage gain (template coverage) normalized by its position, while promoting yet uncovered by penalizing already covered templates by a factor of $(1-\alpha)$.

\[
\alpha D C G = \sum_{j=1}^{k} (1 - \alpha)^{r(t(j))} / (1 + \log(j))
\]

The final step is to normalize it against the gain sum of the optimal representatives order to get $\alpha N D C G$. In addition to the original $\alpha N D C G$, we use a modified version of $\alpha N D C G$ that gives different weights to the clusters (templates) according to the number of document they contain in the set.

\[
\text{Weighted-} \alpha D C G = \sum_{j=1}^{k} W(t(j))(1 - \alpha)^{r(t(j))} / (1 + \log(j))
\]
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Where $W(t(j))$ is the number of pages in the cluster covered by the $j$-th element in the representatives sequence, and $r(t(j))$ is the number of previous representatives that cover it.

**Templates Coverage** Given an ordered sequence of representatives, we calculate the number of different templates (original layout codes) covered by each prefix of the sequence up to prefix length of 5. At each length we normalize by the maximal number of templates that can be covered (optimal order).

**Document Coverage** Calculated and normalized similarly to the template coverage metric, the only difference is that the templates are weighted, each the number of documents associated with it in the data set by our manual clustering.

**Representative selection results**

The $\alpha NDCG$ performance results for our representative selection algorithm are reported in Table 5.1. The results show the optimality scores of our ranking algorithm (since $\alpha NDCG$ is -by definition- normalized by the optimal possible gain). According to the results in Table 5.1, for $\alpha = 1$ (full penalization of already covered clusters), our solution (TRACY) selects representatives in a close to optimal order according to the (non weighted) $\alpha NDCG$ metric. For the weighted $\alpha NDCG$ metric however, TRACY has better performance when the value of parameter $c$ is closer to 0. This is expected, as a higher $c$ value gives less importance to the amount of similar documents to a representative and more importance to how similar and how novel they are.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\alpha=0.2$</th>
<th>$\alpha=0.4$</th>
<th>$\alpha=0.6$</th>
<th>$\alpha=0.8$</th>
<th>$\alpha=1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c=0$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c=0.5$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c=1$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha NDCG$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c=0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c=1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: $\alpha NDCG$ results for our representative selection algorithm, for different values of $\alpha$ and $c$.

Table 5.2 shows coverage performance results for representative sequences as selected by our tool (SAPPORO), normalized by the coverage of optimal sequence of the same length (according to each metric) as a function of the sequence length. The results show close to optimal coverage by sequences generated by our tool for the non-weighted case. In the weighted case however (where templates with more pages should appear first), our tool has better coverage (close to optimal) when $c$ values are closer to 0 (which is expected as we explained earlier).

**5.6.3 Page Classification and Clustering**

In this section we evaluate the classification accuracy and the quality of the clustering generated by our approach, and compare it to two clustering baselines: (i) EM-TagCount (tags), which uses tag representation of the pages [But04] and uses expectation-maximization (EM) clustering...
Table 5.2: Template coverage and pages coverage (normalized by optimal) as a function of the representatives sequence length $l$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>$l = 1$</th>
<th>$l = 2$</th>
<th>$l = 3$</th>
<th>$l = 4$</th>
<th>$l = 5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Template Coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c=0$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c=0.5$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c=1$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages Coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c=0$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c=0.5$</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c=1$</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clustering evaluation metrics

**Cluster purity** given a set of clusters generated by our method (as representatives with their associated pages) and the other baselines for each site in DS1, we measure the purity of each one by counting the number of correctly assigned pages (have the same template as the representative) and dividing by the cluster size. The average purity over all clusters is then calculated.

**Rand index (RI)** measures the percentage of pairs of pages that are correctly classified in the same cluster and in different clusters. It is calculated in the following way:

$$RI = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + TN + FN}$$

Where TP is the number of pairs correctly clustered in the same (different for TN) clusters, while FP is falsely clustered together (in different clusters for FN) pairs.

**Clusters number** We compare resulting number of clusters of our approach and the other baselines, and the real number of templates for each site. Our approach uses threshold on the support value to decide when to stop adding representatives. We test the resulting clusters number for multiple different low threshold values to assess the sensitivity of the clusters number to this parameter.

Clustering evaluation results

Clustering quality results of our tool (SAPPORO) and the two clustering baselines are reported in Table 5.3. For each clustering tool, the table contains the quality of its resulting clustering for each site in our data set individually, and its aggregated average score. The results indicate that our tool has higher purity and IR scores compared to the two other baselines. Where among the two baselines, the EM with tag-path based representation has a better clustering quality.

Table 5.4 shows the number of resulting clusters created by our approach for different threshold values compared to the other baselines. For low threshold values (0.1 and 0.3) our
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Purity</th>
<th>Rand index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paths</td>
<td>Tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idealo</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aria.co.uk</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricerunner</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cclonline</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priceme</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shopbot</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>direct</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricespy</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currys</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ebuyer</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Cluster purity and RI values for our tool and the baselines.

approach results in a perfect number of clusters, this shows that our clustering is not too sensitive to the threshold parameter, and will not be hard to train it to find a global good threshold value. The other baselines have less accurate number of clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Count</th>
<th>GT</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>our-0.1</th>
<th>our-0.3</th>
<th>our-0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>idealo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aria.co.uk</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricerunner</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cclonline</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priceme</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shopbot</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>direct</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricespy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currys</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ebuyer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difference</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Number of clusters created by our approach with different support threshold values, and the two clustering baselines compared to the ground truth (GT).

5.6.4 Separation Quality

In this section we evaluate the quality of the resulting separation by checking its validity and comparing the size of resulting separation to the original non-separated representation and to page-level separation produced by [OKYS16].

We have used our representative selection and classification algorithms to cluster the web pages of each one of the websites in the dataset, each cluster containing files with similar template. We then aligned pages in each cluster, producing a single template file and multiple data files, one for each page of the original pages.

We have implemented the page-level separation algorithm presented in [OKYS16] and used it to separate pages of each website into layout-code and data. We use the resulting page-level
separation as a reference point and compare the gain in reduction in representation size between our site-level approach and page-level one.

**Separation quality results**

The size of representations produced by our approach and the baselines are reported in Table 5.5. The results show that our site-level separation approach reduces the representation size to 42.3% of the original representation size, while the size of representations produced by page-level separation is 64.6% of the original size. The results show 34.5% improvement in reduction of the representation size by our site-level approach compared to the page-level approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>site</th>
<th>size in MB</th>
<th>original</th>
<th>page-level</th>
<th>site-level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>idealo</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aria.co.uk</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricerunner</td>
<td>6.68</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cclonline</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priceme</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shopbot</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>direct</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricespy</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currys</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ebuyer</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>56.39</td>
<td>36.41</td>
<td>23.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size/original</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: The file sizes in MB of representations of webpages of each site produced by our site-level separation approach compared to page-level approach and original files.

**5.6.5 Discussion**

The evaluation results show that our approach (SAPPORO) has a close to perfect representative selection order in novelty oriented metrics such as the coverage metrics and $\alpha NDCG$ (with $\alpha$-values close to 1). In addition to the contribution a good representative selection order can bring to the clustering quality (which we assess separately), it can save manual effort and make more convenient tasks involving a human reviewer, who can review fewer representatives to cover all the different templates in the provided page set. Such task can be, for instance, manual modification or selection the set of clusters, or annotation of less pages for data extraction.

The clustering quality results show that our approach has a superior clustering quality in terms of purity, IR and number of clusters compared to the two other clustering baselines. The clustering quality is important for our approach as it directly affects the quality of the resulting separation. A clustering with poor quality may result in a higher number of layout-code files that are too general, and will result in more complicated data files, whereas a high quality clustering will result in a relatively (compared to a lower quality clustering) small number of clean layout code files, and will result in a relatively simple data sources which makes the resulting representation more efficient and more useful for important applications like data extraction, and traffic reduction.
The separation quality results show that our site-level has an improved reduction in representation size compared to page-level separation. The representation resulting from our site-level separation can be used to automatically generate AJAX versions of websites to optimise traffic and reduce load times.

5.7 Conclusion

We propose a novel approach for separation of websites into layout code files and data files. The approach uses a novelty based algorithm to rank pages according to their novelty and contribution to the coverage of the different templates. It selects a set of representative pages and uses them to classify the rest of the pages to template clusters. It then aligns pages in each cluster with their representative to synthesize a layout code file and extract a list of structured data sources. We have implemented our approach in a tool called SAPPORO and evaluated its effectiveness. The evaluation shows high effectiveness of our tool for structural summarization, clustering and alignment of web pages.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Open Questions

6.1 Conclusion

The goal of this work was to address the problem of scalable data-extraction via automatic synthesis of data extraction programs and web applications. Our work explores two different types of solutions: one that uses program synthesis techniques to automatically synthesize web extractors, and another that uses program synthesis to separate a website back into layout code and data.

In our first work (Chapter 2), we present an automatic synthesis approach for generating extraction web crawlers for a group of websites. This chapter introduces a new cross-supervised crawler synthesis algorithm that extrapolates crawling schemes from one web-site to another. The main idea is to automatically label data in one site based on others and synthesize a crawler from the labeled data. Since the annotation is done automatically, we cannot assume that all annotations are correct (hence some of the examples might be false positives), and we cannot assume that un-annotated data is noise (hence we have no negative examples). We use a voting approach and the notion of containers to overcome these difficulties. The idea of cross-supervised synthesis allows us to use a single handcrafted web-crawler to automatically synthesize a set of web crawlers for a group of websites from the same category. In addition, it allows us to automatically regenerate a new web crawler for a website in case its web-crawler broke as a result of structural changes of the web-site template.

In chapter 3 we have presented and implemented a novel approach for automatically synthesizing forgiving-xpaths. These forgiving xpaths combine the benefits of XPath queries with the generality of classifier-based extractors. The synthesis process uses a modified decision tree construction algorithm to build general yet accurate XPath. It then iteratively prunes the resulting tree producing a sequence of decision trees with decreasing precision and increasing recall. These threes are then translated to XPaths and combined together into a forgiving XPath. In our evaluation we found that extractors produced using this approach outperform not only other pattern-based extractors, but also classifier-based extractors which are typically more suited for handling unseen sites. This accuracy was achieved while maintaining the readability and efficiency of the XPath.

In chapters 4 and 5 we presented a technique for separating a website into layout code and data. The separation has many possible application, including page-level and record-level
data extraction. In chapter 4 we propose a technique for separation of a single page. The separation that our method calculates is lossless, which means that running the extracted code on the extracted data reproduces the original page. Because there are many ways to separate a webpage into layout code and data, we make sure that our separation is efficient by aiming to minimize the joint description length of code and data. Despite the fact that our approach is not specifically tailored towards data-extraction, it outperforms state of the art data extraction tools, and achieves impressive compression ratios. In chapter 5 we present a technique for separating a website into a group of layout pages and structured data sources. The approach uses a novelty based algorithm to select a set of representative pages and uses them to classify the rest of the pages to template clusters. It then aligns pages in each cluster with their representative to synthesize a layout code file and extract a list of structured data sources. Our evaluation shows high effectiveness of our site-level separation for structural summarization, clustering and alignment of web pages.

6.2 Open Questions

**Separation of web-applications into components:** We addressed the problem of page-level and site-level separation into layout code and data. We showed that the resulting separation has a lot of interesting applications, like representation compression and data-extraction. While, this separation is useful for extraction from websites, it could be less efficient for extracting data in more complicated cases. Data extraction from e-mail, as an example, requires dealing with dynamically changing templates. While these templates change more frequently than web-page templates in websites, they are often built from a pre-defined set of components that do not change (or change much less frequently). Identifying these shared components among different e-mail templates can help produce an efficient and automatic data-extractor that not only deals with seen e-mail templates, but also with future ones. Another interesting application for separation of web-applications into components, is cross-site data extractors: while page templates may differ among different sites, many sites share fragments of their page templates with other sites (thanks to open source publishing platforms and the use of pre-built plugins and components). Learning to identify and understand the structure of these shared components can facilitate cross-site data extraction.

**Automatic synthesis of web-scale data extractors:**

The goal of web-scale data extraction is to construct a unified Web knowledge base that gives us access to data aggregated from all websites available online. While the methods we proposed in this work address the problems of page-level and record-level extraction from websites, it would be interesting to research the possibility of integrating them (or other solutions inspired by them) inside a system for web-scale data extraction.

**Separation beyond web applications:** In our separation work in chapter 4 and chapter 3, we address the separation problem on web-pages. What enables such separation is our knowledge about the syntax of these template scripting languages, in addition to the similarities and the functional equivalence of most these scripting languages. Other document types (logs for
example) in the other hand, do not have the same level of shared similarities and often lack the well-defined scripting constructs that facilitate the separation of web-applications.
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במקרה הם קיימים ולהראות את אזכור היי של האילטת של יילוג המדריך, הנכון ללבישת אורות תחילה המתאימה, הנכון ליהון ולחרוזת יי קיווי הכלולים
הן מתאימה את הידוק של הפרשנות המתאימה לבליתון של יילוגי הכלולים.

בשני הפרקים האセטسرطان הנחישות על יילוגי הכלולים ו במידת היכן הם קיימים, הצבעון והם הם שהיתם הכלולים של פיזור פידיראקטיבי הוא
הלילה של הידוק הנו מהותיים. דפי פידיראקטיבי מהפיכים לחרוזה לע ידי הידוק הקד־תיבית על כלים כדי ליצרות

מסמר במספרים שפונו א挞 הידוקי הפרשים והחורות בליריקות על ידי השמתה אוניות. בפרישות של
אותינו מתכינו למשחים המודדים: פיצוץ של דפי פידיראקטיבי חותם החור הזמני של תבנית闸っております של
תנוון. פיצוץ הוא מגורב לש אפליקציה שלחוית. יילוגי אל חותם של תנוון, דיחוס של

ייצוג דפי פידיראקטיבי ליצוא התנאיים, הפיסול של התבנית והחמט של המסרים, דוחה.
תקציר

خيلץ מידע מהאינטרנט הוא נושא מחקר חשוב שנחקוק בהרחבה ומקבל רבים מצומת לבב משנים האחרונות. כמויות גדולות של נתונים מיוצרות ונכרכות באופן יומייבי באינטרנט בקצב שהולך וגדל. היכולת לחולץ וניתוח נתונים הפכה תלויה חיונית לIFIEDם רחב של התוכן, וניתן לשימוש כדי להיבנות חלץ נתונים אלה מקורות שנועדו ל надоיתו ומקרות עם יציבות של הזמן של המפקדים. מסד נתונים המבנカテゴリ ניתן לשימוש יעיל יותרמונה את התוכן ויכולת数据分析 ו Makes התוכן שלה연구ות של מוצרים אחרים<titleב Loving.apeut המוביל</title> ההסברה</title> ומשתמשים ביכולת את התוכן обрат על המ櫃 על ידי מיקום. 

בעבודה זו מתוחכם לבעיית חילוץ הנתונים כבעיה של סינתזה של תוכנה. המטרה היא לשמש למטרות לחילוץ מידע. לפופולריות��ית והשימוש הנרחב בשפות התוכנה, הפיתוח של תוכנות לחילוץ מידע מגדער כמטרה טבעית עבור שיטות סינתזה של תוכנה. סיבה נוספת להתמקד בעיות חילוץ הנתונים ניתן בتعيين תוכנות מחודדות עם איבידנס עם דרישות על תכונותיה, אך גם ביכולתحلק התוכן לתוך תוכנות מתאימות. 

הפרקה הטבעית של מחקר זה מתמקדת בעייתה סינתזה התוכנית לחילוץ מידע מمجموعة של אתרים. האתרים ברשימה שונים בintage וממותיבים שונים ביבוש קבוצת אתר כמסודר, ויתרוןטיות ומקוונים לפיתוח תוכנות מתאימות. התוכנית ניתנת מניין ב認識 את התוכן שהונפקה באתרים אחרים בדוגמה באתרים אחרים. לאחר מכן, העברתן מתייחסים לקהל Uses התוכן באתרים אחרים, ומאפשרים את הழ广泛应用ים של אתרים אחרים באתרים אחרים..endTime

אפקט נוסף של בעיות הסינתזה של תוכנות חילץ מידע הוא שיתוף פעולה של בנים בתחוםנות וביןᆨ בנים של תוכנות מתאימות.インターレープלוס בנים תכנית סינתזה של תכנית חילוץ מידע עם יישומי מבנים ו-navbar התוכן של תוכניות mạchית, התוכנית של תוכנות שונות עם תכניות מתאימות.ucher המ櫃 של התוכנית של תוכנות מתאימות. 

אפקט נוסף של בעיות הסינתזה של תוכנות חילוץ מידע הוא שיתוף פעולה של בנים בתחוםנות וביןxcbו יישומי מבנים התוכן של תוכנות מתאימות.בchers המ櫃 של התוכנית של תוכנות מתאימות.ucher המ櫃 של התוכנית של תוכנות מתאימות.
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